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IUTRODUOTIOH
From 1928 to 1930 1 studied at Columbia University,Toac’ior’s College,
a toachor training centre where Dr .John Dewey’s Influence ’.aa very
great,and »ra.s at its height in that period• This study was combined
with work at Union Theological Soninary for the B.D. degree. After
twenty years In the ministry and religious education the opportunity
cane for further study. I decidod to re-orient myself in the field of
roligious education. Knowing about Scotland’s

long tradition of

interoot in religious education,I decided to do my research in the
University of 3t .Andrews*
In order to carry forward the lines of my previous study,and make
It moot valuable in terms of tho situation In the United 8tatos,I
decided to ovaluate Dr.Dowoy’s educational philosophy from the porspoctivo of Christian theism. Ity rosoarch has talsen no into the fields of
theology,philosophy and education*
Since ho began writing In tho field of philosophy In 1882 ,Dr.Dewey
has had a profound Influence upon Anorlcan thought,and almost frati the
very beginning ho lias been profoundly interested in education. Hie
influence lias not been limited to the United states. Br.Dwoy has boon
a prolific writer. Ho was bom in 18^9,began mn’dlng serious contributions
to philosophical and educational discussion before the clo e of the
century,and Io still cccmontiqg on the American and world scene. I have
read twenty one of Dr.Denrey’s books in preparation for this dissertation,
and have found tho following moot basic to an understanding of his
educational system 1 Democracy and E ducation; Experience and nature;
Logic,tho Thoory of Inquiry5The School and UooietyjHunan Nature and

ii

Conduct^Education To-day; Reconstruction In Philosophy?Art ao Experience;
A, Cordon Faith^Experience and Education;Quest Tor Certaintysand Freedom

and Culture.

•

.

To understand and evaluate the basic ideas upon which Dovray builds
his educational oyster, io complicated by the fact,as Dowey admits^t’iat
ouch basic concepts

as

’knowledge’ and*1 experience1 do not have a

consistent moaning throughout the wide range of his writings. I havo
dovoted.four chapters to setting forth his metaphysic,opictonology,
ethic,and the educational structure ho builds on these* !y evaluation
in those chapters is mde from a Christian thoistlc perspective,which
I characterise as a revised liberal theology. That io,its car3# roots
wore in the liberal theological traditionfand in later yoars ry thought
has boon inf luenoad to sone extent by tho neo-orthodox aovoixsnt.

T have brought three theistic positions into my otudy,tho liberal,
the neo-orthodox,and the Roman Catholic. T oolcctod those throe because
they represent the major theistic positions in tho United States. All

of them have had to take account of Dovray’s influence. They have varied
in their attitude toward Dewey,from wide acceptance of his views to
complete hostility. This has made it possiblo to show more clearly
tho issues between Dewey’s naturalism and various forma of supernatural—
inn.

-

A final chapter has boon dovotod to tho mono practical aspects of
the problorn by considering the issues Dewey raises connected with
teaching religion in the public schools. I havo included here,tlx?
rosuits of ry study of the English and Scottish approach to these
problems.

1
CHATTER ONE
DEYJEY’S NATURALISTIC WORLD-VIEW

John Dewey,and other educators of tho experimentalist school have not
been primarily into rented in metaphysics * However thoro are metaphysical
assumptions in their method and educational theory* Sidney Hook, in his book
The Metaphysics of Prarenatism ,makes tho following statement :
"The title of this study has been selected with malice prepense*
It conjoins two terms whoso connotations are generally regarded
as opposite in order to raako more emphatic the beliof that ’method1
is dogged by a pack of metaphysical consequences
1
Dewey -wrote a foreword to thio book in vzhich ho gave assent to the
thesis that pragmatism must examine the generic traits of existence* Under
lying Dewey’s educational syotom is his world-view* It has a bearing upon
his epistemology,psychology and social idealism* Experience and Nature
written in 1925 is his major metaphysical essay*
We will first examine Dowey’s attitude toward metaphysics. Then some
of his reasons for abandoning tho Christian WeItanschauung and the classic
al philosophical tradition* Ills theory of nature i3 difficult to separate
from his anthropology,because his view is that man io continuous with nature*
For purposes of analysis however they can be studied separately*
1.

Dewey’s Attitude To-izard Metaphysics*
(a) Christian Theism
Dewey’s early essays in ethics are within tho general context of the

ism* In a paper on Ethics and 1 hysical Science published in 1887,he maint
ains that evolutionary ethics as interpreted by Herbert Spenoor destroys
othical foundations by making ethics a physical science* Dovray wrote t
1) Sidney Hook,"Tho Metaphysics of Pragmatism", p,6

2

•’in spit© of tho vigor and ardor with which these ideas are urged/
sot» of us,at least,remain unmoved• We believe that tho cause of
theology and morals is one,and that whatever banished God from the
heart of tilings,with the same edict excludes the ideal,the ethical
from the life of men** 2
The first fiftoen years of Dewey’s philosophical reflections were gr
eatly influenced by G,S,Morris, Dewey studied under Morris at Johns Hopkins
University,and was his colleague at the University of Chicago, Ho cane to
share Morris’ antipathy toward speculative metaphysics, Morris waged a long
battle against the British empiricists. He charged them with making all
knowledge and experience sensible,and thus»after cutting away the only
basis for a world-view^ indulging in vain metaphysical speculation. Later
Dewey became a radical empiricist,but he was never as strongly opposed to
British empiricism as Morris, Dowey lie Id the idealist position against
the wax tablet, tabula rasa conception of tho mind,and the idealist posi
tion against dualism,
Morris introduced Dewey to Hegel, The conception of Absolute Mind
and the organic unity of the universe wore accepted, and they form tlie back
ground of Dewey’s later naturalism. Coming to Kant through Hegel,Dowey
found Kant’s emphasis upon mind as active,congenial,but he brings his fav
orite charge of dualism against Kant, Dewey vreis not searching primarily
for arguments for the existence of God, Hi3 main interoot was in keeping
the human and the non-human united. Objective,Universal Mind,gave him the
context in which knower and known object v/ere hold in unity,
(b) Dewey’s Extreme Anti-Metaphysical losition*
Dewey at first interpreted pragmatism as a philosophical method with2) Andover Review Vll 576 Quoted from M,G.White "The Origin of Dewey’s
Instrumentalism, p,97

5
out interest in,or need for metaphysics i
"It is often said that pragmatism unless it be content to be a mere
methodology must develop a theory of Reality* But the chief charac
teristic of the pragmatic notion of reality is precisely that no .
theory of Reality la goneral.uberhaupt is possible or needed** J
This statement was made in 1917* Though this position was Inter modified
it was not an isolated statement* In 1910,in the Journal of Philosophy he
had written an article maintaining that it was self-contradictory for prag'A*- :
;
I
‘
.
matism to claim to supply a world-view*
"Philosophy is itself a mode of knowing,and of knowing where reflect
ive thinking is much in play* It io honoo self-contradictory for an
instrumental pragmatism to set up claims to supplying a metaphysics
or ontology.** 4
By the end of the second decade Dewey’s attitude toward the need for
metaphysical thinking had changed* But wo shall maintain that his philos
ophical method and assumptions fail to provide adequate metaphysical found
ations for the educational structure Dewey builds*
(o) Dowe^ Thoory of Mature
In his book Experience and nature Dewey considers the problem of the
relationship pf existence to value* His position is neturalistic*Man nust
learn to live within tho bounds and according to the conditions set by nat
ure. Man must know nature in order to control it for his own ends t
* Fidelity to the nature to which we be long,as parts however weak,
demands that wo cherish our desires and ideals till we have conver
ted them into intelligence,revised them in terms of the ways and
means which nature maloos possible*" 5
In Human Mature and Conduct Dewey’s major work in social psychology,
ho gives further evidence of a ooncern for the ’whole1* His outlook has
5) Creative Intelligence. 1917 P 55
4) Journal of Philosophy Vll (1910) 478* Quoted from W*T*Feldraon "The
’ Philosophy of John Dewey* p 8
5) Experience and Nature p 420

4

changed since the criticism made of Spencer• Then,Dewey maintained that
theology and morals were inseparable,and the banishment of God from the
heart of things excluded the ethical from the life of man® How the ’whole’
is thought of in naturalistic terms *
*Tet tho last word io not with obligation t not with the future ♦In
finite relationships of man with his fellows and with nature alroddy
exist** 6
The infinite relationships are with man and nature* Though Dewey uses the
term enduring,we shall find in our study of his metapliy23^09 that he means
relatively enduring,
(d) 3ummary
-

The thoiotio assumptions of Dewey’s early writings are not hold in the

major portions of his work* Ethical interests always claimed Dewey’s atten
tion,and he has boon sceptical about the value of metaphysical thinking.
He first held that pragmatism had no interest in,and nothing to say about
ultimate Reality, Later he worked out a metaphysical position on naturalistic
lines,
2.

Dewey’s Opposition to the Metaphysical Cut look of 01ns si cal Philosophy
and Christianity,
To further understand Dewey’s world-view we must consider his reasons

for rejecting classical philosophy and Christian theism* We may consider
these together,because Dewey holds the viow that they are pracially synony
mous* He docs not talcs into account the rovis5.ons that have been made in
thei3tic thought which take cognizance of lodern scientific findings in
biology,physios and psychology* So we cannot well separate his strictures
6) Human Nature and Conduct p 550

5

against classical philosophy from those against Christianity*
(a) Dualism
To bo ablo to label a view dualistic is to condemn it in Dewey’s eyes*
And he finds much to labol dualistic* In his Reconstruction In Philosophy,
first published in 1920,he makes a sweeping criticism of classical philos
ophy for isolating the practical affairs of men from tho philosophers int
erest*
"All philosophies of tho classio type have made a fixed and fundam
ental distinction between two realms of existence* One of these cor«
responds to the religious and supernatural world of popular tradit
ion which in its metaphysical rendering became the world of highest
and ultimate reality.*Over against this absolute and noumonal real
ity which could be apprehended only by the systematic discipline of
philosophy itself, stood tho ordinary empirical,relatively real,ph»nomenal world of everyday experience*" 7
Dewey says this dualism inherited from tho Greek philosophers made time,
movement, change signs of non-being somehow Infecting true being* And the
classic tradition though modified somovhat by

Hebrew-Christian influences

held to this concept of tho Re^l as the changeless*
"That Plato and Aristotle in somewhat different fashion,and Plotinus
and "arcus Aurelius and Saint Thomas Aquinis,and Spincxza and Hegel
all taught that UltiraateJTeality is either perfectly Ideal and Rat
ional in nature,or eloe^Jakeolute ideality and rationality as its
necessary attribute,are facts well known to the student of philos
ophy*" 8
Dewey assorts that all forms of Bupomatualism place God completely outcide
of nature,fixing a gulf between sacred and secular,between philosophy and
active daily life* We shall maintain that theism need not fix such a gulf*
(b) Sloth
Quite in contrast to his fellow pragmatist William James,who found a
moral dynamic in religion,Dowey holds the view that man constructs his
7) Reconstruction In Philosophy pp 22—2^
8) Ibid p.106

6
belief in a 3upreme Being out of his moral laziness » He projects a Reality
that will accomplish what man In hio love of ease will not attempt,
"Tho sense of incompontency and tho sloth born of desire for irresp
onsibility have combined to create an overwhelming longing for the
ideal and rational antecedent possession of actuality,and consequen
tly something upon v/hioh wo can fall back for emotional support in
tirao of trouble," 9
Fear of life,and inability to cope with hio problems,account in Dowoy’s
mind for man’s creation of supematuralism, Ideals are projected into a
supernatural order for support,safekeeping! and sanction. He has dropped out
all recognition of support given by belief to ethical aotion,
(e) Intellectual Fprnallsm and Dishonesty
According to Dewey,tho doctrines and dogmas of religion stand in the
path of scientific Inquiry,and therefore must bo swept aside. He charges
religion with making false claims of discovering Reality through Eystical
and othor special experiences. In dofenso of these special insights it be
comes intolerant. As science gains ground it makes the religious position
untenable, Dewey soes no losses in this,
"The assumption that those objects of religion exist already in some
realm of Being 3eens to add nothing to their force,while it weakens
their claim over us as ideals,in eo far as it bases that claim upon
mattors that are intolloctually dubious," 10
(d) Indiv5-dualism
Dewey brings the criticism against both militant atheism and supernat
ural! ora that they are preoccup*Iod with ’man in isolation1. The drama of
sin and redemption goes on within the lonely soul of man and exalts his
importance as against the whole of nature. Atheism also passes over the
ties that bind man to nature,
9) Quest For Certainty p 286
10) A Common Faith p,4l

7

"What I have in mind especially is the exclusive prooccupation of
both militant atheism and supematuralism with man in isolation" • 11
(e) Summary
Against classical philosophy,and Christianity which he thinks Is in
extricably bound up with it,Dewey wages a running battle. Holding to tho
idea of unchanging perfection they divide life into separate realms .Rel
igion in its traditional forms has been an escape mechanism. And its dogmat
ism has stifled inquiry. Religious doctrines will be gradually supplanted
by scientific knowledge. And religion like atheism has promoted an individ
ualism that isolated man from nature.
That many of these charges have a basis in fact can hardly be denied.
Rut in our theistic critique of Dowey’s educational philosophy we will see
that Dewey’s sweeping generalizations do not givo a fair picture. He does
not do justice to the prophetic tradition in his ’sloth’ theory. Nor has
he given full consideration to types of thcfctic philosophy that find a place
for both the creative and the redemptive,both the transcendent and the
immanenttin their thought of God.
5. Dewey’s Theory of Nature,
We have soon Dewey’s anti-metaphysical biae,and outlined his case ag
ainst classical philosophy and religion. Though seoc reviewers of Dowey’s
philosophy have contended that he takes a position very dose to that of
theism,and others maintain that he does not exclude theism,I would hold
that in the main body of his writings he accepts an outright naturalistic
position. His metaphysical outlook is difficult to define,for in no part
11) A Common Faith p 55

8

of his extensive writing ia he more elusive than in his naturalistic meta
physics # Some of tho underlying concepts that we must consider aro-an open
universe j oxi stents as particular events; continuity; emergence; organism;
histories;and man as continuous with nature#
(a) An Open Universe
Wo have noted Dewey5objection to philosophies ’of the classic type’
for holding that tho real is changeless# In Reconstruction In Philosophy
ho contrasts the cosmology of tho ancient world with the view of the univ
erse given by modern science• This is worked out in further detail in
Experience and Nature# Greek philosophies and all world-views based on
them are memorials ’to what is finished1#
*Tho oosmically real is one with the finished,tho perfect,or wholly
dono#Even with Aristotle,a coldly defining theory,called metaphys
ics,of the traits of Being,becomes a theology,or science of ultim
ate and eternal reality to which only ecstatic predicates are att
ributable #* 12
Dewey makes nuoh of certain anthropologist’s emphasis upon the perilous and
precarious,and the part played by those in generating religion,law,art,
and industry# This aspoct of Dowey’3 thought can hardly bo over-emphasized#
In his study of primitive religion be subsumes the idea of the holy under
man’s effort to deal with the sinister forces and placate them# Because of
this interpretation of the holy,Dewey brushes aside religion not only in
its primitive forms,but in its philosophical and ethical forms# For him
religion io a futile quest for certainty in a radically precarious world#
"Our magical safeguard against the uncertain character of the world
is to deny the existence of change,to mumble universal and necessary
law,tho ubiquity of cause and effect,the uniformity of nature,
universal progress,and the inherent rationality of tho Universe#* 15
12) Experience And Nature p 91
15) Ibid p 44

9

Seleno© broke array from all these metaphysical chains^especially from the
assumption of a final cause# It was thus set free for inquiry in "a universe
with the lid off”>words of William James,which pragmatists often quote•The
concept of ’change1 is all-inclusive# Nothing is everlasting or enduring#
Change is omnipotent”#
”A thing may endure seen la seculorum and yet not be everlasting, it
will crumble before the gnawing tooth of time,as it exceeds a cer
tain measure# Every existence io an event#” 14
The direct bearing of thio emphasis and interpretation upon the educational
outlook of the experimentalist is evident# Dewey’s epistemology is based
upon an analysis of thinking which arises cut of problematical situations#
Ho finds no place for cognitive experiences outside of problematical situat
ions# Esthetic and intuitional experiences are not cognitive# L'an’s intell
ect Is a tool fashioned for survival and for the exploitation of the uncert
ain possibilities of nature# Education Is an adventure in a precarious
world#
(b) The Relatively Stable#
Tho eventual character of all existences is a basic assumption in
Dewey’s metaphysics# He will not however,idealize flux into a deityfand he
criticizes Bergson for romanticizing change# Nor will he assign all existence
to the realm of mere appearance# It is obvious to him that change implies
something that chmges# Hio constants are existents that change more slowly
than others#
”The important thing Is measure trelation^ratiojlcnowledge of the com
parative tempos of change# In mathematics some variables are constant!
in some problems,so it is in nature and life# The rate of change in
some things is so slow,or is so rhythmlo#that these changes have all
tho advantages of stability in dealing with more transitory and irr
egular happenings-if we know enough# 15
VQExperience and Nature p#71
15) Ibid p.71

10

Tho modes and tempos in the interaction of oxistents are the characterist
ics philosophy is ooncemed about* Dewey’s metaphysics seems to be a noting
and registering of the interactions of tho relatively stable and precarious
existents* If he admittedly stopped short at this point he would then be
consistent with his pragmatic theory of knowledge as functional* We shall
see however that he attempts to give an account of the origin of mind and
creative intelligence* And we shall question whether ho adequately accounts
for the existence of mind on his purely naturalistic basis which denies the
necessity of ono Subject to whan no beginning or ending can be assigned*
(c) Ends and Histories
Fundamental to Dewey’s division of experience Into cognitive and nonoognitive is his thoory of ends and histories in nature* In the changing
flux of events there are finalities and consummations*
’’But in every event there is something obdurate*self-sufficient*
wholly immediate*neither a relation nor an element in a relational
whole*but terminal and exclusive *” 16
Ho censures idealists and materialists alike for blindness In overlooking
the ’irreducible*infinitely plural*undofinable qualities**which a thing
must have In order to onter into relations and become tlie theme of discourse*
Science,since the seventeerifti oentuxy has recognized that its proper field
io not with tho nature of these immediate qualitative endo*but frith their
relations* All knowledge *aeoording to Dewey’s definition of knowlodge*is
about tho relations*and not tho imediate existences* Through reflective
thinking regulation of tho occurrence of immediate experiences is possible*
Knowledge prepares for consumraatoxy enjoyments and direct appropriations*
Those experiences contain everything of worth and significance* But there is
great instability in them bocauso of their dependence upon a diversity of
1^)„ Experience and Nature p*85

11

events#
"Thus tho things that aro most precious,that are final,being just tho
tilings that are unstable and most easily changing,soon to bo differ
ent in kind from good,solid,old-fashioned substance#” 17
Physics has shoun that natter is not tho solid, lumpy thing it was onco supp
osed to bo# It is now best described as a oerioo of events# Dewey sees only
%
a relative difference between tho precious qualities of immediate experience
and tho events of physical nature# Both are natural events and both are
ovanoscont# Tho changes that occur at tho physical level are slower than
those at tho level of values# If in tho fact of this one is tonptod to peas inism,Dowoy reminds us that nan has his labor,Ills arts,his ideals and accom
plishments and hin striving,and these are enough# lie oliould not waste tine
trying to disoorn tho connection of these with ^alltytfor they aro real#
Man’s tine and energy and thought should go Into their enjoyment and enrich
ment# Dewey defends this attitude against the charge of utilitarianism on
tho grounds that esthetic realities should not bo missed,or crowded out
by dosiro for food and comforts#
(d) Rhythm*
Father light io thro’tzn on Dewey’s epistemology and thooxy of value,by
the importanco he attaches to tho rhythmic character of experience,indicating
a rhythmic character in nature# Scionae,poetry,painting and music aro made
possible by thio property of nature# In Art As Experience he develops this
theoxy#
•

•All interactions that effect stability and order in the whirling
flux of change are rhythms# Thoro in ebb and flow,systole and diastol*
ordered change# Tho latter moves within bounds# To overpass the
limits which are set io destruction and death,out of which however
new rhythms aro built up#* 18

17) Experionco and Mature p#115
18) Art As Experience p#l6

12

Primitive man,says Dewey,knew these rhythms in a crude way# Scionoe is tho •
refined grasp of them# They are the basis of artistic form, in all tho arts •
In man’a more primitive days,his philosophy v/as the story of those natural
rhythms of nature in story form. Lav also had its origin In nature’s hamory
and regularity# Experience was not fragmentized# Dewey finds here another
root of religion in the esthetic experience of the rhythps of nature# The
other root as we have soon wo found in the precarious character of nature
which leads man to try to control nature by magical devises#
(e) Summary of Dewey’s Theory of Nature
Nature as Dewey conceives it is an affair of events# No existent endur
es, for there are only more or lens rapidly changing events# Thoro are irsnediato qualities in events,as well ns relational aspects# Nature has regular
ities,rhythms which form the basis of science and art# We noted before that
Dewey has little interest in ’speculative metaphysicsJand hw ho dropped
theism and all idea of g Perfect Being from his later writings# It is a
major contention in this study that Dowey’s motaphysici is vague and inadeq
uate# His motive of rescuing the significance of time,and the events In
time from philosophical systems that ovorlook them,or view them as mors
appearance, is sound# But we shall question whether his naturalism gives
adequate support to his educational system,and attempt to show where theism
gives a more profound basis for an educational philosopty#
4# Dowey’s Viow of Human Nature#

.

'■

Dewey is passionately interested in orienting the total life of man
within nature# Ho looked at one time,upon Thomas Huxley as a staunch champion
of the continuity of man with nature# He was shocked and baffled by Huxley’s
Romanes lecture, Evolution and Ethlca riven In 18?5. Dewey wrote a reply
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In 1898* He could not tolerate a view that made a radical break between man
and nature• He reporta the reaotion of hio fellow-Darwinists and himself I
’’Those who recall the dissuasion following the lecture will remember
that many felt as if they had received a blow knocking the breath
out of their bodies* To a eno it appeared that Mr*Huxley had execut
ed a sudden volto-faoe and had given up hio belief in the unity of
the evolutionary process,accepting the very dualistic idea of the
separation between the animal and the human,against which he had
previously directed so many hard blows*” 19
Wo have seen in our survey of Dewey’s naturalism that he insists upon con
tingent and precarious factors in nature* Dewey does not hold the view that
nature in all its aspects is friendly to nan* In his reply to Huxley he is
concerned to show hovz ethical values arose in the course of evolution* They
are the modification of ono part of man’s environment with reference to an
other part*
We turn then to Dowey ’a account of tho origin of mind and value*

(a) Tho Kind-Body Problem
Dewey thinks that many of the difficulties in philosophy and in ed
ucation are duo to a wrong solution of the mind—body problem* Ho sots out
to show the errors of dualistic views,and gives hio own solution to the
problem*
*Tho evils which wo suffer in education,in religion—for example the
fundamentalist attack about tho evolution of men rests upon tho idea
of complete separation of mind and body—in the materialism of bus
iness and the aloofness of ’intellectuals’ froin life,the whole sep
aration of knowledge and practice—all testier to the necessity of
soeing mind-body as an integral whole*” 20
What then is his solution ? His theory of tho instrumental nature, of think
ing, and the efficacy of intelligence in the control of nature/would seem to
imply that consciousness and mind were efficacious at the physical and
3#)noniet Vlll 525 Quoted from’Whit^'” The Origin of Dewey’s Instrumentalism”p 1
20)Philosophy and Civilization p 502
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biological levels. But Dewey abandoned belief in final causation. This
leaves him with only a descriptive account of the emergence of nind#When t
he goes beyond mere description he ends with an account of nind as epiphen
omenal ”ith respect to the body,
"Empirically spoaking,tho xaost obvious difference between living and
non-living things io that the activities of the former are charact
erized by needs>by efforts which are active demands to satisfy needs9
and by satisfactions," 21
Just how psychic energies emerge from such a situation is not fully shown#
Those biological,psychoAogical terms like ’need*,’effort’>and ’satisfaction*
are translated into ’physical energy1, How chemioo-physical energies combine
to bring forth psychic qualities except hy his own definition of terms is
not made clear# In a chapter callod *Body and Mind* in Philosophy and
Civilization he says :
"Tho remainder of the story io that chemioo-physical processes go on
in ways and by interactions which have reference to the needs of the
organism as a whole and thus take on psychical quality," 22
Thio seems to reduce mind to a stato of epiphononona of tho body. Since
Dowey twildo his educational philosophy around the power of the mind to
control nature and society it looks liloo ho haB proved a case against him
self, At times he accepts the epiphenonenal view in order to avoid the
dilemma of dualismtand ends in a radical behavioristic psychology t
"Instrumentalism means a behavioristic theoxy of thinking and knowi ng.
It means that knowing is literally something which \ze dojthat analysil
is ultimately physical and active.,,Put in another tray it holds that
thinking doe3 not moan any transcendent states or acts suddenly in
troduced into a previously natural scene>but that the operations of
knowing are (or artfully derived from) natural responses of the
organism?1 • 2J
Dewey does not cons’stently accept this extreme form of behaviorism# He
Experience And Hature “25-r------------------22) Phllosopiy and Civilization p,5O7
25) Essays in Experimental Logic p,l4
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recognizes the fact of conscious awareness and makes a great deal of the
factor of reflect!vo thinking* Dewey*0 major work in Psychology appeared in
1887fand was followed soon after by Applied 1 sy oho logy his first venture
into tho field of education* In these books he held the view that individ
ual consciousness reproduced Universal Qonscicusnees* The individual mani
fests a larger organism which io constituted by Absolute Kind* This is the
Hegelian origin of Dovray’s later social psychology* Tho social influences
upon individual thought and attitudes have occup*iod Dewey’s attention far
more than the mind-body problem* Tho biological influence upon Devray’s
thought is most clearly seen by the importance ho gives to thought as active
and arising out of situations of friotion and strain* He turns away from
metaphysics to pragmatic thinking* In Philosophy and Civilization this
is clearly stated t
*1 shall not try to prove this unity**In just the degree in which
action>bohavior,i8 made central,th© traditiehal barriors between
mind and body break down and dissolve *w 24
The mind as active in understanding the relationship of existents,occupies
far more of Dewey’s attention than arguments for a naturalistic theory of
the psychic and mental* But we shall see when we set out his espistemology
that tho biological theory of the origin of mind is by no neano nugatory
in his educational outlook*
(b) Value
In many respects Bertrand Russell and John Dewey aro in agreement in
their philosophical outlook* But on the question of tho place of ethics
in philosophy they dihagroe* Russell thinks that ethics dooo not belong to
philosophy* On tho other hand Dewey holds that ’goods’ and thoir realization
24) Philosophy and Civilization p 502
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arc tho major philosophical interest* Santayana,in a review of Dewey’s
Sx orionee and Nature ao sorted that Dewey’s naturalism was not thorough
going,because Devzoy is an ethical thinker whose basic assumptions are not
naturalistic* These throe naturalists then take a different view of the
relation of truth to value*
The clone relation of moral judgements and scientific lenow ledge is
central to Dewey’s entire educational theory* The following passage from
Philosophy and Civilization shows what he considers the general relation
to be,and also throws light on hio pragmatio conception of moral judgements*
"The pragmatist at least tries to face and not dodge the question
of how it is that moral and scientific ’knowledge’ can both hold
of one and tho same world* And whatever the difficulties in his
proffered solution,tho conception that scientific judgements are
to be assimilated to moraleis closer to common sense than is the
theory that validity is to bo denied to moral judgements because
they do not square with a preconceived theory of tho nature of the
world to which scientific judgements must rofer* And all moral
judgements are about chahges to bo made** 25
Dewey, wishing to integrate tho whole of man’s experience finds man funde

amentally a valuing creature* He is ’constituted to think in toms of wel
fare’* He does not think in toms of faculty psychology and a moral faculty*
• H© thinks of man in interaction with his environment,adapting himself to
it,seeldlng to control it and oaks it servo his manifold needs and interests*
He thinks of man as participating in a group life which is always changing*
Thinking arises out of situations when in satisfying needs two courses are
open}and a choice must be made*

•

”Refloction also implies concern with the issue—a certain sympathetic
identification of our own destiny,if only dramatic,with tho outcome
of the course of overrts.*The flagrant partisanship of human nature
io evidence of tho intensity of the tendency to identify ourselves
with ono possible course of events,and to reject the other as for
eign*. *”e desire thio or that outcome* One wholly indifferent to
tho outcome does not follow or think about what is happening at alii 2
25) Philosophy and OivnTzaTrOT-p’’^'-----------26) DflwxmMT and Education P 172
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The entire pragmatic approach to truth and value is centred in the purpos
ive, impulsive, striving nature of man. The

coirative aspect of man’s life

is the basis from which the cognitive is derived. Thia has important
implications for religion and education,and will be further examined in

a more dotallod treatment of Dewey’s epistemology and theoxy of toalue.
(c) The Social Nature of Man

We have seen that Dewey criticizes both militant atheism and supematuralism for being preoccupied with ’man in isolation1. In his first book,
Psychology.while still under strong Hegelian influence,a supernatural envIrorvaont is assumed. But in this same book the empirical concept of the
influence of cultural environment began to emerge. Dewey later points to
this change x
"the motaphysical idea that an absolute mind io manifested in social
institutions dropped out. • .tho idea,upon an empirical basis of the
power exercised by cultural environment in shaping ideas,beliefs,
and intellectual attitudes of individuals remained.” 27
William James, Psychology, which emphasizes the interaction of man with his
environment, greatly influenced Dewey. The social emphasis was at inula tod
also by Franklin Foxxl,ai one time editor of Bradstroet’s in New York. From
his belief in a world unified by Absolute Mind,Dewey moved toward the view
that the world io potentially one,and may be controlled by intelligence.
Thio task is to bo accomplished by applying tho scientific method to
social problems. The ’social lag’ analysis of man’s social predicament is
developed in Freedom, ant Culture, and Ihiloaophy and Civilization ,and other
ethical writings. In the latter work he says x
”Hero lies tho heart of our present social problem. Science has
hal’dly been used to modify men’s fundamental acts and attitudes
27) I .Schlipp *The Philosophy of John Dewey” p.17
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in social matters* It has been used to extend ewnacuoly the soope
and power of interests and values which anteceded its rise* Here is
the contradiction in our civilization* The potentiality of science as
the most powerful instrument of control which ever existed puts to
raanlzind it3 one outstanding challenge** 28
We shall see that Dewey’s social goal is a free democratic culture* Education
for him moans education for democracy* The aim of education is the fullest
possible realization of human possibilities and potentialities* Science,
free from metaphysical dogmas,directod its inquiry toward correlations
that exist between observed changes in nature* Now science must turn its
attention to the correlations between man and his cultural environment* It
nust decide the Issue between a culture which eventuates in war, after vjarz
or a peaceful society* Education io the scientific method to the whole
range of man’s interests*

.

We must note here an ambiguity in Dewey’s theory of values* We have
quoted a statement of his to the effect that scientific judgements are
to be assimilated to moral judgements* We now quote a statement which
shows that he finds the seat of moral authority in scientific knowledge*
*If knowledge,oven the most authenticated kind,cannot influence
desires and aims,if it cannot determine what is of value and what
io not,the future outlook as to formation of desires is depressing** 5
We 3hall have to ask in our chapter on Dewey’s theory of values whether
in his naturalistic world viow there must be an inherent vagueness and
ambiguliy* Dewey makes value judgements that are not based on his metaphy
sical theory* Tho value of the individual,froodom,and equality are moral
•goods’ that Dewey belioves in* To him they seem self evident* Nature with
which man is linked,which brought man into being,in whlchi there is nothing
28) Philosophy and Civilization p 524
29) Freedom and Culture p 140
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that is everlasting,which has no mind of Ito own,would seem to h© an inad
equate foundation upon which to build an optimistic faith in man and cult
ure >
(d) jfampjtiry of Dowey1 a Anthropo lory
His position on the mind-body nroblera seems to waver between a purely
descriptive,phonoiaona list view,and a view of mind in an epiphenomena1
relationship to the body, Yet he believes that man is essentially a moral,
evaluating creature. At cross-road situations his evaluations are called
into action. The scientific method 1g sufficient to define ends and control
desires and control nature,and the social end nan strives for is a free
demooratic culture that emancipates his potentialities.
5.

Summary of Dewey1 a

or Id-View

In the beginning of his career Dewoy was a theist concerned about the
problem of reconciling the claims of religion and science. He accented the
the Idealist world-view. He shared G.S.Morris’ antipathy toward metaphy
sical speculations. At first he denied that pragmatism could or should say
anything about untimato Reality. Ip ter he developed hio own metaphysics
Along naturalistic lines. Equating classical philosophy and Christianity,
Dewey made a break with them on the greunds that they were dualistic,
escape raochanlsmjdogmatio,and individualistic.
Nature,according to Dewey«is an affair of ovents. There are immediate
qualities in events.These are not cognitive,nor are they atomistic. The
cognitive aspects of events are relational. All events,in all respects
are changing, Nature has regularities,rhythms which form the basis for man(s
3cionce and his arts. Kan i3 complexly subsumed in nature. Dewey seeks to
explain the emergence of the psychic and mental in terms of physico
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chemical reactions* Hew organic activities produce psychlo qualities* This
epiphenonenal relationship of nind to body is not consistently carried over
into his educational theoxy,for thero he makss a great deal of the poww of
the mind to control nature*
Man is fundamentally an evaluating creature* He thinks of tho best
ways of meeting his noeds and interests when tension arises* Man moves within
a total environment consisting of nature and culture* We shall examine
his epistemology,theory of values,and educational aims based upon his
naturalistic world-view*
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CHAPTER WO

,

DEWEY’S Sn3TEIOLOOy
Because of Its bearing on his theory of education,we will examine
Dewoy’s epistemology• We have seen that tho general matrix in which his
thought moves is—individual organism, culture and nature® His theory of
knowledge is developed on these naturalistic assumptions®
His epistemology is so radically different from classical theoriesf
that a brief historical sketch of his ideas will be given® For Dewey,
inquiry,not truth or know ledge in tho usual sense, is the essence of logio®
He developed his logic of inquiry over a period of almost half a corrtury
in four major volumes! Studios in Logical Theory > Essays in Experimental
Logio i How We Think;-Logic,Tho Theory of Inquiry® Central in all these
io tho idea of thought connected with tli© problematical® In the moot recent
volume. Logic, Tho Theory of Inquiry written in 19J6 Dewey points to the
main distinction between tills and his forms r writings t
” While connection with the problematic is unchanged,express identif
ication of reflective thought with objective inquiry makes possible
I think,a mode of statement less open to misapprehension than were
tho previous ones®* 1
1® The Qonoral Background of Dewey1a Thoory of Inquiry
(a) Organism and Continuity®
Leohanical analogies havo always been foreign to Dewey’s thinking®
Hegel’s concept of organic relations helped Dowey combat all forms of
mechanistic dualism,and relationships mechanically conceived® He assumed
at first that hio Hegelian concept of organism was illustrated by biology.
1) Logic,The Theory of Inquiry

lii
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Tho second book Dowey wot© was Leibnitz* New Essays Oonoorning tho Hwan
Understanding *published in 1888* The emphasis Leibhitz makes on unity,and

continuity,is congenial to Dowey* He suggests that Leibnitz did not derive
those ideas frm biology,but found confirmation of thorn in bioloQT* This is
a statement that could equally well bo applied to Dewey’s thinking at this
stag©*
(b) The Doubt-Inquixy Process
Hegel and Darwin contributed also to Dowey* s thooiy of tho place of
the problematical situation in tho origin of thought* In hio paper on Kant,
written in 1889> Dewoy assorted that all philosophical reflect ion began in
situations in which there wro ’contradiction^* When Darwinian influences
took precedence over Hog©lion,thG idea of contradictions was transposed
into situations of tension that arise in adjustment to environment*
In a review,including Lester Ward’s The Psychic Factors Of Civilizat
ion *Dowey approves in tho main of Ward’s analysis of the origin of the
power of mental exploration* In summarizing Ward’s thoory Dewoy states a
principle that guldod much of his own thought*
•When a desire leaving a certain amount of active vigor at command
meets obstacles,the recruit is that tho animal is no longer simply
checked”* Because,although”external notion is arreotod internal
motility is inoroasod*” With the increase of "internal motility”,
the animal develops new points of attack,and thus by an indirect
or flanlc novorjent finally roaches its goal* "This advantageous
method would be selected and perpetrated until,finally,the power
of mental exploration is developed*" 2
The only exception Defray talcos to Ward’s account is that he thinks this
situation of tension io repeated in all subsequent thinking,while Ward
looks upon it as an explanation of tho origin of rental powers which later
cut loooe from the conditions in which they originated*
2)l-sychologlcal Review 1 pp A00-4ll Quoted from White "The Origin • d
of Dowey* s Instrumentalism" p 120

(c) Thought and Action
Though at first nwch more Hegelian than Kantian,Dewey agreed with
Kant that thought is active. But he saw in Kant a gulf between formal
thought,and the particulars and materials of thought. The theory of
mind as active was combined with the concept of continuity ,and with the
Darwinian emphasis upon adjustment to environment. Thus one cannot under
stand Dewey’s difficult view that thinking changes the object thought
about,unless one remembers that he includes bodily action and the con
sequences of an act in the total process of thinking.
”{Thinking)..involves the explorations by which relevant data are
procured and the physical analyses by which they are refined and
made precisejit comprises the reading by which information is got
hold of,the words which are experimented with,and the calculations
by which the significance of the entertained conceptions or hypoth
eses is elaborated. Hands and feet,apparatus and appliances of all
kinds are as much a part of it as changes in the brain,” 5
As Dewey well re cognizes, this is a radical re-definition of thinking.
(d) Having and Knowing
fe have noted that Dewey makes a fundamental distinction between
cognitive and non-cognitive experiences. In Psychology (1837) he distin
guishes between a 1 thing1,and its ’function1 ♦ In terms of experience this
means the difference between immediate ’felt’ experience,and its function
al aspects. The image Is particular,and the concept is something the
image aooarapliohes,and is thus its raeaning.The percept is identified
with the image. Thus,the concept Is constructed by the percept,by real
izing Its full meaning* The meaning that was implicit in the percopt
becomes explicit. Thus ’moaning’,becomes a mode of mental action,of
5) Essays In Experimental Logic p 14
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construction* Later Dewey comes to think of the ’concept1 in a far lees
mentalietic sense,by linking thought to physical action* However thio
is the psychological root of his Instrumentalism*
In Applied Psychology* continuity between sensation and thought is
emphasized,and the mediate character of all knowledge asserted* Sensationearo the last antecedants of a physical state aroused by bodily stimulus*
They are immediate* Tho mind does not have to think or romombor to have
these things* Thus they are not ’knowledge’* They stimulate images,which
as we have seen>are Identical in Dewey’s psychology,with percepts* These
percepts construct meaning* This is the psychological basis for his dist
inction between ’having1 and* knowing1 >and the view that all know ledge io
’mediate’* We shall later more fully examine this view,because it is
the basis for much of Dewey’s writings on espitemology and value* The
important Issue of the validity of vision and Intuition rests on this
analysis*
(e)Tho Scientific Method
Dewey was first introduced to experimental psychology wider 0*3 tan ley
Hall at Johns Hopkins University* The experimental approach was so cong
enial to his mind that ho called his philosophical outlook "experimental
idealism*" Biology and sociology were also of great Interest to Dewey*
We have mentioned the writings in which Dewey developed his theory of
logic* In all of them ho io concerned with the method of inquiry as folLow
ed by science* When Venn’s booktPrinciples of Empirical or Inductive
Logic appeared,Dewey considered it an important contribution to the new
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logic* However he objected to Venn1 s view that logic was different from
the disciplines of physics and psychology* This seemed dualistic to
Dewey,and in his own thoory ho includes the biological and cultural matrix
in which inquiry proceeds*
"The thoory in summary form,is that all logical forms (with their
characteristic properties) arise within the operation of inquiry
and aro oonoerned with control of inquiry so that it may yield
warranted assertions.*it means that while inquiry into inquiry
is the &ausa cornossondl of logical forms,primary inquiry itself
is Sansa easendl of the forms which inquiry into inquiry dis
closes** 4
(f) Summary of tho Background of Dewey’s Logic of Inquiry *
Hegelian and Darwinian concepts of organism and continuity aro used
against all forms of dualism*

stands against all separation of know

er from known object,percept from concept,mind from body,thought from
action* ’Contradictions1 in Hegelian dialectic become transferred to sit
uations of tension according to the Darwinian emphasis upon adaptation of
organism to environment* Thii is further developed into the problematical
matrix of all thinking* Kant’s emphasis upon thought as active ms trans
formed into thought as action,including physical acts* Sensations,the final
physical antecedents of mental activity, are immediate * They furnish the
stimulus to the image and perceptual function of tho organism,and concents
follow® The concept is the power of the image to convey meaning or intell
ectual value* This ’constructivism1 io fundamental to Dewey’s distinction
between cognitive and non-cog ritive experiences,and between having and
Isnowing*
2* The Specif io Background of Dewey’s Theory of Inquiry*
(a)

Pragmatism *

Tho final cast takon by these various influences was Pragmatism.
4) Logic.The Theory of Inauirv. dd 5-4-

This is not to suggest that Dewey’s treatment of ary philosophical issue
falls neatly into pigeon-holes . Thoro have been throe terns used to des
ignate tho move no nt in American philosophy associated with Charles Sanders
Xeirce,William Janes and John Dewey-Pragmatlsm. Instrumonta 11 8mfand Exporlmontalism ,
0,SePolrce ,the son of a celebrated mathematiciangis credited with
originating the pragmatic movements Dewey!in Philosophy and Civilization,
traces the history of Pragmatism,and calls attention to tho fact that
Peirce tookthe word ’pragmatism’ from Kant, In his writing Kant disting
uished betvzoen ’praktisch* and ’pragraatisch’, Felroe,wlth a laboratory
habit of mind,was troubled by the wide separation of the meaning of these
two terms, Tho former seemed to Peirce to move in a region far removed
from daily experience. The latter seemed to mates concrete connection
with human purpose. The attitude of the scientist was described by Peirce
as follows t
”Whatever assertion you make to him,lie will either understand as
meaning that If a given prescription for an experiment ever can
be and evor is carried out in act,an experience of a given des
cription will result,or else he will see no sense at all in what
you esy," 5
In Dewey’s comments on Peirce’s essay in which he develops his theory
he calls attention to the Kantian background of leiree’s thought i
"Thoro is a remarkablo similarity hore to Kant’s doctrine, Peirce’s
effort was to intorpret tho universality of concepts in the domain
of experience in tho same way in which Kant established the law
of practical reason in the domain of the a priori" 6
Tho meaning of a proposition,according to Peirce is to be found in its
5) Monost 701,15 p.165, Quoted from_ Dewey .Philosophy of Civilization. P 14
6) Philosophy and Civilization p 15
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application to human conduct,and universale can thus bo arrived at
0 ’’defining accurately all the conceivable experimental phenomena
which the affirmation or denial of a concept could imply*0 7
Peirce was primarily a logician and soAentist,and he worked out his
theorioa in a limited field of discourse,to guide scientific re searoh*
That he held a radically different view of theism and the nature of
perooptlon from that off Dewey,oan be seen in tho following passage from
his Collected Papers i
"Where would such an idea say as that of God came from,if not from
direct experience ?**as to God,open your eyes—and your heart,
which is also a perceptive organ—and you soe him* Out ycu may
ask,Dont you admit there are ary delusions ? Yes: I may think a
thing is black and on close examination it may turn out to be
bottle green* But I cannot think a thing io black if there is
no such thing as black*•• It is the nominalists,and the nominalists
alone,who indulge in such skepticism,which the scientific method
utterly condemns*0 8
In Peirce’s review of George Berkeley whioh appeared in Tho North American
Review in 1871,his theories were set forth* These be camo tho core of
pragmatism* H*W*Sehneider in A History of American Philosophy summarizes
Peirce’s propositions as followsI
(1) The question of the validity of knowledge may be approached
and settled inductively as a scientific problem*
(2) Experimental verification is based on faith in an eventual
agreement among observers,and the universals eventually held
by the community of knowors constitute reality and truth*
(5) Kant’s doctrine that the real object is deterninod by the mind
is to bo interpreted as meaning that the objodtively valid
univoreals in our experience of objects arc normal products
of a ccRsaunity of ’mental action’,not incognizable causes*
(4) Science io to be froed from contamination with nominalism,
individualisra,and materialism by reviving realism through
mathematical logic*
(5) Philosophy and mathematics sust discard their leisuroly eleg
ance and talas on a pracitoal form by addressing themselves to
proving the reality of community* 9___________
7) Monist vol.15 P 162 Quoted from Dewoy,Philosophy and Civilization p 14
$,Oolleotod lapers Vol VI Charles Sanders Peirce From Charles Hartshorne’s
"Man’s Vision of God0* p 299
9) Schneider, 0A History of American Philosophy0 p 519
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Dewoy,who drew heavily upon Peiroo,ms eager to guard against two popular
misconception about his views* Action was not hold to bo an end in itself*
Its rolo is that 4f an intermediary* One must bo ablo to apply concepts
to experience to attribute moaning to them* As Peirce,used the torm,action
did not mean brute exercise of strength,but action as it tends toward
generalization and regularization* For Peirce a habit is tho biological
embodiment of a general idea*lelief is a rule of action «
"the application of>which involves further doubt and further thought,
at the same time that it is a stopping-place it la also a new start
ing place for thought*.The final upshot,of thinking is tho exercise
of volition,and of this thought no longer forms a part}but belief
is only a stadium of mental action,an effect upon our nature due
to thought,which will influence future thinking** 10
I

Peirco thuc thought ho had proved that a universal as distinguished
from a particular 3tato of consciousness could bo defined in torn® of
habits of boliof,and those in terms of habits of action* Dewey insists that
loirco was not lnterosted primarily in individual reactions to particular
situations* This would have left him open to tho charge of utilitarianism*
He was lnterosted rather in univoroals and community* So action is not
for its own sake,but a way in which the existent comes to embody universale*
William James (1842-1910) carriod on tho work begun by Peirce*
He was more of an individualist than Peirce,and his primary interests wore
education and religion* His first published essay on pragmatism was an
article written in I878 for tho Journal of Speculative Philosophy called
* Brute and Hunan Intellect** Holding that philosophy was too remote from
tho active life of mankind,much of his concern was motivated by the desire
10) Schneider ”A History of American Philosophy* p f>22 The quotation is
from ’Peirce,The Philosophy of Peirce* 3 looted Writings* od.ty
James Buohlel: (Hew York 1940) -pp 56,57
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to show that beliefs have consequences in conduct-that beliefs really natter*
In hi8 Gifford lectures The Varieties of Religious Experience deliv
ered in Edinburgh (1901-1902), ho spolas as a psychologist interested in
•the religious propensities of nan’* In these lectures he criticizes types
of philosophy and theology that overlook tho fact that nan’s thinking is
organically related to conduct*
*The Continental sohools of philosophy have often overlooked the
fact that nan’s thinking is organically connected with his
conduct* It seems to no to be the chief glory of English and
Scottish thinkers to havo kept the organic connection in Tiew*" 11
Dewey considers Jamss more of a nominalist than Peirce,and holds that he
particularizes the pragmatic theory* A philosophical proposition can
always be broutrt down to some particular consequence in practical exper
ience whether active or passive* The main >pdint lies in tho fact that the
experience must be particular,rather tlian in the fact that it must be
active*
Janos was interested in looking toward fruits,consequences,and facts*
i
"
rather than toward first things, •categories’ or necessities* Combining
pragmatism with omplricieaa ho identified truth in a particular case with
verification,and then pushed tho argument to tho point of holding that
truth in general was determined by consequences*
How closely De;/oy follows James may be seen in thia summary of
his instrumentalism :
’’Instrumentalism is an attempt to establish a precise logical thoexy
of concepts,of judgements and inferences in their various forms,
by oonsidoring primarily how thought functions in tho experiment
al determinations of future consequences*'1 1211
11) Varieties of Religious Experience pp 442,44j
12) Philosophy and Civilization p 26
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Although Dowey resents tho implication sometimes made that instrum
entalism is simply a reflection of American activism,he doos grant that
the progressive and changing character of American life has had a part in
bringing this philosophy into being# And John L#Ohilds,a disciple of
Dowey, in Education and tho Philosophy of Experimontallsm ^suggests four
factors in American culture that have liad an effect on tho thought of tho
experimentalists t
(1) Tho absence of a rigidly fixed system of anciont traditions,
customs and institutions#
(2) The primitive quality of life on tho frontier where modern train
ed men were obliged to live in an uncultivated environment••
(j) The reality given to Ideals of social democracy and human
progress in a now world where natural resources were abundant
and men were relatively scarce#
(4) Extensive industrial development,and the unparalleled use made
of tho machine ♦•The ’metaphysics of the instrument1 camo more
naturally to a people who had witnessed man and his tools sub
duing a continont# 1J
5# Poway*8 Formulation of tho Theory of Inquiry

(a) Tho Naturalistic Matrix of Logic
In Logio,Tho Theory of Inquiry (19J8) Dewey says thore is agreement
in contemporary logical thooxy with regard to proximate subject matter#
But thoro is controversy with regard to ultimato subject matter# Ho deplores
the fact that logic io tied to theories of metaphysics#
The difficulties that arise from metaphysical theories,he soys,
*■ \
can be overcome by cutting logic away from all of them and accepting
the task of working logic out as a scionco of inquiry# In 2uo3t for Cert
ainty* he aseorts that the entire difficulty about logic can bo traced to
tho single error of dualiatia metaphysics# Ho wants a system of logic
15) John L#Childs ttEduoation and the Philosophy of Experiments lism* pp 18,19
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which rests upon no epistemological or metaphysical assumptions# Yet we
must not© that he begins with several far reaching assumptions# One Is the
complete denial of the supernatural# And tho other 13 the ultimacy °?
inquiry# E#S#Araee has worked out the implications of Dewey’s philosophy
as it pertains to religion# According to Ames tho true view is"to regard
Jft
science as the method of all possible Imowledge# J#L#Childs is equally
explicit I
“However if one proclaims that the experimental method is the all
inclusive method,does he not in so doing express a belief that the
general nature of the vorld is such that this one method is adeq
uate to discover all important meanings discoverable by any
valid method#" 19
Wo conclude then,that Dowey has not been able to construct his thoory of
inquiry apart from metaphysical assumptions# It is frankly based on natur
alistic presuppositions# We will question whether he gives a convincing
account of the continuity between lower (less complex).and higher (more
complex activities and forms ) # And we will question the adequacy of hio
theory of truth#
(b) Continuity
We saw that in De\jey’s approach to tho mind-body problem he either
ended with a descriptive account of things> or when ho went beyond this,
ho loft montal processes in the status of epiphenonena with regard to the
body# Yet we lenow ho builds hio educational theories on tho efficacy of
creative intelligence# Does he clarify this ambiguity ?
(l) Emergence and Continuity
The height reached by creative intelligence is to be seen in bringing
14) E#S#Ames “Religion” p 7^
15) Childs "Education and the Philosophy of Experimontalisra* p 46
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novelties Into being*
"As a natter of fact,the pragmatic theory of intelligence means
that tho function of mind is to project new and more complex ends
to free experienoe from routine and from caprice ♦••tho me of itellIgenoe to liberate and liberalize action is tho pragmatio lesson** 16
He goes beyond adjustment to environment* Intelligence is more than function
al in the survival sense* It involves memory and forecast,and brings them
to bear upon the present* Real ’emergence1 Is here assumed^ In Chapter Vll,
of Experience and Mature jhe develops this view which we summarize*

.

Dewey’s context is a serial order of natural events which fa 11^Into
definite well marked stages* Once on this earth no living being existed*
The difference between living and non-living things Is that the former are
characterized by neods,efforts to satisfy the needs,and satisfaction*The
difference lies In the way physico-chemical energies aro connected and
operate,leading to different consequences* The activity of an oganlsm Is
designated as psycho-physical* Organization is one mark of the psychic*
How does this occur T If this cannot bo fully ex plained, Dewey says. It is
not because there is a mysterious supernatural power at work,but because
it is complex* He is sure that all theories that bring in a special force
at this point ca 11,^ life’,or ’soul force’ aro mistaken* He accounts for
sensitivity in tho followir^j manner t
"When over the activities of the constituent parts of an organized
pattern of activity are of such a nature as to conduce to the per
petuation of the patterned activity,there exists the basis of sen
sitivity* Each ’part’ of an organism is itself organized,and so of
the parts of the part* Hence its selective bias in interactions
with environing things is exercised so as to maintain itoolf,
while also maintaining the whole of which it is a member. The roottips of a plant interact with chemical properties of the soil in
sunh ways as to sex'vt organized life activity. .This pervasive
16) Creative Intelligence p 65
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operative presence of the whole in the part and of the part in the
wholetconstitutes susceptibility—the capacity of fee ling-whet her
or no thio potentiality be actualized in plant life* Responses are
not merely selective,but are diocriminatory,in behalf of some results
rather than othors. This discrimination is tho essence of sensitiv
ity.* 17
There are some questions we would ask. Why does the constituent part of
an organized activity act so as to perpetuate the vrhole ? Why doos it so
act as to maintain Itself and the whole,and the whole so act as to maintain
tho part ? Are the selective .discriminatory responses best described in
oheraioo-physical terms or in psychic terms.? And can we believe that tills
complicated process can beat be thought of in terras of epiphenoaenal
ref leaps, of the play of physico-chemical energies ? Why is it not more
reasonable to suppose that tho psychic qualities,if there are both physical
and psyohie present,have the leading role.? These same questions persist
\

as we pass on to tho animal level.
*..in animals in which locomotion and distance-receptors exist,
sensitivity and interest are realized as feelings,even though
as vague and massive uneasiness,comfort,vigor and exhaustion.* 18
These actions become differentiated into preparatory and consummatory.
This is suffused with the
*oonsumnatory tone of sex,or food,or security,to which it contribut
es. Sensitivity,the capacity is then actualized as feeling.” 19
Animals have differentiated feolinge which vary in< quality,corresponding
to different phases of activity. They ars not aware of these. Life at thia
level is pocho-physical but not 'mental1. Montal is defined as awareness
of meaning. Mental phenomena do not appear before language.
17) Expedience and Mature p 256
18) Ibid p 256
19) Ibid p 258
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’’••mind is an added property assumed by a feeling creature when
It roaohea that organized interaction with other living creatures
which is language, coumni cation** 20
The nature of thinking,and the difference between tho animal and human
level of life,is closely bound up with Dewey’s theory of language. Animal
feelings, as indications of acts performed and to bo performed ,and of signs
and their consequences,are meaningful* That is they make sense,they are
’ sense’* Animal experience is by wave after wave,with little residue ex
cept in habit,and the animal lives mostly in tho present* kan has an aware
ness of things not perceived at-tho novaontjand this is not washed cut by
new waves of experience* Language ’objectifies’ the feelings.
* Without language, tho qualities of organic action that are feelings
are pains,pleasures,odors,colors,noisos,tones,only potentially and
proleptically* With language they are discriminated and identified*
They are then ’objectified} they aro immediate traits of things*" 21
This objectification io not a miraculous ojoction into things by a ’soul1*
The qualities wore always qualities of interactions between extra-organic
things and organisms* When the qualitios are ’named1 they stand for things
that are no longer in experience and can be retained* Those representative
elements token up through language are a system of signs. For example,hunger
denotes a quality of active relationship of organism and environment. It
refers to food,and directs
fooling*
passage t

the organism toward the satisfaction of this

Basic to Dewey’s theory of language and value is the following
,

"•♦the qualities wore never ’in’ the organism:they wore always qual
ities of interactions in which both extra-organic things and organ
isms partake* ’/hen named,they enable identification and discriminat
ion of things to take place as means to a further course of inclus
ive interaction* Honoo they aro as much qualities of the things
. engaged as of the organism*.The notion that sensory affections
discriminate and identify themselves apart from discourse,as being
■
colors and sounds pto..and thus ipso facto constitute oertp-xn
20) Experienco and Nature p 259
“-----------21) Ibid 258,259
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elementary modes of know lodge, ovon though At be know lodge of their
own existence,is inherently so absurd that it would never have occ
urred to any one to entertain it,were it not for certain preconcep
tions about mind and knowledge. 3entioncy in itself is anoetie jit
exists as any immediate quality exists.but never-the-less it is an
indispensable moans of ary noetic function.” 22
Though we may agree with Dewey that these new organic activities and the
1 objectSfying’ of feelings are not to bo accounted for by a special ’stuff1
called ’soul1, or ’mentality1.we may well ask what makes all the meaning,
and the naming of qualities possible T Why is it not reasonable to hold
that a creative.nootio energy plays tho leading part in language and in
meaning* It cannot bo denied that thinking Involves certain organic rel
ationships. But an epiphenomena 1 account of mind hardly seems an adequate
explanation of tho complex context involving physical energy.immediate
qualities .and meanings. That Dewey is correct in placing valuos within the
total reaction-context may be granted. But we question whether his naturalis
tic context io the complete matrix in which meanings and values come into
existence and become known to man. We would grant that sensory affections
do not discriminate and identify thenselves apart from discourse,but we
tol© the view that the field of discourse includes far more than Dewey
allows. Dewey stops with tho natural and cultural matrix. And we maintain
that he hao not given a convincing account of the continuity between phy
sical and creative intelligence. The distinction between physical,psycho
physical,and msntaljas simply one of lovols of increasing complexity and
intimacy of interaction between natural events,is hardly more than a
partial description .and surely not an explanation. Dewey will not allow
the possibility of final causation whloh could supply the missing factor
22) Experience and Nature p.2f?9

&

in his thooxy* Ho certainly has not escaped a tendency toward cythical
thinking* He sees the need for the term ’causation’>but insists on natualizing it t
*As far as the conception of causation is to be introduced at all>
not matter but the natural events having matter as a character
\ ’cause1 life and mind*” 2J
He is not using ’Natural events1 strictly within the bounds of scientific
categories* H© has covered over a very coraplex>shadowy area where physios,
psychology ^biology and metaphysics all move vrithout complete assurance, by
a description based upon assumptions and definitions which overs imp lifyt
and we believe distort tho picture* Why he should insist that ’natural
events1 and not ’supernatural events1,bring about the Effects ho describes
seems hard to explain except on tho basis of his anti-theistic, anti-super?
natural bias* Dewey shows his pragmatic concern by turning from his compli
! eated description of the continuity of lower and higher levels and saying
that :
” ’effects’ which mark the release of potentialities are more
adequate indications of the nature of nature,than are Just
’ causes’*M 2b
?
(©) The Nature of Thoirfxt
The have questioned whether Dewey gives a convincing account of con
tinuity of physical and psychic energies* We now turn to his account of
the thinking process* We noted that in his earliest psychological studios
he made perception identical with ’ image *tand meaning implicit in the
’ image** Perception was simply an earlier stage of inferential thinking*
25)
24)

Experience and Nature pp 26l
Ibid 262

,

iy contention io that Dewey’s naturalistic world-view enters strongly
into his interpretation of perception* If nature is man’s environment,
and nature is an affair of events,if everything io changing and nothing
endures,if mind and qualities are produced hy physioo-Ghemical energies,
then thinking can be reduced to functional terms* Sinoe it is assumed
that there is no Perfect Being* no Creator who is present in His world
man’s thoughts rust then be turned to more practical matters* Perception
in a naturalistic world frame takes on a radically different meaning
than perception in a theistic vorld frams*
(1) Perception and Inference
Bertrand Russell in An Inquiry Into leaning and Truth maintains that
there are two schools of philosophy,tho Hegelians and Instrumentalists,
whioh deny the distinction between data and inference* They maintain that
the toot of knowledge is coherence rather than conformity with ’fact’,and
that in all our knowledge there is an inferential element* He does not
deny an element of truth in thio view,but thinks if it is taken as the
whole truth it makes no room for the part perception plays in knowledge*
le admits that the data we obtain are never comple-tely certain,but doubts
the ineffAbility of perceptive experience *
What is Dewey’s view of perception T Y/e may begin our analysis at
tho higheat level and move from t lie re to its elementary foundations • In
A Common Palth ^Dewey takes a particular religious experience and gives
his interpretation of it* Ho quotes a certain writer t
HI broke doim from overwork,and soon camo to tho verge of nervous
procuration* One morning after a long and sleepless night..1 ro*-solved to stop drawing upon,nyself so continuously and begin
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drawing upon God. I determined to set apart a quiet tine every day
in which I could relate isy life to its ultimate source,regain the
consciousness that in God I live,move and have ry being# That was
thirty years ago# Since then I have had literally not one hour of
darkness or despair•”25
Devwy says he does not doubt tho authenticity of tho experience# Actually,
however he does doubt tho essential nature of the experienoe,because he
assumes that the writer is mistaken about boing in touch

reality

beyond mturo and culture# he seeks to reduce the expaience to natural
istic explanations,and says a fatalist would havo one interprotati on, and
a Christian Scientist another# In other words he denies the validity of
the intuitional insight#
Why does Dowey assume that the religious background of the man led
him to false conclusions^ Knowing Dewey^ anti-raetaplyTsical bias,and his
naturalistic world frame,it would seem fair to ask whether he stops short
of tho profound nature of the experienoe because of these assumptions#
Futhe rmore,his theory of perception throws further light on his interpre
tation#
(2) The Nature of-perceptual Ex;orionee
Dewey assumes that the function of perceptual experience is not to
know the nature of the object or the event as such# Its aim is to get
the organism through a confused and problematical situation#
"It io only when an object of focal observation is regarded as an
object of lcnovledge in isolation that there arises tho notion that
there aro two kinds of knowledge,and two kinds of objects of know
ledge ##When it is seen that in common sense inquixy there is no
attempt made to know the object or event as such#but only to
determine what it signifies with respect to the way in which
the entire situation cculd be dealt with,the opposition and
25) A Common Faith p 11,12.
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do not arise* The object or event in question is perceived as part
of the environing world*not in and by its©If; it is rightly (validly)
perceived if and when it acts as clew and guide to use-enjoyment*
For Dewey*perception is an attitude of awareness and anticipation# It is
a prediction as to possible creative action that will resolve the difficulty
and gain an end# Thus it Is the first step in on inferential process of
thought that completes itself in ’taking thought1 and resulting in action#
When this review of accumulated experience in the light of the new situat'

'

•

'•

-

■

!

-

ion results in rapid connection*this nay be called intuition • Perception
and its most intense form#intuition* constitute tho first stag© of concept
ual thinking# That which is felt and seen but vaguely* be comes clear when
thought is given to it# And its purpose is to give a clue*to give guidenoe
to experiences of enjoyment,or to avoidance of pain and frustration#
Dewey criticized the idealists for exalting thought too highly *but
in some of his moods he seoms to give fantastic powers to perception#
In I hi los o^diy and Oivilization he criticizes Bergson’s view of perception
as a stimulus to action* Dewey’s view io that we through perception invest
the environment with now meanings,and thus create the stimulus* Wo choose
tho response ty forming the stimulus*

>

Thus if at any point we let go of the thread of the process of tho *
"organism’s determining its own eventual total response through
determining the stimulus to that response by a series of partial
responses,we are lost*"
27
The cut come of this is strange# It would seem that man literally shapes
his environment by looking at it# Action of course is part of the total
process* It is a process of ’determining the indeterminate1*
Dewey criticizes the realists for claiming to have immediate apprehen
sion of the nature of things as they exist independently*A11 ’spectator
26)
Logic,The
p 67A—- ___
OTTA Vt> *-----« Thoory of Inquiry
.•

to

theorioa of knowledge1 have his condemnation* He rejects perceptual idea lisa
also, on the grounds that it Ms conceives the nature of signifying* It was
right in its view that qualities directly experienced wore taken as signs
of soma thing beyond themselves* But he thinks, that by isolating thia insight
from tho doubt-inquiry processidealists wrongly concluded that knowledge
\/as the development of an idea according to th© character inherent in thou
ght itself« And of tho rationalists he says i
*The rationalist school was right in so far as it insisted that
sensoxy qualities are significant for knowledge only when conxjacted by means of ideas* But they wero wrong in locating ideas
in intellect apart from experience*” 28
And traditional empiricism engaged in a none sided ’selection of perceptual
material,and interpreted it in an atomistic manner*
Tho importance of Dewey’s work at this point is In his emphasis upon
the kinesthetic elements In the phenomenology of experience,and in his
stress upon action in the knowing process* But the role Dewey assigns to
perceptual thinking surely cannot be supported by hie epiphenomena 1 view
that lioo at the base of his naturalism* And,to hold that there is no
difference in kind between perceptual awareness and conceptual activity,
has been questioned by many philosophers besides Bertrand Bussell* A
scientist would maintain that he is in some kind of rapport with objects
which he has not created,but vrhich he has discovered®

night agree with

Dewey that the ’wax tab lot* thooxy io not sound* But he would be realistic
in the sense of holding that he Is In touch with reality and not producing
it by the activity of his mind* Likewise in our theistic approach to
28) Quest For Certainty p 110
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tho problom,vK3 would insist with tho scientist that naja discovers Reality
outside himself* Mot’outside1 in tho sense of being isolated from,but in
tho senso that nan does not produce,but rather discovers thio Reality*
And wo would maintain that man is into rested in knowing whether there
is ouch a ltoality,and in something about its essence* This is the crucial
concern* We arc rightly warned by Dcwoy that rationalization io a real
danger* And we aro rightly reminded by him that our active minds and our
bodies entor into perceptual thlnldlng* We cannot assume that we are not
subject to vaguoness and to error,both in our perception of itoality,and in
our attempts to coirmunicato such escperienco*

Dorothy Emmett,in The Nature

of .Metaphysical Thinking <ln her discussion of perceptual experience,
concludes with tliis warning,which includes many of Dewey’s warnings,but
does allow for the possibility of perception being a valid way of securing
data*
"If wo cculd say that our perceptual experience is some sort of
•projection* of evonto in tho external worId,preserving their
proportionate structure,we should have all we want for analogical
knowledge at least of their rotationships* But we have soon that
we cannot say with assurance that this is so;tho roost we can say
with assurance is that our perceptual experience,if we take all
possible precautions for cheeking and correcting it,is a system
atic distortion prooei’ving seme sort of concomitant variation
with its differential conditions in the external world* 29
Coming back then to the illustration of the man who claimed to have a
consciousness that God sustained him,we can see more clearly why Dewey
rejects tho basic assumption of such ane experience* He is not prepared
in the first place to accept ary reality other than nature and culture*
And he maizes all perceptual experience inferential* Our view is that both
29) The Mature of Metaphysical Thinking pp* 86,87*

a
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tho general context In which perceptual thinking takes place,and th©
nature of perceptual experience are open to another interpretation• If
aa Ohristian theisia holds*man stands in continuous relationship to a
Power greater than hi moo If, a Power best described in personal analogics>
then this relationship la the fundamental fact of all ’ knowing1 ♦ It
furnishes the crucially important ’data1 distinct from inferential thought*
Wo may hold that the, relationship is direct and is a conscious relation
ship without assuming that the apprehension is camplote* The knowledge
gained io not primarily a scIf-development of thought as tho idoalist
would maintain* We do not need to assume that everything in principle is
permeable to man’s thought,but can maintain that it is permeable to a
ind other than man’s mind*
(5) Knowledge of Persons*
A kind of ’ knowing1 that is most re levant to our inquiry is the
knowledge of wroons* We noted the psychological point of view at the
base of Dewey’s distinction between, •knowledge about’ and ’acquaintance
with’* Experience cannot be dissolved into relations* There io something
unique to which relations are attached* There is a ’this-ness* inherent
in all experience* It io not to be thought of atomisft.eally* There is a
’quaIla’ that binds experience together in a unified whole* It organizat
ion io non-logical in character* We pointed out that in Dewey’s view,
nature has ’ends and historiesas well as relational aspects* We now
note that Dewey makoo the same distinction between ’having’ and ’knowing1 >
when he thinks of knowledge about persons*

*The interaction of human beings,namely,association,is not differ
ent in origin from other modoa of interaction* There is a peculiar
absurdity in the question of how individuals bo cono social,if the
question is taken literally* Human beings illustrate tho some traits
of both immediate uniqueness and connection,relationship,as do
other things*” 3°
Dewey’s logic of inquiry is supplemented by ’aoquaintance-lmovledge’*
II© grants the validity of tbs distinction between ’knowledge about’,and
tho acquaintance one has of neighbours* In the latter there is a directness
and intimacy lacking in the former.
”th© distinction between the two modes of knowledge was embodied in
linguistic expressions long before theoretical attention was called
to it« Cognoscere and scire; oonnaltre and saviorshannon and wiosen*" :
Out as we have soon,Dowey does not give intuition and perception a unique
place in his epistemology* Therefore he is not among those psychologists
who stress the necessity of both inference and intuition in the study of
personality, Gordon Allport,in leroonalHy a isychological Interpretation,
maintains that,though inference accounts for many facts in coming to know
people, it Is inadequate as a method* It suffers from the same defects as the
theory of association* Reviewing the theories of intuition as dove loped
by W*K&hler,the Innate knowledge and identity theories of Plato,Hogel,and
0*G*Jung,tho immediate knowledge thoory of Bergson,and Dilthoy’s psychology
of >vorstehon ’, Allport concludes that intuition i3 tho crucial method of
relating

personality traits to the life stream of each separate personality*

studied* Though Dewey is critical <£ the extreme behavioristic position,he
is closer to behavioristic views,than tho one represented by Allport*
And tho school of thought represented by Dr*Eberhard Grisebaoh,Dr» Heim
30) Experience and Nature pp 174,175*
31) Logic,The Theory of Inquiry p 131e
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and Dr.Martin Buber,In which tho problem of knowing other minds received
fresh attention,develops a lino of thought to which Dowey gave little
attention.

Professor John Baillie,in Our Knowledge of God,calls this re

opening of tho question of our lenowledge of ono another the "hopeful elem
ent in the philosophy of our time." 52 In opposition to the school of
thought that holds that our knowledge of one another and of God is inferen
tial, Professor Baillie quotes a statement from Cook Wilson which illustrat
es the direct approach »
"If vie think of the existence of our friends;it is tho direct Icnowledge which wo wantjraereiy inferential know ledge seems a poor aff
air. To most men it would be . .surprising,,.to hear it could not be
directly lenown whether there wore such existences as thoir friends,
and that it was only a matter of (probable) empirical argument and
Inference from th© facto which aro diroctly known. And oven if we
convince ourselves on reflection that this is really the case,our
actions prove that wo have a confidence in tho existence of our
friends whioh cannot be derived from an empirical argument (* rhieh
never can bo oortain) for a man will risk his life for his friends.
Could bo possibly be satisfied with an inferred God." 55
Dowey would agree with Dr .Buber that man i3 conscious of being confronted
by another center of experience. But Dowey would dory,on tho basis of his
theox# of perception,that In this relationship there are intuitive insights
into tho nature of the person. Nothing can really bo said about that question
He is satisfied with personal relationships carried forward on tho basis
of practical enjoyment,and with intelligent inferential thinking that leads
to action In the solution of tension»and the enrichment of the sooial
experiences. Whether porsons are real or not in a metaphysical sense,
doos not concern him. And whether man is in touch with a Reality other
than human nature,and can discover God in those relationships,seems to
Jewey a kind of metaphysical speculation that diverts phil^ophy from its
52) J.B^illie "(Xir Knowledge of God p 201
55) Ibid p 207 Quotation from Cook Wilson "Statement and Inference" vol 11
page 855
.-• •
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main task*
(4) Summary and Critical Connonts
Dewey holds that the problem of knowledge Is tho problem of an adequate
*
theory of Inquiry• A problem of knowledge in general,he says,is nonsense*
Thinking arises in problematical situations* The pragmatic criterion of
truth is *an idea io true when it keeps its promises* * How thought functions
♦
•
in the experimental determination cf future consequences,is the basio quest
ion for a theory of inquiry• And the matrix in which man’s experiences move
is nature and culture* Tho highest forms of intelligent action can be wholly
naturalized,and continuity shown between them and tho emergence of mind^in
tho interaction of physical energies* The basic pattern out of which mind
emerges is need,effort to satisfy need,and its satisfaction* Thio brings
physical energies Into action in different waya^and tho psycho-physical
level is roaohed* Complex organizations occur,whioh ars only nystericus
becauso they are complex,and the supernatural is brought in because man has
not yet fully explained the process* Man retains awareness aa animals do
not,and language objectifies man’s feelings in a system of signs that make
possible their reoall and guides their further satisfaction*
All thinking,according to Dewey,is basically inferential* Perception
doos not discover new data* And it cannot discover the naturo of Reality*
Its purpose is to review data discovered in former processes of experimental
inquliy,and to connect these with a new situation so as to provide clues for
action* Perception ’determines the indeterminate1• Thoro i3 an aspect of
experience which is alogical* Things are enjoyed,folt,and entered into
which ars

non-cognitlvo« Pan cannot have knowledge of th© naturo of those

exiotents,but can have -mowledge about their relationships*
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An epistemology in a theistic framework can profit by Dewey’s emphasis
upon the problematical and the ooncrete. Furthermore,his stress on the kin
esthetic elements in the phenomenology of experiencerand his linking of
thought to action sorvo to remind us of tho unity

experience. And hio

view that "an idea io true when it keeps its premises” has an affinity with
the religious ©mnhaals *by their fruits ye shall know them** 54
However,in a thoistic epistemology perception and intuition in the
approach to persons are held to give direct knowledge, and tho analogy of
personal relationships is basic to know lodge of God# The ism, in contrast

•

to naturalism, maintains that tho basic relationship in which man’s life

.

exists and fhnctijonsi,i» his relationship to God# Thinking,thus is not only
problematical,it is also intuitive and porcoptualAand discovers data in
the basic relationship of man with a Power greater than himself. This doos
not moan that knowledge of God is isolated from the relationships of other
persons and nature 1

not direot in the sense that it by-eissos man’s natural

powers and relationships. It comes through these. We will develop the thoistic
approach to education around tho ooncept ’love’. It hao a bearing upon
epistemology in that man cannot know the love of Godfaijart from the love
of peroons. I agree with Peirce that the’heart’io also a’perccptivo organ’.
There are ways of seeing into the nature of reality,which no doubt can
find correction in the ’doubt-inquiry’ process,and are closely connected
with the volitional life of raaawlut they are based upon what the theist
believes is a fundamental fact,which tho naturalist overlooks—the fact that
dous est carltas.
24) Matthew 7*20 (Authorized Version)
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□HALTER THREE
DEW13 STRIPS AND SOCIAL PKILOSOLHY
I* Value and Validity.
Dewey 'maintains that the dualiotic views of moot traditional philosoph
ical systems havo made arbitrary divisions between values and thoir natural
sources * Thus having introduced artificial dualism,a place has to bo found
for values in a realm far removed from concrete existence*
•Poignancy,humor,zest,tragedy,beauty,prosperity and bafflement,alth
ough rejected from a nature which io identified with mechancial
structure,remain just what they empirically are,and demand recogriLtion* Hence they are gathered up in the realm of valuos,contradistin
guished from the realm of existence* Then the £tollc«opb« has a new
problem with which to wrestle! What is tho relationship of these
two worlds*? H 1
We must, he says, re turn to Greek conceptions which found no room for a theory
of values separate from nature® However,he does not return uncritically to
the Greek philosophers* He rejects their idea that natural ends are ident
ified with perfection. For him an ond t
"has no intrinsic eulogistic quality but is tho bounty whioh writes
•Finis’ to a chapter of history Inscribed by a moving system of
energies** 2
In the more positive sense in which ho uses the term ’ends1,they are object
ives* Thus •ends1 are not predeter lined,as in Greek thought,but are aa
numerous as the action they guide and delimit* Limits are experimentally
do tor lined*
Because values are elusive, changing,and pre carious, tho problem is not
to unlock their imost nature,but to select and criticize* We cannot think
and discourse about their nature*
wValues are values,things immediately having oortain intrinsic qual
ities.Of them as values there is accordingly nothing to be said j they1 2
1) Experience and Nature p* 594
2) Ibid p 595*
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aro what thoy are.,The notion that things ao direct values lend
themselves to thought and discourse rests upon a confusion of caus
al categories with immediate qualities,* 3
It may bo said in passing that many philosophers have not found the gen
erate conditions in which values come into being easy to describe, Dewey
would of course charge them with holding theories which obscure the simpl
icity of the naturalistic theory of values, H*o is interested in the symbolic
meaning of values,and their functional character, Aeans and fulfillment
are the full significance of values. They have different qualities,but
that is accounted for by the fact that they are different affairs,different
histories. In like manner,symphonies,operas,and oratorios have different
qualities.

When thought inters ,it is for the purpose of discovering moans and
their relationship to consequences. And such thinking Io ’criticism1. Thus
philosophy is primarily ’criticism1,and has to do with theories of value,
rhilooophy io not concerned about the nature of direct occurrence,for it
is reflective,and sets forth reflective criteria,
.

HCriticism is discriminating ludgenent,careful appraisal,and judge
mont is appropriately termed criticism whenever tho sub j oct-matter
* or discrimination concerns goods and values, Possession and enjoy
ment of goods passes insensibly and Inevitably into appraisal. First
an immature experience is content aiSply to on jay, Hut a brief
course In experience enforces reflection;it requires but brief time
to teach that some things sweet in tho having are bitter in the after
taste and in what they lead to, Primitive innocence does not last.
Enjoyment ceases to be a datum and becomes a problem,” 4

It io then the instability and ambiguity of values that creates the
necessity for value-judgements. Not only does the environing medium change,
but the person also changes. Taste must thus be cultivated that has the
3} Ibid p,596
4) Ibid p, 398

ability to discover over now meanings in tho object* Thia evanesence of
. ’goods1 accounts for tho "so called paradoxes of pleasure and virtue,
according to which they are not secured by aiming at them,but by attention
to other things" * 5* It is consistent with his entire outlook that he
should diacount this paradox,and affirm that there is no other way of
attaining things than by giving direot attention to their causal conditions
We will remember,however,that Dewey is not using the term ’cause1 in tho
sense of final cause*
In this alternative emphasis upon the mediate,and the immediate,Dowey
finds tho basic distinction between appreciation and criticism* In the
rhythm of consummately and instrumental,which he connects with William
James’ ’perchingo and flights1, he finds the basis for conscience and morals
aid for taste in the fine arts*
"Values of 3000 sort or other aro not traits of rare and festal
occasions) they occur whenever any object io welcomed and lingered
over. .Similarly, criticism io not a matter of formal treatises*.
It occurs whenever a moment io devoted to looking to soe what sort
of value-ife‘pr6sent**6
The conflict between trio immediate value-objoot and that which may be reach
ed and justified by reflection is the context of good and bad,conviction
and opinion* It is a question of the desired and deslreable* We are here
at an all-important point in Dewey’s theory of value* We must follow his
argument carefully* There are beliefs do facto and de jure in knowledge*
There are desireable,reasonable goods,and immediate goods in morals*
There are goods of pervortod taste,and cultivated taste* The truo good is
no 1101,0
false.
5) Ibid p 329
6) ibid pJiOO

as Rn immediate existence,than the contrasting good called
__________
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"Either• then,th© difference between genuine,valid,good,and a oounteffeit,specious good is unreal,or it io a difference conoequeni upon
reflection,or criticism,and the significant point is that this diff
erence io equivalent to that made by discovery of relationships,of
>conditions and consequences,1* 7
Bound up with this conclusion Is the supposition that immediate values
simply occur and no theoiy applies to them. Also,philosophy is the critical
operation become avra.ro of itoolf,and its implications pursued systematically
And thio is all preliminary to what Dewey calls the all-important matter
that lies behind the acceptance Or rejection of the value-object,
"Properties and relations that entitle an object to bo found good in
belief are extraneous to the qualities that axe its immediate good,
they are causal,and hence found only by search into the antecedent
and eventual. The conception that there are some objects or some
properties of objects which carry their own. adequate credentials
upon their face is a snare and the' delusion of the whole historic
traditions regarding knowlodge,infecting alike sensational and rat
ional schooIs,objective realisms and introspective idealism," 8
Dewey thus bases his theory on intelligent critical judgement when possestision and enjoyment pass inevitably into appraisal. His logic of doubt-inquiry
is designed to bear tho burden of this task. There are a emo values about
which nothing can be said. His wholesale dismissal of all traditional
theories of value is made on the grounds of his naturalistic and phenomeno
logical assumptions, Dowey recognizes the importance of a world view upon
these judgements,
"The more sure one is that the world which encompasses human life
is of such and such a character.,the more ofte is committed to try
to direct the conduct of his life,that of others as well as himself,
upon tho basis of the character assigned to the world," 9
’/hen he speaks of tho importance of discovery of relationships,he means of
' •
*
course relationships within his naturalistic matrix. This loaves man a.
ths measuro of all value. Wo would ask whether his theory of onerjy bring7) Ibid pp 402,405
8) Ibid p.405
9) Ibid pp 415,4l4
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ing forth mind ae a functional Instrument,and

reducing feeling organisms •

called man, is a sufficient subject to produce and be the measure of all
values* Hot being convinced that it is,we would stand with the traditional
theories that are basod on the assumption that qualities of truth,goodness
and beauty have their source and their permanency in a Being other than
nan and culture® And we would question whether Dewey’3 metaphysics,with
the view that ©vexything is chan girlie a sufficient basis for his optimis
tic theory that nan can discriminate between good and bad,and promote tho
good•

*

He criticizes classical philosophies for two errors, For identifying
the ’goods’ man prizes with a real Beingjand for severing the ideal from
tho realm of existence® All ’wholesale’ conceptions about the real,and
existence as related to reality,aro futile,according to his view® We
would ask whether ho does not have a ’wholesale’ conception of the relation
of existence to roality In such statements ao tills t
”Good things change and vanish not only with changes in the environ
ing medium but with changes in ourselves®” 10
It io 3urely a presupposition with wide implications that all things
change and vanish,as environment and man changes® It affects his entire
philosophical and educational system®
2® Control of Tfeman Mature
Dewey’s chief work in the field of ethics is Hunan Nature and Conduct
(1922) ® In his Reconstruction Inlliiloaonhy »nublighod two years earlier,
he layed down the main outline of his ethical thooxy®The way out of confus10 ) Ibid p 599®
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ion and conflict in ethical theory io t© recognize that ’r.oml goods and
ends exist only when something had to bo done*1 11 Hio thesis that there
is a social origin of all philosophical theories finds expression in his
assertion that tho ’final’ and ’ultimate’ grew out of feudalists society•
.
*
•
When that order of society was disrupted,and when natural science got rid
of the belief that the cosmos is bounded and ordered and favors rest to
motion,the way was cleared for a revision of ethics* In Human Naturo and
9onduct,ho attempts that revision*
(a) Habits
William James developed tho thoory that habits aro narrov; task-masters•
Dewey modified tliio view,and uses the torm ’habit1,much as mary psycholo
gists use the term ’traits1* Ho doos not look upon repetition as the
essence of liabit*
*Tho essence of habit is an acquired predisposition to ways or modes
of response,not to particular acts exce t as,under special conditions,
,those express a way of behaving* Habit means special sensitive
ness or- accossability to certain classes of stimuli,standing predi
lections and aversions,rather than bare recurrence of specific acts*” ’
Society has a great influence upon the formation of habits in the individual*
He says that society does not change liabits directly,but indirectly • It
is important however to balance this influence by the emphasis he mates on
tho rosponsibility of the individual* This interaction is the basis of his
educational theory as developed in Democracy and Education* Habit controls
environment as well as being affected by it* He thinks of adjustment to
environment in terras of control of the means of achieving ends*
(b) Habits and Will
To illustrate the connection between habit and will,Deuey uses tho
case of the whiskey drinking man. Ho cannot change his situation by a
11> Reconstruction In Philosophy p 169

Human Nature and Conduct p

<2
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direct effort of tho wi 11, bo cat? so habits have boon formed • They Intervene
between desire to reform,and execution of the desire. But now we cone again
to what wo consider an ambiguity in Devzoj^s thought, lie says that if we
could form a correct idea without a correct habit,then we might carry it

.

out regardless of tho habit. But an idea gets definite shape Only ae it
gets a habit back of it. The result is strange t
ttOnly when a man can already -perform an act of standing straight does
he know what it is like to have a right posture and only then can
he summon tho idea required for proper execution, Tho act must come
before tho thought,and a habit before an? ability to evoke the thought
’ at will. Ordinary psychology reverses the actual state of affairs,
1?
By ordinary psychology ho seems to noan non-behavioristic psychology, and
I would say it had a strong caso against Oewey, We have boon saying all
along that Bcwey does not give mind and thought ths noetic place it deserves.
Now to have ideas follow action is a position he does not himself consist
ently maintain. In Quest For Certainty he says t
* Ideas are anticipatory plans and designs which take effect in
concrete reconstruction of antecodent conditions of existence ,” 14
We have already seen the extraordinary powers ho assigns to perceptive
thought in changing conditions. There would seem to be no difficulty accord
ing to this view for the whiaksy-drinMng man to cure himself. This
position is certainly at the opposite extreme from th© deterministic
position ho develops,on behavioristic lineB,
"Only tho
which to
point of
can lenow

man who can maintain a correct posture has the stuff out,of
form that idea of standing oreot which can bo the starting
tho right act. Only tho man whose habits are already good
what the good is,” 15

This io surely pushing the idea that habits embody all tho good a man can
l^) HJfnan Mature and Conduct p 50,
14j Quest for Certainty p 160 ’
15) Human Nature and Conduct p 52,

t
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know,and "the direct/ effect, of habit on ideas,to a surprising conclusion*
And we would suggest that to ml© •wHl* synonymous idth habit, is to
drop out essential factors in it* J*L> Stocks,in Reason and Intuition ,
says that one way think of will as setting habit3 in motion* Ito also speaks
of it as that which gives man persistence in following a lino of action
pointed to by right and duty* Will,may thus,win victories over embtiane
that represent a lower line of action* And as it wins victories,it in a
sense bo comes habitual*
Gordon Allport, in Personality*A Psychological Intorpretation , suggests
that one may think of will as persistence* He discussos tho theories of
G*E»I&ller, Otto Gross ,G*Ite naans and B»J*3hevach with regard to the
meaning of will,and corns to the following conclusion I
"The belabored concept of involuntary persofvation (sic) was the
psychologists timid,half-hearted gesture tcr.rard a troublesome but
inescapable problem of personality* The concept of persistence is
far bolder,and in the long run ohculd prove sounder*11 16
Dewoy io no doubt right in connecting will with the motivation of action*
But we suggest that he overlooks the selective and determinative aspects
of it* It is significant that roflectivo thinking to which he assigns
the crucial role in moral action has none of the qualities that ’wHl1
commonly connotes* He is right la saying that deeds cannot be judged
without taking their •animating disposition* as well as their concrete
consequences Into account* But we think he has oversimplified this complex
experience*
(c) Custom
Dewey finds tho basis of custom in the faot that,as well as being
16) Personality* A Psychological Interpretation p 418

modified by the individual oooioty is a pre-©ai3tent association of
human beings prior to every particular human being* lie things there is
no problem so artificial as that of how individuals form society* The
problem,as he sees it,is the way individuals get caught up into tho social
matrix,and what they do to modify it* The mind of tho individual is not
complete,but plastic,and at first helpless and dependent*
This plactioity and docility of the young also means that* society
tends to foster its bad habits by florcinfthem on children* A good society
must bo molded by its. young as well asAthe force that molds them* A demo-cratic society should encourage children to critcally examino customs,and
change them if they discover better ways of living*
The real issue for Dewoy is whether customs,which aro for practical
purposes tho moral standards of society shall be accepted uncritically and
blindly,or shall be intelligently examined and created* He is not interested
in a metaphysical basis for ethics,and criticizes Plato for substituting
a metaphysical ethic for the ethic of custom*
Dewey replies to the charge that ho is removing all moral authority*
Ho uses the illustration of the origin of language* He maintains that it
started without standards of grammatical principles* Theo© came after the
trial and error of babblings and gestures* Language has ouch instrinsic
worth that it lives on* The same pattern he say a holds good for moral
customs*
”Hhat is said of tho institution of language holds good of ovexy
institution* Family life,property,legal forms,churches and schools,
academies of art and science did not originate to serve conscious
ends nor was their generation regulated by consciousness of princi
ples of reason and right* Yet eaoh institution has brought with its
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developmenti demands,expectations,rules,standards*" 17
If Dowey meant to say that all our ideas of value,and truth,have some
aspect of growth,and that all of them should be open to critical examin
ation,thio would be a healthy challenge to authoritarianism and dogmatism*
But he doos not atop there* Ho moans to say that there are no objodtive
aspocta to truth and value,but that they are all relative to man’s desires
and Interests*
This is the background of Ills ’social lag’ theory of man’s predicament*
"Habits of thought and desire remain in substance what they were
before the ago of science,while tho conditions under which they
take effect have boon radically altered by science•" 18
This also hao a direct bearing on his educational philosophy* He has conf
idence in education to solve the ills of society* The sohools as they now
exist are not capable of performing tho task,but they can became equal to
it by a full acceptance of the scientific method*
"If for a single generation psychology and physical science wore
related systematically and organically to understanding not merely
how society io going,but how it rairht be intelligently directed,
then I would have no fear about tho future of democracy *n 19
In view of what has happened in the world in tho past ten years,this sounds
quite optimistic* Karl ifc.nnholm.in Diagnosis of Our Time f grants that
pragmatism has registered real gains•
"In my view it is the strong point of Pragmatism as a philosophy that
it makes tho adjustment character of human behaviour quite explicit*" 1
But he points out that Christianity goes beyond pragmatism,in that the
Christian doos not simply want to adjust himfiolf to his environmont but
17) Human Mature and Conduct p ftO*
18) Philosophy and Civilization p 518
19) Problems Of Men p 55
20) Diagnosis of Our Time p l4l
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wishes to do It in harmony with his basic experiences of life* Those

•paradigmatic1 experiences give significance and guidance to conduct* He
calls them archetypes,or primordial images

t

*tho hero,the 3agq,tho Virgo,the 3aint,the Ropontant>6r damitat: g the
realm of Christian imagination* Baptism,Absolution,Agape,the Eucharist,
tho Good Shepherd,the Cross,Redemption*” 21
Ho says that when those experiences evaporate,right and wrong only mean
efficiency,means are emphasized and ends are lost from view* These basic
experiences make up a Weltanscliauuhgj,and reveal tho neaningoetf* life* Mannheim
also points cut a fact that we have already mentioned,that the pragmatists
have their own,often unconscious preconceived ideas*
3o central is thio naturalistic view of norality to Dewey’3 concepts
of growth, development, progress and religion,that a further aspect of it
must be considered* He assumes that standards of value need no further
grounding in roality than their Intrinsic worth and usefulness* Religion,
which is man’s attempt to find a basis for his norality hinders intelligent
social progress* So Dowey minimizes the question of the ultimate long run
of society and its values* He is critical of those who raise this issue*
”Emergenco and growth ard not enough for them* They want something
more tlian growth accompanied by toil and pain*” 22
Charles Hartshorne in Man’s Vision of God asserts that sarao pragmatists
evade tills crucial issue* However he shows that Peirce the founder of
pragmatism,and William James,did not evade it* He quotes tho following from
Peirce’s Collected Paperst
”According to Peirce,rational action presupposes that our intorests
•embrace the whole community’ and that tills community ’roach,howover vaguely,beyond this geological epoch,beyond all bounds*^ ” 2J
21) Ibid p 155
2g) A Common Faith pp
25) Man’s Vision of God p

175
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Hartshorne asks A/hat reason there is for serving tomorrow’s good,if the
final state of things may bo comploto destruction of all values which nan’s
efforts have croated, «e says ^those who seo no point in this,and aro willing
to serve the present,and say that values will have boen enjoyed,are snug
gling in an assumption contrary to the hypothesis, For if after the
hypothetical final catastrophe, it would havo boen truo that values would
’havo boon realizod1 ,and it would have boon better than if they ’had not
been’jthen some value weald havo escaped the catastrophe,a savfcring of past
enjoyments,
. "This assu iption mny bo as inevitable as (it is not identical with)
the assumption that what occurs will always hnve occurred,or that
the past will be’immortal* in some sense. It is nono the less true
that apart from tho theistic idea of a cosmic memory,it is an
assumption that we do not in the least understand,”, 24
Sven on pragmatic greunds,.-here belief means readiness for action,Hartshorne
declines to accept the idea that aryone really doubts the existence in nature
of some factor which io incompatible with final destruction.
In some of his moods Dewoy admits the validity of this position,
rtVithin the flickering Inconsequential acts of separate selves dwells
a sense of tho whole which claims and dignified them. In its pros*—
ence wo put off mortality and live in the universal. The life of the
community in which we live and havo our being is tho fit symbol of
this relationship,Thc acts in which we express our percept Io# of the
ties which bind us to others aro its only rites and oerenonles," 25
The ’whole’ as we have seen is nan and nature. And nothing io everlasting.
If Hartshorne’s logic is sound then Dewey’s ethical optimism,and his
deep conviction that values aro worth striving for,must be grounded on
an implicit bo lief that runs doeper than his explicit metaphysics,
24}
25)

Han’s Vision of God pp 156,157
Hunan Mature and Conduct pp 551>552.
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Since Dewey wants to recall ua to the naturalistic outlook of
tho Greeks who refusod to separate man from nature we nay quote a passage
from William James with regard to tho attitude of tho Greeks toward life :
”There was indeed much jcyousness among tho Greeks ••But ••the moment
they grow systematically pensive and thought of ultimates,they
becarae unmitigated jx3ssiniistB.*Tho beautiful jcyousness of their
polytheism is only poetic modenn fiction. They knew no joys comparablo in quality of preciouanoos to those wo shall erelong see that
Brahmans,Buddhists,Christians, Mohammedans, twice-born people whose
religion is non-m turn lis tic, got from their several creeds of
mysticism and renunciation*” 26
(d) Consoleneo
Dewey notes the verbal connection of 1 consciousness1 and 1 conscience**
He says,if tho former is a unique factor, a unique power,why should not
tho latter also be a unique power* If reason is independent of verifiable
realities of human nature^suoh as habits,why should there not be a consci
ence also independent of them* He rejects this argument,because he believes
he has explained 'knowing' on naturalistic assumptions,and can therefore
do the sane for conscience*
”0n the other hand if it is recognised that knowing is carried on
through tho medium of natural factors,tho assumption of special
agencies for moral knowing becomes outlawed and incredible•.The
question fundamentally at issue is nothing more or less than whether
moral va luo s, re relations, principles, and objects form a sepatato and
independent domain or whether they aro part and parcel of a normal
development of a life process®” 27
He holds that thoro is a disposition to know,just as there is a disposition
to run a typewriter* Having almost by accident camo upon knowledge it may
be desireable to retain it* Conscience is no more unique than dispositions
touurd knowledge or toward singing* The accepted view of conscience is that
26) Tho Varieties of Religious Experience pp 142,145
27) Human Matu e and Conduct p IB5
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it is a light that shines upon noral truths and objects, and without effort
reveals them for what they are* Just what tho objects of conscience are
varies greatly* Socio hold them to bo individual acts,others principles,
others an order of worth among motive a, others a sense of duty in general,
others tho unqualified authority of right* All agree that a non-natural
faculty of moral knowledge is the basic aspect of conscience*
Dewey rejects thio view and gives his own*
A child act8,and those near him re-act* They approve or disapprove*
This is as natural a consequence of action as the fire burning the hand
that is plunged into it* It is natural not artificial*
"In language and imagination we rehearse the responses of others,just
aswe dramatically enact other consequences* We foreknow how,others
will aot,and the foreknowledge io the beginning of judgement passed
on action* We know with them?there is conscience*" 28
Folke Leander in Tho Philosophy of John Dewey points out one ^essential
respect in which this account falls short* He points out that there is
an agreement to cooperate implicit in the social nature of thinking* it is
Vcrst&ndignng * This io tho basis of punishment and reward* On this basis
the child may accuse the parents of injustice if they do not keep their
vzord*
"Unless we would cease to be human beings we cannot but consent to
coo orate with our fellows*.wo aocept it freely,since we do consent
to live the kind of life that our nature permits us to live* Wo caunot think vzithcut seeing things from a super Individual point of
view»*and the relevance of this fact to ethics need hardly be point
ed out* But the noetic energy Involved in such self-transcendence
cannot be explained In terms of mere compulsion*" 299
And from the theistic point of view the matter is still more complex*
288 Human Nature and Conduct pp 314,515
29) The Philosophy of John Dewey, pp 98,99 Published in Goteborg’s
Kungl* Vetenskaps-ooh Vitterhets-Samh&llea Hand linger Ferate Foljden
Ser* A Band 7 No 2
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John Oman in Tho natural and tho Supernatural asks how conscience can be
anything more than an impressive name for custom* ^e makes the point that
conscience is not only consciousness of the demands of society,but consc
iousness of the sacred* He admits that conscience is not infallible or
innate,and distinguishes between an instructed and an educated conscience*
"Wrongly it can be instructed to accept other people’s verdicts;
rightly it is only educated as it learns to depend on its own*" JO
The authority of conscience io not limited because it is not inerrant*Por
"while it does not claim that its vordiots are infallible it insists
on their right to be regarded as sacred.*The highest conscientious
ness is in seeking further onlightenmont,nor is thoro any other tme
conscientiousness* But the very porsuit of more light requires
absolute loyalty to tho light we have*" JI
He insists that without absoluteness nothing is sacred,and without sacred
ness there is no real morality* Sin thus is radical evil, not because our
consciences aro infallible guides to right and wrong,but from the sacred
ness of tho environment in which we make our choices* Sin io the higher
aspect of all failure to meet tho conditions of th© onvironraent>and involes
choices in which the true worth of the self io realized or denied*
"Thio not only makes sin radical evil,but as a breaoh with this env
ironment to be realized ever more fully by sincerity in insight,
in aspiration and in consecration*" J2
This takes us into an aspect of the question of conscience whioh Dewey
thinks is unreal,because he denies the validity of belief in the super
natural* Sin ia religious term,associated with man’s delation to Cod,and
therefore doos not enter a naturalistic account of nan’s predicament*
David Roberts in Isyohotherapy and a Ohristian View of Tan shows how
in some ways psychology and psychotherapy have helped in the understanding
of human nature* However,he points out the tendency for psychotherapists
50) The Natural and tho Supernatural p J16
51) ibid p 517 JB) ibid p J28
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to accept a naturalistic view to interpret conscience in toms of tho con
flict between the will to live and the will to cooperate,between the att
itude of love and the tendency toward hostility#
11 An offoctivo understanding of how to handle theee tensions less dest
ructively has been reached so recently,and is still so scantily dis
persed,that no better result has been possible#11 55
His account of the psycbtherapists belief that nan can solve his problems
•on his own1 if he raakoo use of methods and know ledge science has given
him, is very close to the position ^ewey holds# And Roberts rightly points
out that thio overlooks the fact that man’s worship of his own self-suffic
iency is a major factor in the modern predicament#
The point wculd seen to be that if theism is right in its interpretation
of conscience and the moral problem by putting it in the setting of man’s
need for a right relationship with a Power greater than himself,then to
overlook this is to fail to understand either tho seriousness of man’s
errors or tho resources that aro available for man to realize his true
destiny# Roberts points this out s
*And even though humanism may open the vray to honesty and fellowship
at the human level,it shuts man off from comnunion with the divine
source of personal integrity and of interpersonal love# Finally it
gives man nothing but himself and a vision of human possibilities
to worship ##When a philosophy inevitably suppresses,or falls adequatly to express,this sense of thankfulness for mercies unearned
and for goods that have been magnified beyond ar$? human devising,
then io can bo claimed,partly on tho basis of psychoanalytic prin
ciples themselves,that this philosophy is starving the most potent
resource of all human transformation and beatitude*hB4
55)
54)

Psychotherapy and a Christian View of Man p 115
Ibid pp 116,117
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Individual and Society
(a) Individuality and Freedom
’Experiments liot* educators are seriously concerned about an education

al system that takes full acount of individual differences in pupils, and
cultivates individuality# In a broad sense they consider education as that
process

by which we become individuals. John L.Childs a disciple of

Dewey writes $
"Opposed to this thooiy of education as more transmission and habit
uation,tho experimentalist advances hio theory of education for the
development of individuality." 55
Dewey, concerned as always with continuity traces human individuality to .
a tendency throughout nature*
"Plants and non-human animals act as if they were concerned that their
activity,their characteristic receptivity and response should main
tain itself*" %
He points out that in this matter of the nature of the individual,Greek and
modem philosophy follow different paths* For the Greeks,self sufficiency,
excluding deficiency,constituted the individual* What they called particul
ars,partial and imperfect specimens,mode ms call individuals* Tho species,
for them,was th© real entity* Modem science has radically changed this
conception*
"The function of individualized mind in fathering experiment and in
vention and the directed reconstruction of events,together with the
discovery that objects of sentiment and fancy, a It hough rejected by
tho order of ovents in space and time,finds iti legitimate outcome
in the conception of experiencing.•" y
Dewey also connects tho rise of individualism with religion in the middle
ages because of its concern for the salvation of the individual soul.
55) Education and th© Philosophy of Experimontalism p 142
56) Experience and Nature p 208
57) Ibid p 25O
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Economic and political individualism,and tho Irotestant reforms,all combin
ed to emphasize the rights and duties of the individual. On the educational
scene,thoro were reformers like Montaigne,Bacon,Loci®,emphasizing the duty
of the individual to achieve lenow ledge for himself, Dov/oy thinks the reaotion
against authority led to an over-emphasis upon personal observations- and
tended to isolate

the individual mind from tho vorld of which it is a part,

*^e thinks tho significance of the revolt against authority,and the rel
ease of tho individual from authoritarian institutions,was not that man
really wanted to be free from nature or society,and stand in isolation. He
was seeking freedom in ,and through nature and society. This was the mot
ive that brought tho inductive method into being, Man had,of course,beon
using it for ages,but it was hampered by custom,and it was confined to
practical affairs.
Individuality in education,Dewey says,has two meanings, Ono is an ind
ividual as one does his own thinking and has hio own purposes. Unless one
thinks for himself,he isnV really thinking,and isnt a fully developed
individual. Also there are variations in point of view,in modo of attack,
of response to objects ,and situations,from person to person,
*When these variations are suppressed in the alleged interests of
uniformity,and an attempt is made to have a single mold of method
of study and re ci tat ion,mental confusion and artificiality inevit
ably result. Originality is gradually destroyed,confidence in one1*
own quality of mental operation is undo rained, and a docilo subject
ion to tho opinion of others is inculcated,or olso ideas run wild," Jfl
These principles of individuality and freedom are basic to Dewey’s phil
osophy and he hao spent a

lifetime applying them to education. In Froodon

and Qulturo he faoo3 the challenge tho world now brings to these principles,
58) Democracy and Education pp 555,554
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The Individual nu3t find hi3 freedom within tho society of which he is
a member*
"If we vreint individuals to be free we must see to it that suitable
conditions oxiati—a truism which at least indicates the direction
in which to look." 59
He criticizes Rousseau for giving all tho advantage to the side of human
nature,and setting culture in opposition to it* Kant,and other German
philosophers took up this challenge,and Dewey thinks,wont to the opposite
extreme* They interpreted history as the continuing process of culture,
vherby human nature became tamed* Hence tho uorman emphasis upon Rqltur*
They tended to identify Kultur with law,authority,and the state* All
German totalitarianism bears tho mark of this revolt against the emphasis
upon freedom of the philosophers of the ^rench Revolution* Dewey pointe
cut that this idea of tho ultimate and authoritarian state left its imprint
on Marx also*
Germanyt educational system,Dewey claims,was designed to furnish intell
ectual fodder for totalitarian propoganda,and for a strong military system
based on unquestioning nationalism* So,with the lowest rate of illiteracy
in the world, literacy became a weapon In tho hands of an oppressive
government* Dewey was making those observations in 1959*
His answer to tho problem of freedom is a scientific approach to all
social problems* The influences that act upon U3 in the modern world are
so complex,that we do not understand and cannot control them* Thus we aro
at the mercy of events* We aro living in the final act of a three act
drama In Western democracy* The first act was a simplification of human
59) Freedom and Culture p 5^
a
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nature which was used to rationalize political ay atoms * Tho second act was
th© authoritarian reaction against this,trying to avoid th© danger of
social anarchy* Tho third act,now playing,is th© recovery of the. nor&l
significance of the relationship of tinman nature to democracy*
Dewey admit© that he is making a moral judgement by advancing this view:
.

*Ve have to see tliat doraocracy moans the belief that humanistic
culture should prevailjwe should bo frank and open in our recognit
ion that tho proposition is & moral one** 40

He believes that defence against fascism,and agai ist comaunism, requires
a constructive awakening to tho meaning of faith in?human nature* This
faith should be strong enough to reloaoo energies for tho development
of every phase of culture: sc io nee,art,morals, education, politics,economics
and religion* "hen he speaks of religion,however,it in the religion of
naturalism,for ho does not give Christianity credit for having resources
for the task :
*It used to be said (and tho statement has not gone completly out
of fashion) that democracy is a by-product of Christianity,since
the latter toachoo the infinite worth of the individual human soul* "4l
Not only doos Dewey think this view was mistaken,but he brings a more
serious change against Christianity* It held doctrines that were not
subject to test and inquiry* And such an attitude is at odds with a free
democratic way of life* Tie thinks German totalitarianism was fostered by
the submissive attitude toward dogma*
* Shrewd observers have said that one factor in th© relatively ea^r
victoxy of totalitarianism in Germany was tho void left by decay
of former theological beliefs* Those who had lost one external auth
ority* .were ready to turn to another one which was closer* *42
40)

41)
42)

Proodom and Culture pp 124,125
Ibid p 126
Ibid 151
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That tho Christian contribution to democracy has often boen exaggerated,
and the other side of the case often forgotten, met bo granted •Herbert
Buttorfiold in Christianity and History pays tribute to
"the vast difference that ordinary Christian piety has made to the
last two thousand years of European history" 4j
But ho issues a warning about over stating tho case

t

"I notice that supporters of what I should call the ecclesiastical
interpretation of history tend to speak of toleration,political •
liberty,the democratic form of government,and the establishment of
social justice ao though these were due to tho operation of the
Ohr’stian spirit in society,and even ao though the credit should go
to the churches, I have grave misgivings concerning that form of
polemical history," 44
He then gives his opinion about the victory of toleration in Europe,and
gives credit to secular interests and considerations.
Wo shall have further need to discuss Dewey’s social theory in connect
ion with his educational aims. Hero wo may grant the validity of his
warning that religion has not always promoted freedom and individual
responsibility. We have- already quostionod whether ho has an adequate
basis for his ethical idealism in his naturalistic metaphysics. We would
broaden tho question now and ask whether his faith in the method of inquiry
into social problems,and hi3 belief in frood am and the worth of the
individual,aro sufficient ground

for an optimistic social theory,

Christopher Dawson in Progress and Religion concludes from his study of
the relation of religion to culture that i
"Behind every civilization there is a vision—a vision which may
be tho unconscious fruit of ages of comteon thought and action,
or which may have sprung from the sudden illumination of a great
prophet or thinker*" 45
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§y vision, Daws on moans a profound insight into tho moaning of human
life and destiny,and wo Iiave questioned whether the naturalistic
metaphysics,and belief in scientific method,is an adequate substitute for
religions vision* In this connection Dawson ma!»s another observation
that may throw light on the high moral idealism of Dewey*
”Por the moral idealism which 4s
Western mind is the fruit of an
faith and spiritual discipline#
possession of a people who have
Divine Humanity—apart from all
been other than it is# 46
4#

still so characteristic of the
age-long tradition of roligious
Ttoanitarianism is the peculiar
worshipped for centuries the
that even our humanism would have

Summary and Qonments *

Dewey bases his theory of values on critical Judgement,when possession
and enjoyment pas 3 into appraisal* The doubt-inquiry process enters to
evaluate and to define ends* All values arise within the context of the
organism interacting with Ito environmont* And environment io thought of
In non—supcrnaturalistic tenas^it is nature and culture* We have suggested
that thio context ic not adequate to give an account of the emergence of
values in human en

ice,and gives no long viow of man’s efforts and

struggles* Dewey thinks man should bo satisfied with the possibility of
making progress against difficulties,and need not worxy about what is to
happen to the entire enterprise* We maintain that man’s assumptions about
the ultimate nature of things,affect • his eocldl efforts® Religion oannot
bo given credit for all social progress,and has often boon reactionary*
But thoistic assumptions about a cosmic Being other than nan,from whom
valuos aro ultimately derived, and In idiom they find permanency,seem to
mo to bo a sounder view than naturalism*
46) Progress and Religion 242
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Likewise Dewey’s account of’will’ ,minimizes certain vital aspects of
tho moral situation• It minimizes tho selective and determinative factors,
in favor of a behavioristic description. Thio fails to talas into account
tho aspect of conflict of ’will1 over higher and lower modes of action,
and of persistence in the higher way, or failure in such persistence.
And conscience as wholly a matter of action and contemplated reaction
between individual and society,may seem to overcame anciont dualisms,but
omits the real meaning of conscience. It overlooks th© noetic energy
involved in conscious choice,and complexly ignores the super-natural
environment in vrhich conscience functions. The religious idea of ’’sin* is
dropped out because there is no recognition of man’s responsibility to
a Being higher than himself. That conscience lias social implications,and
is not an innate infallible light tliat shine3 upon conduct,we would
grant. But tliat it can bo reduced to individual awareness of social
pressure,wo seriously dcubt.
In his discussion of individuality and freedom,he says freedom comes
through reaction against authority,and the building of a bottor social
order that does not coerce the individual. Tie ig right in hio view that
wrong ideas,both about nature and about society have been disastrous. But
he cannot solve this dilemma by placing all the emphasis upon the inter
action of Individual and social order,and ignoring the problem of the nature
of the individual, and the basis for corporate living. Actually lie io not
without his own assumptions about the nature of man and society and admits
that ho maizes moral judgements.
Though we would agree that the scientific method applied to social
problems may be of immense value,we doubt the profundity of the ’social
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lag* "theory of roan’s social predicament# We agree with Karl Mannheim
that society is adrift unless it goto a sense of meaning and direction
through its roligious tradition# A.nd its religious insights vram against
a superficial diagnosis of tho human problem# The scientific method,we
maintain,remains a tool without right control or purpose,unless it is
part of a culture which finds its deepest insights elsewhere# An educational
system cannot find

its values and aims,or oven its moth ode, wholly within

naturalistic humanism# This shall beccoo more evident as we study ^ewey*s
educational aims in the light of the metaphysical,epistemological and
the ethical theories which wo have examined#
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CHAPTER ?OUR
DEYflSY^ EDUCATIONAL THEORY
Dowey has alvrays maintained that philosophy should focus about educat
ion as the supreme human interest® There,he believes,the problems of phil
osophy come to a head* This is consistent with his belief that an idea
. in not an idea in any full sense until it is enacted in an actual

situation to effect 3ome purpose® Dewey thus looked upon education as a
necessary,and complementary phase of philosophy®

I

We may summarize some of the main principles that entor into his educa
tional theory® Theism,and all philosophies based on a boliof in a Perfect
Being»are rejected on the grounds that they aro dualistic,ethically conser
vative, intellectually formal and lacking in itegrity,and individualistic®
Man is continuous with nature,and nature has ends and histories,but there
is nothing which endures® There are only relatively stable events® Human
nature hao no supernatural orientation,and all supomaturalism is brushed
aside as a pre-scientific superstition® Mind is continuous with nature,
and is a quality of behavior® It ^appears in the conduct of tho individual
when outcomes are anticipated and become controlling factors In ordering
events and activities®
Experience io both cognitive,and has a noncognitive element® There is
no basic distinction between perceptual and conceptual experience® The
problem of knowledge is to devise an adequate theory of inquixy® Inquixy
is the ultimate in philosophy,and in education® Out of it cone method,
aim,and knowledge® Moaning is related to behavior® Man hao created his
meanings in tho long experience of th& race®
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1, I-'othod and Subject Hatter
\

As method io the primary concern of Dewey’s philosophy,so method takes
central place in his system of education* Tho method of thinking that sup
plies useful knowledge,Is the scientific,experimental method* And,aa
thinking is identical with reflection arising out of a problematical t
situation,tho pupil mist be put into a genuine experience where problems
will arise* The pupil must be interested in the situation»bo stimulated
to think,by the problem| gather the information and make the experiments
necessary to cope with it J bo responsible for developing solutions in
an orderly vayjand test his ideas by application* The applications make
the meanings clear, and test their validity*
He contrasts anoiont(and modern scientific method,with regard to their
treatment of subject matter* The oeeence of ancient science was denonstra-ttcnpdille the spirit of modern scionce is discovery* The former tried to
attain a stable subject matter,while the latter looks upon systematic Imowledge as existing for the sake of stimulating,guiding*checking further
inquiries* ’Deamlng’irt the former jas transitive,and ceased to be when fi
nal and fixed objects bocamo known «
"It was thought of after the analogy of master and disciple>the
former was already in possession of the truth,and the learner
merely appropriated what already io there in the storehouse of
the master* In modem science,learning is finding cut what nobody
has previously known* " 1
Differences in method accompany these two different views* On the one hand
there is classification and definition,whore objects of knowledge are
taken to be final and complete* On the other hand there Is observation,
1)

Experience and Nature p 1^2

-

* ■ S.
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inquiry and experimentation*
In Democracy and Education > Dovray gives hia intorpretation of method
in education* He refers again to his thesis that most ills and errors in
philosophy and education spiring from dualisms* Ho believes method and
suljjeot matter have been treated as separate,because of the isolation of
mind and so If from the world of things* As we have seen In hia logic * he
considers

thinking the directed movement of aubjoct matter*and mind the

deliberate and intentional phase of the process* He gives the following
illustration of how this applies to method* Piano playing io an orderly
way of using the keys of a piano* Order is found In tho disposition of
the acts which use tho piano*and the hands and brain*so as to achieve the
intended result*
"It is the action of the piano directed to accomplish tho purpose
of the piano as a musical,instrument* It is the same with pedagog
ical method*" 2
The only distinction he allows between method and aubjoct matter is the
effort to control tho process. Thus he say a the piano player who has
perfect control of his instrument would not distinguish between hio contr»i
. button*and that of the piano* In all well formed activities tho same is
true—in skating*cornersing*hoaring music *onjoy ing a landscape *and in all
wholehearted play and work*
From this he concludes that what we experience and how we experience
It arise only in reflection*and not in tho act* This ho says gives rise to
the metaphysical error of assuming that thoro is a real distinction
between tho thing soon and tho act of seeing* The practical Issue of
tho whole matter is control® Thoro are certain ideas of how an experience
2)

Democracy and Education p 195
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proceeds,and from this we know what factors cost bo modified or secured
in order that it may go on more successfully• Basically there is no difr-*
ferenco between the gcovrfch of a plant and tho development of an experience.
It is not easy in either case to find the factors that make for the best
development. But a study of many cases and making many comparisons will
help seize upon the causes. When those causes are arranged in order.we have
a method of procedure,or a technique.
Here .as in so many instances .Dewey presnts us with a false,either/or.
Either,we must think of method as authoritarian transmission of truths,
in terms of propositions which must be accepted without question, as final
and complete,or, we rust accept the naturalistic metaphysics,which makes
no distinction between perceptual and conceptual thinking,and accepts the
scientific method as the ultimate and only method of gaining knowledge.
We have criticized both these assumptions. We contend that Dewey loaves
education with an elaborate method which applies well to the understanding
and control of material tilings,and has some bearing upon social problems,
tut leaves the basic questions unanswered. Surely ofte such basic question
which education traditionally asloedpras how man can come to know and
enter into relationship with God. We shall contend that any theory of
education that refuses to face that is sue, is really not taking neutral
ground,tut assuming a negative answer. Dewey assumes a negative answer,
and builds his entire educational method on that assumption. He assumes
that there is no God,and that there is no basic distinction between man
and nature,and that man creates his own valuos,and reduces education
to a method of inquixy into ways experience may be enriched. Wo would

7?

contend# that though there i3 a relationship between what we experience
and how we experience it# between what we see and how we see it# tho re is
also a basic and real distinction# Though Dewey says the essence of the
ancient method was denonstrati on# and the essence of the modern method
discovery#the fault we find in his view io that tho method of discovery
never seems to load to reality# It may load to control#but vie doubt
whether it leads to control in those complex personal and social problems
to which ho would apply his method# Education needs a method that loads
not only to control of natural forces,but a method that leads to selfknowledge# And, self knowledge#according to the theistic view#! a bound up
with knowledge of the Self upon Whora all life depends# Wliat man has discov
ered about that Reality involves methods and techniques#but to say that
tho methods and techniques are not Intrinsically different from the
Reality#is to make assumptions that beg the fundamental question#
Another way of bringing oriticism to bear on Dewey1 o view of method
and subject matter Is to suggest that it is too impersonal# In our treat
ment of his epistemology wo suggested that his doubt w-Inqulry process was
inadequate to attain.’

& knowledge of other persons#and though he

admitted the fact of ’acquaintance knowledge’ he made no use of it In
his epistemology# It io not that Dewey is a physioal scientist without
interest in people and society# Quite tho contraxy#he Is primarily a
moral philosopher>and education is a paramount interest. But his psycho
logical approach tends to bo behavioristic,and his educational thoory
impersonal because of his world-view# His method may relate man well to
the less personal aspects of hie environment#but it has no light to
throw on the basic,personal relationship# And we doubt whether one can
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separate the two* This is not to suggest a conploto dichotony between the
scientific method and the intuitions and methods of religion* But,if as
v/e beliove,lovo is the central religious experience,not only is it more
lilo© a high art# than like a scientific process,tho re is a distinction to
be made botweon the method of loving God,and the Agar>c which is’the essence
of Reality*

a

2® Gro^rth and Iro^oss
' (a) ffrowth
Since.for Dewey,the purpose of education ia grovrfch,we must examine
his use of the concept* He takes the condition of growth to be immaturity*,
Igama turity is the ability to develop* He does not use it in the comparative
sense.for that involves,he says,static and final goals* The fulfillment
of growing is mistakenly thought of us ’ungrowth1*
There there io life there is activity,and growth is not something done
to these activities,but something thoy do* The two chief traits of immatur
ity are dependence and placticity* Dependence means helplessness,but there
-is the compensating power.,namely social capacity*
* Inattention to physical things (going with capacity to control them)
is accompanied by a corresponding intensification of interest and
attention as to the doings of people**1 5
Dependence then,from tho social point of vlow,denotes a power,and makes for
interdependence *
Th© specific ability of the immature child that makes for growth is
placticity* This does not mean being molded by external pressure* It is
the ability to Ioann from experience* Human beings have more instinctive
5) Democracy and Education pp 51*52
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tendencies than animals,but animal instincts perfect thenselves quickly,
and are thus not as plastic as human instincts• The infant has a multitude
of instinctive reactions. Thus tho possibility of continuing growth is
opened up. In learning one act .methods emerge that can be used in other
situations. And the habit of learning io acquired#
"The importance for human life of the two facts of dependence and
variable control has been sunned up in the doctrine of the signif
icance of prolonged infancy." 4
Both tho adult and the child are engaged in growing. The adult transforms
his environment,and thio releases stimuli which redirect his powers and
keeps them developing# Tho only diffex*enco in child growth is the differ
ence of modes of growth suitable to different stages of development. In
terms of education this moans that the ’end1 is continuous growth.
"Since in reality there is nothing to which growth is relative save
more growth,there is nothing to which education Is subordinate
aavo more education." 5
Dewey criticizes all theories of education which omphssize preparation
for living in tho future. Tills places children on tho waiting list,and
makes them candidates for living,rather than participators in life. This
moans loos of motive poorer,for children live in the present. It also puts
a promiun on procrastination. Another undesirable result is tho sotting
up of average standards .In teems of tho individual child this is a sure
way to hamper his growth. And pressure nust b© used to mate the child work
because tho future he io preparing for is far away and unreal.
Dewey also criticizes a certain theory of education that professes to
be based on tho idea of development of tho child,but roally isnt>
4)

Ibid p 54
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Development io wrongly thought of as unfolding of talent toward a definite
goal* Kegel and Froebel, he says ,both start vzith the conception of a who If,
an absolute,which is immanent in human life* The perfect,and complete ideal
is not a wro ideal* It is operative here and now* But It Is present only
implicitly and in an enfolded condition* The method differs,by vzhich what
is implicit becomes explicit* In Siegel,a series of historical institutions
embody different factors of tho absolute* According to Froebel,mathematical
symbols a3 well as other symbols correspond to traits of the absolute*
For example,grouping children in a circle becomes a symbol for the collect
ive life of mankind* Ho gives Froebel credit for many creative ideas

In

educat ion,especially his recognition of the native capacities of children
and his loving concern to foster their growth*
"But his formulation of tho notion of development and his organizav~
tion of devises for promoting It vzera badly hampered by the fact that
he conceived development to be tho unfolding of a ready-made latent
principle* * J
,
This undo the remote goal of complete unfoldedness transcende itai,and
removed it from concrete experience*
Hegel,^ewey says appreciated the nurturing influences of institutions*
But,since he was haunted by the conception of an absolute goal,he arranged
existit^ institutions on an ascending scale of approximation to perfection*
Each in its time,was nocesaary,and against them individuals had no right*
Development cane through obediont assimilation of the spirit of existing
institutions, In the late nineteenth century this type of idealism was
merged with the doctrine of evolution,and often interpreted as the means
by which Absolute Mind wa3 working out its purpose regardless of individual
efforts*3ooial progress was an ’organic growth1,and an experiential selectioi
5)

Ibid 67,68
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(b) Iregress
Since the concepts growth and progress,are so closely connected in
Dowey*s educational theory,we will consider hi9 meaning of progress before we
mice critical comments on hio theory of growth*
In Education Today lie outlines what he calls his ’podagogie creed1*
In the section on ’The School and Social Progreso* he says he believes
that :
"education Is the fundamental method of social progress and rofona*
••education ie a regulation of the process of coming to share in the
social consciousness jond that the adjustment of individual activity
on tho basis of this social consciousness is tho only sure method
of social reconstruction•" 6
Because scionco narks the emancipation of the mind from loyalty to custom
ary and traditional purposes,he considers it tho chief agenoy for progress*
And ho distinguishes two type of progress* It nay neon getting nearer to
ends already sought* This is a minor fora,for it requires only teahnioal
_
• ■
improvement* Progress In a more profound sense,means the enriching of
prior purposes,and forming new ones* He assumos that desires are not a
fixed quantity, and tliat there are no fixed limits to human satisfactions*
Thu3 new possibilities are projected,and naw moans of execution constructed,
and progress takes place*

.

Dewoy calls attention to the great crop of inventions tliat have arisen
out of the scientific method* He admits that the social results have not
loept pace with the teehnical results* Scionco has given tho means for sat
isfying existing demands rather than modifying human purposes* This ie
becauso science is so recent tliat it has not camo to dominate our educatlion,
and has not yet been absorbed into the imaginative and emotional nature of
mankind*
6) Education Today p 15

no

It is the responsibility of education to use science so as to

t

"modify the habitual attitude of imagination and fooling,not leave
it just an extension of our physical arms and legs*” 7
Scienoe has already modified men’s thoughts in some areas* It has brought
an interdependence of interests. It has turned men’s eyes toward the future
and its possibilities*
“The problorn of an educational use of science lo then to create an
‘ intelligent© pregnant with belief in the possibility of the direction
of human affairs by itself* The method of nsoienos# engrained through
education in habit<means emancipation from rule of thumb and from
tho routine generated by rule of thumb procedure*” 8
•(c) Critical Comments
One of the burning issues of religious education to-day is tho question
of the validity of the concept of growth in spiritual life* And the concept
of progress whioh entered so deeply into the liberal theological view is
also being re-examined* Christopher Dawson has balled the idea of progress
’the working faith of our civilization’* Professor John Baillie in The
Belief in Progeas calls the modern faith in progress a modem heresy* He
asserts that the Christian faith gives a confident hop© for the future of
terrestrial history, but apart from tho Christian faith Western culture
has no real ground for belief in progress*
We may agree with Dewey in rejecting certain ideas of 'growth and devel
opment* We need not think of growth in terms of latent faculties that
unfold* Nor in terms of an Absolute Hind coming to full expression in
human life and institutions* We agree with Dewey that original impulses
are ambiguous* And,we agreo that his conception of interaction between
the individual and his Environment by which both the individual and the
environment are modified, is a fruitful approach*
7) Democracy and Education p 262
8) Ibid 263
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Purthormore,in our chapter on the neo-orthodox criticism of Devroy and
the liberal theological educators*w© shall maintain that thoro is validity
in tho idea of spiritual development and nurturo* Ao Dewey says>children
aro not merely candidates for living* And in terms of religious education

we would 3ay theyaro not simply candidates for soma radical conversion
experience which vrf.ll introduce thorn to the spiritual world about them*
Our radical criticism of Dewey io in his view of the environment in which
growth talses place* Again he confronts us with a false either/or* Wo do not
have to choose between a belief tin tho supernatural that creates a complete
dualism between God and mon»and a complete naturalism which sets man’s
growth simply within nature and culture* The theistic view wo would defend
emphasizes both the transcendence and the immanence of God* Bo is never
absent from any of the relationships of lifo or from nature* Because tho
relationship is personal as well as impersonal*tho IdLnd of continuity Dewey
pictures in terms of growth of a plant*is not adequate* There is soraething
to which growth io relative* be sides more growth*and education is not auton
omous* It may be autonomous in tho sense that no institution*church*or
state should have complete authoritarian control over tho education of
tho ycung* But man’s entire life is dependent upon*and relative to*a higher
order *and his life finds fulfillment through a right relationship to it*
And growth is never full and complete if these resources aro denied*
Ao for the idea that oducationtby tho flail use of the scientific method,
con effect social progress and re construct ion* we have less confidence in
thia ono method than Dowoy hasFand wo do not think his theory of education
complete enough to accomplish all he hopes it will* ^e is not awre of the
oloso connection of religion to progress,nor the criticism religion brings
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to a secular idealism with its optimistic view of man’s unaided and un
transformed powers*
5* Experience and Education*
Learning through experience,is a central doctrine of experimental
education* It emphasizes expression and cultivation of individuality in
active projects and enterprises* It stands against imposition from above
or outsi<M,of adult standards and subject matter*
Experience and education cannot be equated however,because some exper
iences are rais-educative* Everything depends upon tho quality of the exper
ience* And the quality of the experience has two aspects,immediate agreeabloness,s.nd its effect upon later experiences* Bevrcy advances his princi
ple of continuity,and. interpretation of habit in biological terras* Thus
every experience takes up something from what has gone before,and by
changing ther poradn,modifies everything that cones after* And it changes
the objoctive environment in which it takes place*
Thus direction can be given through a planned environment* Desks,black
boards, school yard,are not adequate environmental conditions* The entire
community should be a resource for teaching* There is interaction between
the individual and his environment* Tho educator cust know the needs cf
the pupil and the resources and problems of the environment* Ho subject is
an end in Itself* It must be adapted to needs and stages of growth*
Most of the material learned in isolation from experience is forgotten,
or raust be rslearned when it is needed* Unless material is related to
experience,collateral learning is disastrous* It prompts attitudes of
dislilce and distaste for higher education* Therefore attention nust be

given in order that present experiences may havo intrinsic worth* And
educators must study tho relationship of present to possible future
expo risn cos,asking whether present experiences lead to further growth*
Subject matter represents working resources* In primitive life,stories,
traditions,songs,and liturgies,were a stock of meanings iraprossed upon
the young* A3 social life becomes more coraplox it becomes more difficult
to make thoso resources meaningful* The ties which connect thorn to the
group life bo camo concealed*
Tlie dducator nust direct the young out of aimless activities into
meaningful ones* This ho dooo by using the experiences of the race and re
x lating'thon to tho experiences of the pupils* Tho danger is that he may
forget tho difference between subject matter that is meaningful to the
teacher,and subjoct matter tint becomes meaningful to tho pupil* Ito mist
know his jxipil,in ordor to know what is happening in the intorplay between
pupil and subject mattor,
”To tho ono who is learned,subject matter is extensive,accurately
defined,and logically intorrolated*To the one who is learning it
lo flaid,partial,and connected through his personal occupations*w

9

The social nature of the subject matter is emphasized again and again,
and the individualism of much of modern education is questioned* Life
in the school should foster cooperation and social feeling*
s

■
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'
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*The positive principle is maintained when the young begin with
active occupations having a social origin and use,and proceed to
a scientific insight in the materials and laps involved,through
assimilating into thoir more direct experienoe tho ideas and facts .
com unicatod by othere who have had a larger experience•” 10
’ .
_ •
,y ? ' t*. .
.
•.
'
(a) Critical Qormonts
/any of these ideas are not new,but Dewy deservos credit for rediscover

ing them,and stating them in terns of the modern situation* B*L*Oubborly
9) Democm**” and Education p 216
10) Ibid p £27

.
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in History of EducationjPoints out that Johann Amos Oomenius (1592-1671)
developed many of the ideas which have become part of modern education*
*to advance by carefully graded stops,to tie new knowledge to old,
to learn by observing and doing,and to learn by use rather than
by precopt—woro still other of the present-day oonmonplaces which
Oomenius worked out and f orrulatod in his Didactloa Magna* 11
A *I<* Whitehead. in Tho Aina of Education femphasizes tho need for the child

maiding ideas hio own,and understanding their application here and now in
the circumstances of his actual life* M*L .Jacks, in Total Education . calls
attention to the needs of the child which call out for immediate satisfact
ion* In a study mado by the Sottish Education Department in 1947 on
Secondary Education the point is mado that the child is essentially active
and inter sted in concrete ’whole1 and that education must be related to
these factors* So the ’experience centred’ view of education,whioh Dewey
has advocated /ias deep roots in the past and wide acceptance to-day*
We shall show that men like George Albert Coe,liberal religious educators
incorporated many of these Id&as into their educational systems* They drew
inspiration hot only frota Dewey and other educators,but from theologians
like Schloixjfoaoher, who made a groat deal of the volitional and exporioncial
aspects of the Ohristian faith*
One question I would raise about Dewey’s theory of exporionce,has to
do with the social experiences which aro tho resources for education*
I fail to find in Dovray a full treateiaent of tho meaning of histoxy. Wo
shall rofor to this again in our dioousoion of democracy,and lator in our
theistio criticism of his view* Wo havo shown that he doos not think
that tho classical philosophical,or the Ohristian heritage,contain a body
of experiences that should be transmitted to the young* His clue to the
11)

History of Education p 410
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meaning of histoxy seems to bo that what man once did by rule of thumb
he now can do by a porfectod method of inquiry and control# The moaning
of history seems to be that the experimental method has been v evolved#
and by moans of this method man may enrich his experiences# And as we have
shovm#the test of ’growth1 is not an adequate test of the validity and
worth of experionoes# Wo have arrived at a crucial question#which modern
education must face# What are the racial experiences into which the young
should be led ? We cannot evade this question by saying that indoctrination
and authoritarian methods must not bo used^and that catechetical teaching
has no relation to the child's experience# It must be possible#at least
in tho Protestant traditionkto combine an adequate presentation of the
important aspects of the religious tradition#with the principle of freedom
and private judgement#
This question is of course closely associated with tho one we have
raisod many times# 3hall education move within a theistic framework or
a naturalistic one ? We shall show in a later chapter how that question
is being answered in Gt#Britain. In the United States, within the last
fifty years jDovoy’s position has boon largely unchallenged expept by
Roman Catholic educators# We shall examine their criticism of Dewey#and
his objections to their authoritarianism# Tho point vre mal© here io that
tho crucial question about experience is whether man can experience
a relationship to a Power greater than culture and nature# If such a
Pox«r existe,and is within all of life#than an educational system which
makes no provision for evaluation of religious horitage#or for religious
experience omits ite fundamental factor#
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4.

Freedom and Democracy
Dewey has been among "the educators Vho have pled for a less formal

and fixed environment in the school room and school. This is consistent
with his idea that pupils are active and should enter into activities in
the school. Enforced quiet and acquiescence are not conducive to a right
teacher-pupil relationship,but tend to enforce artificial uniformity.
They go with the older methods of passivity and receptivity * Silence
elevated into a prime virtue revealed the non-social character of the old
school.
But this outward freedom is not an end in itself.
’’The only freedom that is of enduring importance ia‘ freedom of
intelligence,that is to say,freedom of observation and of judge
ment exercised in behalf of purposes that are intrinsically worth
whi le *” 12
Though, as we have seen,Dewey is optimistic about human nature,he thinks
natural impulses and desires require reconstruction. This involves inhib
ition and discipline. Education must move away from externally imposed
inhibition,to inhibition through an individual’s own reflection and judge
ment. We have here the application of Dewey’s theory of reflection and
value to character formation* Self-control comes through reflective
thinking which is a combination of memory and observation*
Dewey obviously does not advocate uncontrolled expression wither in
individual freedom or school procedure. He believes the individual finds
freedom through self control,and through association in group life and
activity,by learning to work with others. Where effective thinking takes
place|freedom will take care of itself.
12)

Experience and Education p 69
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Wo have seen that Dowey stresses the Idea that the Individual finds
.
f
freedom to beoome a fully developed person,by interacting with sooiety.
And we have soen that he considers the relationship of human nature to
democracy the supreme moral quostion of Y/estern culture» Education

t

"is a social function,securing direction and development in the
immature through their participation in the life of the group." 12
In 1900 ho published a small but very influential book Tho School and
Society. In this book he maintained that tho range of education should
be enlarged. Tho household and neighborhood system of community life and
industry* having been largely broken dovm by the industrial revelution,
the school must give children a social consciousness. Each school was to
he . ,
"an embryonic oonnunity Alfa,active with types of occupations that
reflect tho life of the largor society and permeated throughout
with the spirit of art,history,and science." 1J
Dowey gives Froebel credit for many of his ideas about teaching children
in cooperative, nutually helpful living. Recognising the plurality of
typos of comnunity life Dewey sets up criteria to measure tho worth of
social life. They are two$ interests held in common,and intercourse with
other groups. Consciously shared interests and the free interplay with
other forms of association,are his standards.
uo believes democracy meets these two tests. It relies on mutual
interest as a factor in social control,and provides free and varied cont
acto among its people. Such varied intercourse mates for flexibility and
change. And education within a democraotic society is based on far more
12)
15)

Democracy and Education p 262
Ibid 265

than the need for a literate electorate• It io baaed fcn the fact of
the aocipl character of personality,and upon the need for fostering
attitudes of social concern and cooperation,
(a) Critical flommenta »
When we turn to tho theistic systems that have borrowed from,and have
criticized Dewey,wo shall point out that liberal religious educators
like George Albert Ooe, developed their theories of religious education
on the ’social’ nature of man. We shall maintain that Dewey’s interest
in free and full development of tho individual,and the cultivation of
right social attitudes,has definite connections with the Christian ethic
and anthropology, Dovray’s insistence that tho desires and impulses of
man need transforming,has an affinity with the Ohristian emphasis upon
conversion. And his emphasis upon cooperation and concern for the welfare
of others has an affinity with the Ohristian idea of love. And the basis
of democracy resting on the dignity and worth of the individual is a
Christian concept, Dewey denies that there Is a close historical connect
ion between those moral values and the Christian faith. And he believes
they do not need the support of theism.
The position we aro defending io that Deways world-view is utterly
inadeqatc,and his method of inquiry no adequate substitute?for the theistic
world view ho discards. To suppose that man can find freedom and selfrealization>and build a free democratic society simply through reflect
ive Intelligence, is,we believe to place a burden on education which it
cannot carry. If he wishes to place so much faith in education,he must
broaden its meaning to include solf-r^alization through free activity
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in an environment that includes a Being within the entire process of
history,yet beyond it, »hort of that,education nay become a false re
ligion. The following passage show how completely lovey places hi

faith

in education based on naturalistic assumptions.
”Faith in education signifies nothing less than belief in the
possibility of deliberate direction of tho formation of human
disposition and intelligence. It signifies a belief that it is
possible to knov definitely Just what specific conditions and
forces operate to bring about Just such specific results in
character,intellectual attitude and capacity.• .If ve have any
greund to be religious about anything,we may take education
re ligiously.. .there havo been mary worse objefcto of faith and hope
than the ideal possibilities of the development of human nature,
and more harmful rites and cults than those which constitute a
school system,” 14
This is admittedly a belief. And it is a belief that many shared,and
are now re-examining. Tho trend in Ot.Britain is to turn frem the idea
that education divorced from religion,can solve individual and social
problems and males democracy secure. And,as we shall show in our chapter
on religion and general education,this faith in secular education has
been profoundly shaken in the United States. Educators are beginning to
soe that the values which undergird democracy must be definitely taught,
and many are beginning to see that these values have their roots in
a theistio world-viow.
5* Purpose and Aim
Aooording to ’progrsssive education’Jthe learner must participate in
tho formation of aims and purposes which direct his activities in the
learning process. The older system failed to secure tho active cooperation
Education To-day p 1^5
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of tho pupil in construction of the purposes Involved in his studying*
Tho psychological bards of this is the inpuloo* Obstruction of tho
impulse converts it into desire * Yet,deairo in not a purpose* Purpose
involve slsnd-tsR-viow^i’oresight into the consequences of the act#
Tliis is based on the assumption that there io no end and aim outside
the educative process to whioh education is subordinate* Education is
j
•
autonomous and the aims which direct activity *,are ends-in-view,which
serve to free activity,and meet the needs of the individual* An aim
>
*■
\
implies a forseon end,anti that forsoon end gives direction to activity*
The criterion for good aims are

t

(a)

An educational aim must be founded upon the instinctive activit
ies and needs of the given individual to be educated*
(b) An aim must be capable of translation into a method of cooperat- ’
ing with the activities of those undergoing instruction^
(c) Educators have to bo on their guard against ends that are alleged
to bo general and ultimate* A truly general aim broadens the
outlook;it stimulates one to take more consequences into account**
Dewey applios the tests to three educational aims,development according
to nature,social efficiency,and culture* He takes Rousseau as typical
of the ’follow nature’ school of thought* He critiolzes Rousseau for the
/
view that the structure and activities of the organs furnish both the
conditions of all teaching of their use,and also the ends of devolopmsnt*
ho holds that the organ?furnish the conditions,but not the ends* The enda
aro constructed as tha organism meets problem situations*
Social efficiency was an aim in contrast to Rousseau’s emphasis upon
tho goodness of unspoiled nature* Ito aim was to effect habituation of
an individual to social control. This denies the right 6f tho individual
15)
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to dove lope his capacities in frood an* And social efficiency nay end
in utilitarianism* And it tends to subordinate the individual to arbi^
xrary authority*

.

Culture,as an aim,rust correct and supplement natural development and
social efficiency* It is concerned with tho spirit and meaning of all
activity* It is the opposite of msdiocrity,and means the complete deri
ve lopment of personality*
"And there is perhaps no better definition of culture than that it
is the capacity for constantly expanding the rang© and accuracy of
one’s perception and meanings*a 16
Consistent with his democratic ideal,all people,not simply tho privileged,
should share in tho alms and purposes and benifits of education*
(1) Critical Comments
The right of the individual to franc purposes and carxy them out is
basic to freedom* One of the motives behind education at the time of
the Reformation,was the conviction that every person should be able to
read the Bible and tales personal responsibility for his ovzn spiritual
welfare* The fact that this principle ms often denied by authoritarian
and formal educational practices does not detract from its value,and
should not blind us to the fact that its origin was at least in part
a religious one* IIow the right of individual choice and judgement can
be combined with sociotioh inter st in perpetuating itself,has always
boon a major educational problem* At present there ic a growing awareness
of the nood for transmitting basic democratic convictions and ideals*
This has never boon a strong point in ’progressive education1 as ^ewey
16) Democracy and Education p l4f>
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admits* Often the •progressive’ educator refused to take hi3 share of
the responsibility for sharing with the young the values society cherish
es*
And* ^ovray is rightly concerned about safeguarding education from
purposes and nine imposed upon it. But we challengo the idea of education’s
complete autonoiy* If there is no purpose aside»and above man’s aims and
purposes,then one could perhaps build a strong case for an educational
system free from all authority* How it could mintdih such a position
is not at all clear* Dovray recognizes the fact tliat education has been
tai ran over to serve the ondo of the state,and has lost its freedom in
autocratic states* If-there Is a Mind and lurposo in control of this
universo,and tliat Purpose lias a bearing on tho whole of life,then eduoation must define Its purposes with relation to the greater lurpose* I
recognize the difficulties involved in this and will discuss them in
following chapters* But a good case can be made from the experiences of
Nazi Germany, that tho ultimate ground upon which nan maintains his froed can
of purpo3e,is hio conscience* And a conscience based upon religious
conviction proved to be the strongest bulwark of individual dignity*
•fe would maintain that secular education which leaves Ultimate Being,
and Ultimato lurpoae out of account,as known in the • paradigmatic1
experiences of the raco, does not give the young a fair chance to work
out a complete philosophy of life* Net does it have any safeguard against
tyranny* To base all aims and purposes upon desires and satisfactions
guided by the doubt-inquiry process, is to leavo them basically uncontro
lled, and at the mercy of povrarful interests*
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6* Interest and ^oorc\on
We have pointed out the biological basis of Dewey1 s psychology,which
was suggested to him by William James,and has its roots in Dwrvinism.
Applied to education it holds that the child is always in action* He is
Interested in and intent upon something* If tho situation Is novel,or
there is a difficulty,then tho child nust ’ohoose1* He accepts scans
object or end,and for the time boing identified himself with it* When
we consider hot/ the child feels on the inside as he warms up to hie
desired end,we are consider inf;’the childs ’inter sts’* And when wo look
at the child from the ’outside’ wo seo movements that tend to bring the
desired end into realization* The child,we say is putting forth ’effort’*
The debate about ’interest’ and ’effort’ Dewey says wont on because of
a wrong psychology* The self was thought of as inert* So one group said
the child must bo coaxed into action. Tho other side said tho child should
be prodded into action* The fact is,the 'child does not stand uninterested
and unconcerned,waiting to be coaxed or prodded*. He rust be stirred by
his relationship to environment to males choices. As self-hood becomes
established he makes conscious choices^and chooses his moans by whioh tlw
ends can be attained*
When Interest io dominant,the personality Is unified. rio has chosen
the good as ho sees it. In coercion,he is forced to choooo,but neither
choice seems good. Ooercion presents a choice between two evils. The
child will carry odt tho demand in order to avoid the punishment that
would go with refusal. Inwardly ho rejects,but outwardly he conforms.
So tho starting place in ’progressive education’ is with the child.
Effort will be expended by the child,but because of interoot*not coercion.
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(a) QrttiOftl Oonmentg
Dewey would bo tho first to warn us that teaching on the basis of the
interest of the pupil is not a simple matter, We have looked at his
emphasis upon exporionce,his idea of aims and purpose,his idea of
growth,his emphasis upon freedom,and his method of inquiry. These serve
to remind us to take all the complex factors of learning into account.
That the child io forced by tho vory nature of existence to

active

and take an interest in its own welfare and tho world in which it lives
i£ a sound insight,and fundamental to the teaching and learning process.
And we would point out that the prob lota of interest and coercion has
far reaching theologioal implications, Wot only does it apply to man* s
relationship to man,but it applies to God’s relationship to man. The
judgement and the mercy of God enter into Ohristian-Hebrow theolory,
Wo doubt the baolq^round of the debate among educators,ic the theological
debate that has been going on for centuries. Predestination and free will
vrere aspects of the problem. Determinism and indeterminism are age long
philosophical concerns,
We shall see as we discuss Dewey’s theories in the light of various
theistic systems,that liberal theologians tend to stress the persuasive
aspects of God’e relation to man,and the neo-orthodox theologians the
coercive aspects. That God both wins and coerces man,seems to be a fact
of common experience,and we would hold that the nature of God as Agape ,
moans that his fundamental approach to man io Grace, And in looping with
thio conviction,Christian Education moves more in the roalm of persuasion,
inspiration, respect for individual freedom and interest,than in the
realm of prodding,punishment, and threats.
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* . .

arK^ Comments

Dewey’s min concern Is with method. The experimental method should
be applied to all areas of tiunan interests,and be the educators primary
tool. Our contention is that education needs more than a tool.' It needs
a right orientation,and a purpose. Because ^ovey has dropped out classical
philosophy and religion, tils educational aims are at loose ends. The
primary interest of man,his interest in what tho ultimate nature of life
is,and how man can relate himself to God,is left unanswered. And it is
not only left unanswered,it is dismissed aa irrelevant* And not only is
the relationship of nan to God completely ignored,the relationship of man
to man is reduced to JLmperodnal love Is through a psychological thooxy
that minimzos intuition and perceptual knowledge*
Tho concept of grovrth becomes vague,becauce the context in which it
takes place is vague* And progress,which is fundamentally a foligious
concept,is left dangling beoause it is not tied to its religious moorings.
To say that growth is Only relative to more growth and education to more
education, is really to beg tho question of aim and purpose.
Almost all of Dewey’s valuable insights loco their validity beoause
they are not into grated into an adequate metaphysics*

shall show that

liberal religious educators found much value in his educational system
and took over inch of it^ but tliey reinterpreted, it in a thclstic setting*
This we will show,can bo done because nary of tho insights and emphases
sprung out of the Christian heritage*
The key question that Dewey’s philosophy raises,is whether education
which at one time was closely associated with religion,can now move out
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on its own and become completely autonomous* »© havo noted that Gt*Brltain
has decided against such a course,and will devote a chapter to the
question of religion in the state schools* Cur contention is that
democracy,based upon tho dignity of the individual,has no firm foundation
outside thei«a,and education for democracy that ignores this fact,will
in the end fail*
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CTIAITER FIVE
LIBERAL THEOLOGY AMD DEWEY'S EDUCATIONAL PHUX&OIHY

Wo turn now to a more direct study of the relationship of theism
to Dewey’s educational philosophy® First we will consider tho religious
educator,George Albert Ooe, whose liberal theology found ruch in Dewey
that could be incorporated into religious education® Then we will in
later chapters evaluate two views radically opposed to Dewey,the Roman
Catholic and the Mbo-Orthodox®
In tho United States,Dewy had a profound influence upon fcoligious
education® Much of his educational outlook was congenial to educators
and theologians of the ’liberal’ school® It may seem somewhat surprisix^
that this was so,In view of the fact that ^ewey became hostile to the
T'obrew-Chriotian view®
In 1900 Dewey published The School and Society®a small book,as we have
noted,that had a wide influence upon education in the United States®
In 1902 George Albert Ooe wrote Tho Religion of a Mature Mind® Dewey’s
writings beoamo the dominant influence in public education in the United
States,and Coe's writings became the dominant influence in religicus
education for at least three decad&s® In 1917 Ooe wrote A Social Theory
of Religious Education , a book quite revolutionary in religious
education,and still widely used in liberal religious education training
centers® Ooe borrowed heavily from Dewey,and in the foreward of this
book wrote t
"Any reader who i3 familiar with present movements in educational
thought will perceive,as this work proceeds,how much I owe to
writers who have had in mind the public school rather than religious
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education* I an indebted most of all to John cev/ey,who is foremost
among those who have put education and industrial democracy into a
single perspective ** 1
We will ask what Ooe borrowed from Dewey,and evaluate the thoistic
setting into which he placed his educational principles*
1*

Common Background of Ooe and Dewey»and Some Differences*
We must guard against the assumption that the religious education

movement led by Coe,drew exclusively from Dewey* In fact Coo went back
to mary of tho some educators that influenced Dewey* We noted that
Jewey was well acquainted with philosophical trends in Gt.Britian and
on tho Continent,and was deeply influenced especially by German and
British idealism,and by empiricism and the rise of scientific inquiry*
. jin the United States,Horace Mann/^enry Barnard and mary others
furnished Dewey with nary of his educational theories*
Coe shared the educational and philosophical background,but was more
influenced by Hitachi and Sohleiermacher than by Hegel* In his
Education in Religion and Morals (1904)

he shows a wide acquaintance

with the hictory of education,a ^d gives a sui^ey of "its development
through Ooraenius,Rous scan,1‘estalozzl,He rbart and Froebel*
He shows how
I
modem education has used and developed many ideas that have deep roots
in the past* He summarizes the significance of the movement as follows

t

(a) From being an exclusively ecclesiastical affair,education has
become also an affair of the state*
(b) It has ceased to bo the privilege of certain classes (clerjy and
nobility) and has become the right of all the people*
(c) Ito scope has widened from mere instruction to the training of
the whole roroon..
(d) Instruction itself has broadened so as to include the study of
nature a'id of nan..
(e) Tho material employed has changed more and more from mere symbols
such as books,formulae eto*,toward things which the child can

X) A Sooial Theory of Keligioue Education, Foreword x.
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observe for himself*
(f) The teacher’s point of view has changed from that of the subject
as he himoelf*a mature person thinks it* to that of the child..
(g) The? notion of the process has changed from that of bestowing some
thing upon a passive ohild to that of providing means where ly the
child may actively and freely exerts a himself*
(h) Finally*, .education has passed beyond the individualism of both
the medieval and efor-nation period*and is now recognized as a
,
social process in aim aa well as origin* 2
We shall see that Ooe accepts most of these principles and weaves
them into his religious education outlook*and that Dewey is the more
immediate source for the modem formulation of these ideas*
Ooe was also v/e 11 grounded in German and British idealism* He pointed
out in A Social Thooiy of xvoligious Education that the educational
corollary of the idealist movement

t

”is that wo should not impose ready-made ideas or rules upon the
child mind,but rather provide conditions favorable for spontaneous
mental groi/th whereby what the child already implicitly is/will
become explicit both as world outlook and as ethical self-guidance* J
Tho theology cf Schleiormaoher with its emphasis upon tho social
elomont in the sphere of religious authority,and upon religion as known
within experience*influenced Ooe. He insists however that religion is
more than the sum total of man’s highest feelings*and makes it the unity
and oentre of th© whole personality* Arthur Oushman McGlfffert in
Tho Rise of Modern Religious Ideas .says that in America*Eneroon and
Horace Bushnell have been tho moot famous representatives of Sohleiermachers typo of thought*
"Bushnell gxve a modern form of it currency within tho more orthodox
wing of American Christianity which lias never been lost* That Cod
still reveals himself to man as truly as ho ever did—this has
become a connonplnce in many religious circles* 4
2) Education in uoligion and Morals pp 85*84
5j A Social Theory of Religious Education p 26
4) The Rise of Modern Religious Ideas pp 296*297
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Ooe was greatly Influenced by tho ’nurture1 thoory of Bushnell*
In Religion of a Mature Mind ,he eay3 the transition from the older to
the newer education came in Bushnell’s Christian Nurture* He approves
of Bushnell*8 thesis that ”the child is to grow up a Ohristian,and
never know himself as being otherwise’♦ Jfo looks upon this as the
Ohristian application of the trend in education to study tho nature of
the child and nurture it*
And Ritschlian theology also influenced Ooe,as

it influenced the

liberal movement in America generally* What MoGiffert cays about Ritschl’s
theory of authority oculd almost equally well bo said about Dewey,and
about Ooe*
"According to him wo find our religious authority in the ideal we set
before ourselves,or in tho purpose to which wo corxait ourselves*" 6
W*P»lattorson in the Rulo of Faith says of the Ritschlian emphasis upon
the Kingdom of God:
"As employed by Ritschl,the name frequently refers to the society or
fellowship of persons embraced in tho Kingdom* Thus it is said that
tho Ohristian Idea of the Kingdom of God ’denotes the association
of mankind’* 7
Ooe points out that the Ritsohlian emphasis upon the ethical aspects
of religion,and the Kingdom of God,influenced the entire pragmatic
movement* That Dewey escaped its influence is unthinkable,but lie never
gives crodit to tho movement for any of his ideas* Ooe on the other hand
acknowledges his indebedness to Ritschl and other theologians,and stands
within the Christian tradition*
5) Religion of a Mature Mind pp 505,506
6) Tho Rise of Modern Religious Ideas p 299
7) The Rule of Faith p 571
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2. Tho Sooial Standpoint
Dowey defined education aa ’a sooial function,direction and develop
ment in the immature through their participation in the life of tho group1.
This is perhaps tho most fundamental aspect of Dowey1 s anti e outlook that
Ooe thought applicable to roligious education. Ooe,foil wing Dowey,
looked upon society as the prime educator,and tho basal process of educa
tion, social interaction. Social fruitfulness becomes the test of curriculum
material,and tho grov/ing needs of tho child to participate in society the
basic consideration.
Coe puts all thio into the setting of Christian theism through the
emphasis upon the Kingdom of God. Ho speaks often of tho unfinished
taslis of the Kingdom,and the necessity for making these tasks tho subject
and aim of religious education. Ho equates ’social concorn* with the
Christian meaning of love,and makes love the central concept for roligious
education.

He looks upon it not as a mere sentiment,but a purpose, a

policy of self guidance. Conditions should be provided for children to
experience love,practice its ethical demands,and male© it tho oentro of
their faith. He links parental love olosely with the love of God,and
insists that its application to all the aroas of life would cause a
revolution because of its radical nature .

Closely linked to his

emphasis upon love is his emphasis upon the Incarnation, ’ the word
made flesh’.
In his autobiography, David Cairns,the great Scottish theologian,who
wrote a groat deal about the central place of the idea of th# Kingdom of
God, admits that ho wculd place more emphasis upon the ’gift’ of the
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Kingdom than upon tho ’task’, in his lator years* Though Ooe,went far
beyond Dowey and reoognized the validity of tho theistio position*he

.

placed more emphasis upon the ’task* than upon tlio ’gift1* Likewise in
hia idea of love,he makes much of human love,and tho task of loving
others, but doos not say a groat deal about tho nsroy and forgiveness
of God* However,as vro shall show in our treatment of nec-orthodo^f, the
position ira take is closer to Ooe,tlian to tho neo-orthodox view,
5* Growth as tho Ain of Religious Education *
We have seen that Dewy’s educational philosophy centers around the
growth of the child* Coo also would havo the whole teaching enterprise
•brought under the notion of growth1 * He too holds tho view that personal
ity dove lopes through social contacts,and that the process of becoming a
person io never completed* Personality groins through mastery of naturo,
play,appreciation,friendship,affection,loyalty,opposition,suffering,
overcoming sin,and worship* Tho influence of Dewey can be seen in Coe’s
idea of worship,though of course ^owey develops these ideas in another
context s

.

"Generalizing the personality-forming influences of such practices,
we may say that worship can gather together what has l^een and what
is,with a view to determining,both individually and socially,what
shall be..*it includes a consciousness of doing it with God*" 8
This is Dewey’s problem solving'in a theistic setting,bringing memory,
and plans for tho future,together* Tills linking of worship with the
whole of life runs throurh tho whole of Coe’s system of religious
education,and is greatly influenced by Dowey*s emphasis upon continuity,
and his protest against dualism*
Bushnell’s Influence io also apparent here in Coo’s stress upon the
growth of the person in the home environnont,and the influence of
8) What Io Christian I/hnurtst
« iok
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other persons on the child’s ideas of God# There is obvious similarity
to Dewey’s ideas of experience and growth in the following principles#
and Bushnell’s influence con be detected here tool
(a) The primary material for noral analysis is to bo derived from the
child’s experienced relations with persons#
(b) Imaginative material,#is to be selected on the basis of its contin
uity xrith what the child has already experienced..
(c) Tho natural grovrth of these contacts from the’family hearth out
ward yield a principle for the gradation of material..
(a) In all this material the centre for tho pupil’s attention is men
and women..
(e) The irreducible factors in a morally educative situation whether
it is encountered in experience or nly imagination#are persons in
their concrete individuality# 9
The existential nature of Dewey’s thinking is reflected here# Character
education is not a matter of learning moral principles#but of learning
to live In concrete situations# Abstract knowledge is not as important
as social contacts»&nd an evaluation of these contacts with the purpose
of discovering what changes can be made#is central to both Ooe and
Dewey# pe shall note later#the importance Ooe attributes to the family
in the growth of the child# Ho also holds that the church provides an
essential environment for the spiritual growth of the child#and spent
most of his life attempting to improve the church as an educational
force# However Ooe seemed to be close to Dewey in his view that public
education should not be based upon religious assumptions# Ooe believed
that the church could exert a direct influence upon children#and an
Indirect influence upon the public schools#and thio would be adequate#
Of course,his Idea of the Kir® dom of God,as we have seen#called for a
reform of society#which would ^provide a better environment for personal
9) A Social Theory of Religious Education pp 196,197
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»
development# The secularization of public education did not seen to
concern Ooe,or other religious educators of the liberal wing of theology#
’t. The Scientific Mothod •
Dewey,as we have seen makes the method of inquiry as developed by
science,the centre of hio philosophy# Ooo does not concentrate ao
sharply on it,but he doos believe that it has a largo place in modern
religious education# xie gives several roasono for this# The scientific
method helps implement good will,by helping define problems and their
solution# It can talas such general concepts as’lovo1 and give them
specific meaning# Maternal love for instance needs intelligent guidance#
It can also help evaluato traditions by its critical attitude# And
religion cust knov what science io saying in order to 3peak to the modern
mind* Coe would not shelter any aspect of religious life and belief
from inquiry. The all important difference again between Coo and
Dewey is the context in which their ideas move# Wheras Dewey makes the
scientific method the core of his entire philosophical outlook,Coe
makes it a tool within the Christian tradition# Thus they represent two
schools of thought that run right through our modern vorld>effecting
every aspect of our modern culture,aid most of all our educational
view>-point# We are developing the theory tliat tho scientific method in
the setting of naturalism leaves out a wide range of experience and
fact and distort the problem of personal groirth and social progress#
5# Action in the Learning Process .
The role of action in tho*knowing life1 io central in Dewey. Ideas
are statements not of what is,or what has been,but of acts to be performed.
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Ooe puts thio in a Christian sotting in his book What la Christian
Education .

"Wherefore our problem becomes this} What sort of practices on our
part give the best opportunity for tho great Valuer of Persona,
if such t ere be to dis close himself ? There is only one direotion
in which vie may reasonably hope for an answer to this question*
Tho remarkable words attributed to ^esus ,xf any raan will do.»
he shall know..»it means engaging-in problematical enterprises."10
Applying this idea of practice ,to teacher training lie ohallo ges the
view that teacliers are trained when they get a stock of set ideas about
teaching. They rust observe and practico,and the laboratory method io the
best method for teacher training#
And applying these ideas to character formation,ho says religious
beliefs aro only real as they arise out of experienoe. Religious education
.

z

should set an environment in which particular social act3 may be carried
cut,and these evaluated in the light of Christian insights. Adults and
children should carry on these activities together. Ooe quotes Froebel*
’Come let us live with our children’,and applies this to th© whole of
roligious education.

Purposeful activity*individual and social provides

the setting for growth of character. This means f^r more than ’giving
people something to do1. It moans trying to discovor the will of God
for our lives and doing it.

'

The motto ’learning to do by doing1,is very apparent in Coe’s system
of religious education. And tho problematical situation is more than a
setting out of whioh thought arises*it is now tho setting in whioh all
life 1s formed. Wo would hold that Coe has rightly seen that this
principle Is not foreign,but Is intrinsic to the Christian faith. He my
have obscured the complexity of the problem of right conduct,and the
10) What Is Christian Education p.284
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difficulties encountered in acting according to Christian principles,
but hio dynamic conception of thought and will within the total experience
of the personhas found a permanent place in religious education.
6, ljunan Nature.
We found Dewey’s anthropology ambigucua* He rises to heights of
optimism about the powers of the huiten being to intelligently control
himself and hio corporate life* Yet ho interprets man in terms of
continuity with nature. The ambiguity is that nature brings man into
being^iakos possible his enterprises,and then annihilates him and all
he has done.
Ohristian theology has owung from one extreme to the other with
regard to man. It has swung to the Pelagian view that man through
•will poorer’ can force himself into any direction he wants to go,and
from there to the view that man 1b totally depraved. Ooe,and Harrison
Elliot,and others of tho liberal wing of religious education,challenge
the ’total depravity* theory. Ooe summarises his anthropology as
follows t
(a) Mo instinct is strictly unival*.every one has indefinitely many
possible modes of expression.•
(b) Habit forming is also human nature..it mal®s possible the fixing
in human life of either better orworse ways.
(o) To become a1self-criticizing self,and to form self criticizing
societies,are also part of human nature,so that nature herself
provides for taking the side of social aspiration as against what
is unsocial in our instincts. ’As long as human nature remains
what it is*,therefore we may expect indefinite transformation of
social life toward the highest ideals that wo can conceive*. 11
Hero

have the pragmatic view of human nature,and Ooe is seen to stand

in the tradition of William James,G.Stanley Hall,Edward L Thorndike and
Dewey,

o attempts to arrive at a view of human nature on the basis of

11) A Social Thoory of H©iigious Education* pp 155,1%*
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scientific investigation* The roots of this tradition go back to
Oomenius,Pestoloszi and others who believed thoro wero capacities within
people that could be l;nown,and drawn out if tho right environment were
provided and the right methods used* We saw,in tho case of Dewey,that
he goes beyond the scientific evidence,and makes presuppositions about
man* Ooe also has his presuppositions,and they lie on the Pelagian side
of the theological debate* We shall point out in our discussion of neo
orthodoxy, that wo oonsider the position ta’en by Karl Barth,and the
somewhat loss extreme view of Emil Brunner, too pessimistic with regard
to human nature* And though our position is theistic,as Ooe’s iszin
comparison to the naturalism of Dewey,wo do not share his optimism about
man’s ability to indefinitely transform his social life ’toward the
highest ideals that we can conceive’* The pov/er of self-criticism seems
to us too closely allied to Dewey’s theory of inquixy,and too far from
tho Ohristian view of the judgement and mercy of God,to state the full
truth about man*
7« Transmissive Education*
On this point of the transmission of ideals and values from one
generation to an other, v/e have found Dewey unsatisfactory* ^e has himself
admitted that ’progressive education* suffers under the weakness of not
being able to decide what io of value for tie future generations,and
fretting it over to them* He does face the issue.and such statements as
the following sound like tho answer t
"Society exists through a process of transmission quite as much as
biological life* Thi3 transmission occurs ly means of oomruni cation
of habits of doing,thinking,and feeling from the older to the
younger ..without this..social life could not survive* 12
12) Democracy and Education pp 5,4*
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Our criticism of Defray m that ho has swept away too meh of man’s
philosophy and religion to give his theory adequate content •Furthermore
he has

placed so much emphasis upon critical inquixy and problem solving

that ho has failed to give proper weight to the validity of traditional
values• We find his strength to lie in his criticism of authoritarianism,
and his insistence upon individual freedom of thought® These same
strengths and weaknesses appear in Ooe* Ooe admits that education must
bo both transmissive and creative® tfe sees dangers in transmissive education
that appeals to fear,and uses coercion® He warns against education that
makes man obedient to man,rather than obedient to God® Ho vrauld apply
critical methods to all traditions>and reserve the fight for eaoh generat
ion to reconstruct the past® He is critical of creeds and doctrines passed
along by authoritarian methods® In all this we would follow him® But it
is evident that liberal religious educators were much stronger in their
criticisms of old methods of indoctrination and compulsion,than In their
full evaluation of the religious institutions and traditions,and the
sharing of profound religious convictions and experiences® They vrare
right in making the past serve the present,and not the present the past,
but they sometimes failed to seo how easily the present can lose its
perspective and overlook tho ’paradigmatic1 experiences of the past®
8® The Family.
Dewey has written littlo about the family® xie has followed Froobel
however in his emphasis upon the early formative years when childhood
is dependent and plastio® And in School and 3oolety he does mention the
home i
*^f we take an example from, an ideal home,where tho narent is
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Intelligent enough to recognise what io best for the child,and is
able to supply what is needed,we find tho child learnlngbthrough the
social converse and constitution of the family..again the child
participates in tho household occupations,and therby gets habits of
industry and order,and regard for the rights and ideas of others,
and the fundamental habit of subordinating his activities to the
general interest of tho household** 1J
Dewey suggests that the ideal homo would have a work shop and a miniature
laboratory,and thoro should be opportunity for the child to have a
garden and fields to play in* Thio would be his pattern of the ideal
school as well*
Ooe looks upon tho family as an educational institution of primary
importance* Tho long dependonco of tho child upon the samo few persona,
and tho intimacy and continuity of the relationships, give tho family
influonce in the life of tho child* Basic ethical attitudes are learned
in tho home* They become the later suppositions for thought and action*
The churoh should transfora tho family life of its members in accordance
with tho principles of the faith* Tills implies education for parenthood
for all couples to be married,and includes sox education*
And Ooe emphasizes family worship,and as wo have noted, he links worship
with daily experience. The love that is command,condemnation,reconciliat
ion,and the power of a higher life.should be a reality in the Ohristian
home,and worship tho expression cf this love*
It is significant that in the United States to-day one of the most
carefully prepared systems of religious odu cat* on has been worked out
on tho principle that the hone and the church are partners in tho education
of children* Responsibility is placed on the parents to cooperate with the
lj)

The School and Society pp 55,^6
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church In the religious education of tho child* And it is significant
that Dewey should emphasize the need for a work shop,laboratory,garden
and fielda to play in,and that Ooo ohould emphasize the need for family
worship* Here again,the basic difference in outIdok is dran&tieally
illustrated* And tho basic problem of modern culture io sharply
defined* We would suggest that Ooo has the profounder insight,though he
would agree with Dewey that a'workshop,laboratory,garden and field ®11
help to make a good horns* But again,wo would ask whother Ooe gives us the answer for the public school* Dewey takes hia pattern for the home and
uses it in his theory of tho ideal school* Ooe,making family worship a
vital factor in the home,does not carry thio theory into the school*
As we shall show in our chapter on religion in general education,Gt*
Britian has placed worship in the school,and the problem *in the United
States

is more complex and remains unsolved*

9* Democracy*
As Ooe makes more of the family in general character formation and in
religious education,30 he places more emphasis upon it as the formative
e
factor in education for democracy* Dowey looks to the public sbhool for
the formation of habits and attitudos to sustain a democratic culture*
Ooo thinks the family aeto the pattern* Family discipline and life fix
men’s attitudes toward the basal rights of man* A family where children
have rights and responsibilities according tb their age and development,
and where there is genuine companionohip,dovelops one type cf citizen*
A homo where no ohild has rights that are respected,or responsibilities
within their powers,and the father io a dictator,dovelops another type
of citizen*

Ill

Coo holds that a family can educate for democracy only by boing a
miniature democratic society * If the family has frequent discussions,
deliberates together about common concerns,tho child will loam how
to face problems and take responsibility* And a democratic family cannot
maintain an inequality of tho sexes* And in tho democratic family the
child is gradually loco dependent upon the decisions of others* And the
family Joins in common enterprisestrecroational and social* It develops
a consciousness of dopendenco upon,other families and society as a whole *
In A_ 3ecial Theory of Sduoatlon „Coe uses the term1 Democracy of Cod’
in preference to Kingdom of God* Ho soya lie does thin not because lie
wants to substitute a new social principle for the Hew Testament ono,
but because he believes the Idea of democi’acy Is necessary to a full
understanding of Jesus’ teaching about tho Kingdom of God* A divinohunon society,ho says,in Jesus’ ideal* Christians raist remove the limitat
ions within society,and build a democratic society*
We would agreo with . <Goe that democracy and Christianity havo ranch
in common,and would hold with him against Dowey,that Christianity
supports tho principle

e dignity of man* And Coo io.in lino with

tho findings of psychology in his emphasis upon tha importance of tho
oarly formative years,and therefore right In hio view that the family
io important in tho education of children for democratic society* We
cannot fully evaluate hi3 Idea of the Democracy of God,but are somewhat
waxy of It* It carries tho Implication that God may be one citizen and
voter,or perhaps be the olectod president of tho enterprise* It seems to
males man and God equals in tho work of establishing a just and free
society* The term,Kingdom of God,has had many Interpretations,and
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aa A*M*Hunter says In The Work and Words of Jesus » ’If we can discover
what ^eaus meant by it,we have the key to the (foepelstand indeed to
the diole Unw Testament*^funter points nut that there io agreement
upon two points. One io that it means God. acting In His kingly paver*
Tho other is that Kingdom of God and Kingdom of Maven moan the same
thing in the ifew Testament* We cannot discuss the matter fully,but
would point cut that Dewey might be taken to represent one extreme ,He
would deny God’s part entirely>and look upon it aa a task for man to
renovate the old social order and build a now one by scientific methods*
The other extreme is to think of It as a cataclysmic end of the world*
We have discussed the modern belief In progress,and have taken u
position with those who affirm that a scund belief in progress is bound
up with the Christian faith* Liberal theology had a tendency to identify
progress toward democratic ideals with the arrival of the Kingdom of
God* The sovereignty of God mo minimized* We have pointed out that
Ooe was influenced by Ritschl,and vre recall that for Ritschl the Kingdom
of God v?aB ’tho organization of humanity through action inspired by
love1* Thio seems to drop out the aspect of divine act,and the decision
required of men as they are confronted by tho Kingdom of God as found in
Christ* I would agree with Qr biotin Bai Hie, in The Belief in Vrogress f
that ’Christianity must always maintain a realized and a futurist
15
’
eschatology in balance,if never in equipoise*• He points out that if it
neglects the latter it falls into utopian illusions* That was the
temptation of liberals* If it neglects the forr»r,it fails to understand
the promise and opportunUjos of the years of grace* All of tThich illustrates
; tho fact thak^hrtsti^n-fliuGation-ia-jiapaxidant upon theology,and theolery
14)

The Work and Words of °osus

15)

The Belief in Irogress p. 207

p 68
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upon biblical interpretation,
10, Qonso* enoe,, and Sin «
Dev/ey,we found, looks upon conscience as the anticipation of tlio person
to the reactions of those about him, As ho acts they react,and he cones

reaction and govern himself accordingly, A moral ordor,or a personal
relations hip to a Ood of righteous ess, does not come into his account,
Ooe also holds that conscience develops in the social context. The
poi»r others hold over us,to determine our attitudes and standards, is
very groat,
MChildren as young as four years who persist in passionate attacks
upon playmates in spite of repeated physical chastisement by
parents have been known to struggle for self-conctrol and to
achieve it,as soon ao their plnyments united ly expressed their
attitude by withdrawing from the passionate children1s society,” 16
This according to Ooe io the root of the sense of guilt and conscience.
The eensitiveness we attain toward abstract right,duty,or God tales
rine in sensitiveness toward the approvals and disapprovals of human
beings,
”Tha most exalted sense of obligation io psychologically continuous
with the inner impulsion that makes us conform to social expectation
in such trivial ratters as tho otyle of our shoos,” 17
Dewey denies that conscience has anything to do with relationship to
God,and sin is given a naturalistic interpretation. Thia io of course
a

radically now use of the term. In Education Todaythe speaks about

conviction of sin and act of repentance aa a genuine act of faith in
education. This is an example of retaining terminology and attitude of
theism,while denying its basic assumptions in which the terms and
attitudes have meaning,
16)A Social Theory of Religious Education p 185 17) Ibid p 172
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Ooe, say a that when he tzas a boy ho was taught that ein was a natter
of relationship bo tween himself and God , and not between himself and his
neighbour* *Io camo to regard thin distinction as invalid*
"I a find neither psychological,nor ethical,nor me taphysi cal footing
for tlie idea that I can liave relations with God in which he and
I aro isolated from all other society *n 18
*i© does not approach the problem of sin from ths dogmatic position of
total depravity* ho realizes that it involves nan’s total experience,
wliich includes human as well as divine dimensions*

warns against

indiscriminate condemnation,and suggests a scientific approach to the
cause of anti-social conduot* Often,he suggests,children fail becauoo
of wrong treatment at the hands of their parents,or because of the
environment in which they are compelled to live* We mot analyse child
conduct into its elements if we would lie Ip tho child* He grants that
there nay be need for radical reconstruction of habits and attitudes,
but suggests that conversion experiences also havo their social implica
tions*
^Christian education when it is roally social,is through and through
an incoming of higher life,a re nowin g of tho mind,a laying aside of
lower selves* If then,ono of our pupils lias already formed such
perverse purposes that hi£*?prosont need is conversion,we aro still
to proceed as educators* Wo should never turn an adolescent over
to unoducational evangelism*” 19
By unoducational evangelism Ooe moans separation of the act of surrender
to God from service to men,and separation from intelligent analysis

*

and habit formation* We warns against emotional incitements that
prevent solf-oontrolled organization of purposos*
Here again,though Coe recognizes tho validity of the social influences
M)
19)

A Social Th oory of Roligiouo Education p» 164
Ibid p 182
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on conaoienco and noral conduct,his thought moves on a different level'
than Dewey1 s naturalism* We have already stated cur’ preference for the
position that God cannot bo knovrn apart from the total context of relation
ship to other persons and to nature* CJoe strongly emphasises this truth,
and builds his entire educational view on it* And we have agreed that
no profound interpretation of conscience io possible if the vertical
dimension is ignored or denied*
11* nwvnary, a

Evo luation *

Religious educators of the liberal wing of theology in tire United
Staton drew ideas from' ’ the same sources as educators of the •progressive
education1 movement,and took many of then straight from Dewoy* We have
taken Ooe,as perhaps the most outstanding and influential Irotestant
religious oducatorfwho borrowed heavily from Dswey and acknowledged his
indebtedness * Dewey and Ooe are ranch alike in their social theory of
education* 3ocial interaction is tho basic process* The scientific method
is fundamental to Newsy’s system of education,and plays an important but
loos basic rolo in Ooe* The close relationship of thought to action is
accepted by both* Human nature is capable of indefinite improvement,but
in Ooe,man is not entirely on 1 his own** Ooe gives tlue family a more
important place in his view of character formation,and links the family
with the church for a full spiritual training* Both men believe in
the democratic ideal,and Oce links it very clonely with the Ohrittain
emphasis upon the value of the individual and the idea of tho Kingdom of
God* Conscience is for both a social concept,but for Ooe it is also a
religious ono*
The main,and very important distinction between the two educators is
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000*8 acceptance of theism and Dewey’s denial of it* This colors their
entire educational outlook* Ooe draws much of his inspiration from the
prophetic movement of the Hebrew-Christian heritage* And he emphasizes the
Ohristian idea of love* Tho Incarnation means for him a continuing
experience of the presence of God in individual and corporate life* He
io concerned about the educational task of the churoh>and thinks of it
as an embodying of the spirit of love,and accepting the task of building
the Kingdom of God on earth* The church is the human-divine agency for
the transformation of society*
Our view is that Ooe made a great contribution to Ohristian education
when he took Dewey's social theory and placed it within the Ohristian
concept of ’love1* He shared the strength of the liberal movement which
Insisted that lovo toward God could not be thought of as being completely
separate from lovo toward man*
But Ooo also shared the weakness of the liberal movement* We have
oriticized Dewey for underestimating the strength of the forces of evil
and resistance in man and society* Ooe shared this optimism* In the
light of the events of the past ten years it seems naiove for Ooe to
say ’we may expect indefinite transformation of social life toward the
highest ideals we can achieve’* Ooe knew,as v/o have shown,that love is
no mere sentimental glow,but he oversimplified the problem of applying
the absolute ethic of love to the complex probloms of politics and
economics* Therefore one misses in Ooe the emphasis upon the need for
mercy and forgiveness,and the radical naturo of the love of God in its
judgement upon Individual and corporate evil*
We agree with both Dewey and Ooe,that the self comes into being in
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interaction with its total environment® But vre think Ooe with hio
theistio outlook has a more profound understanding of tho nature of
that total environment® Both Dewey and Ooe are right in urging a scientific
study of personality and of society® Both sociology and psychotherapy
have made great contributions to human welfare® But we believe Ooe
has most to offer ftar an adequate view of human nature and its
problemstwheh ho refuses to accept the dichotomy between science and
religion®

sees no conflict between mauls responsibility and man’s

dependence® He does not think a man must choose between being scientific
and being religious® J Io does not think man’s ethical concern becomes loss
and less the more he lives by faith in God,but takes from the prophetic
movement his inspiration to do Some thing about the ills of society®
In tho previous chapter we suggested that mary of Dowey’s ideas
could fit quite naturally into a thoistic framework® His emphasis upon
cooperation and concern for social welfare,his suggestion that impulses
needed transforming,the dignity and vorth of the individual,his faith
in a free and democratic society,all, ao Ooe has shown,can be taken up
into a roligious world view® And wc havo seen hen/,in a thoistic setting,
these ideas find a solid footing®

.
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CTIAPTER SIX
TEO-ORTHODCK THBOLOGT AND DEWY’S NATURALISM
Continuing our theistic critique of Dewey’s educational philosophy,
we turn to neo-orthodox. In the United Statos this movement has brought
radical Briticism to bear upon Dewey,and all religious educators of the
liberal wing who accepted many of Dewy’s ideas. Of the three leaders,
Karl BarthfBmll Brunnor,and Reinhold Niebuhr, Niebuhr has had most to
say in direct opposition to Dewey’s naturalism,but both Barth and
Brunner have influencod American as well as British thought,and both of
them reject not only Dewey’s naturalism,but natural theology As wll.
There are important differences among neo-orthodox theologians• Some of
those will come out In our diocuosion. Nothing like a full treatment of
the neo-orthodox position can be stated here,but certain aspects of
it that bear directly on our problem will be included. Since the writings
of Sbren Kierkegaard had a decisive influonce on the moveraent,we vriLll
begin with him. Strangely enough we find certain philosophical affinities
between Kierkegaard and Dewey,though of course there arc very radical
differences in their world-view.
1. Similarities In Kierkegaard, and Dewey.
(a) Hegelianism Rejected.
We have noted the profound Influence of Hegel on Dewey’s thought.
He rejected much of Hegel’s philosophy as hi3 thought developed toward
pragmatism and naturalism. He no longer followed Hegel in his assertion
that in principle all reality can be mediated through categories of
philosophical thought. S&ren Kierkegaard,Hegel’s most formidable critio
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also radically challenges this basio Hegelian assumption, and claims
that each existence has its own inner reality opaque to objective
thought* Ho denied,as does Dewey,that there can be a system of
ideas whioh at tho some time can be a system of existence,
(b) Philosophical Scepticism
Dewey rejects the idea that man can through perception and through
reflection upon experience,come to a knowledge of the naturo of
uoality. Kierkegaard holds that the transcendent ia not only outbid©
our categories,but also outside our experience* He holds to tho
Kantian radical

distinction between phenomena and ’tilings in them*

solves1 * We may not© bn passing that Barth,following Klorlcegaard,draws
the same fixed line between theology and philosophy* Thus for Barth
9

philosophical scepticism becomes a part of tlio foundation of theology*
(o) Existentialism*
We saw that Dewoy combines a scientific positivism,with existential
lam* Thoro aro alogical experiences out of whioh,and for vrhoee sake,
tho thinking process is carried fonrard* Their meaning cannot be
communicated* They do not yield data out of which a metaphysical system
can be built* Tho existentialism of Klorlcogaard was a strong protest
against narrow and anti-personal forms of rationalism* For him,the
essential naturo of an individual is hidden to external observation,

s

and cannot be mediated in any direct communication*
(d) Decision*
For ^ewey, all thinking takes place when a problematical situation
arises,whero there is a fork in the road and a decision must bo made*
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For Kierlosgaard, ’spirit1 exists in making decisions• Tho relationship
of individuals io a decision of will,and the thinking involved is
existential thinkings We shall see that Dewey and Kierkegaard differ
fundamentally as to the total context in whioh decisions take place,
and therefore differ in their interpretation of the character of the
decisions•
(e) Events,
Dewey is interested in the eventual nature of experienoe. He even
says that what is usually called matter is that character of natural
events which is perceptible. Existential events are unique and particular,
and their meaning can never be fully articulated. Events are of far more
importance than ary attempt to describe their nature. So also in
Kierkegaard,it io the single event that matters. The real is not an
idea,but an event,
2, Differences in Klorkegaard and

Douoy,

(a) Self-consciousness ,
Self-consciousness does not play an important part in ^ewey’a
existentialism, He claims to hold to an objective view of the ’self1.
We believe Kierkegaard has a much profounder view of the ’self’,
because he has found an ultimate objectivity. He says ’It is the Godrelationship that makes man a man,1 Hs believes that self-consciousness
cannot explore its own depths until it finds self-transcendence. Thus,
Dewey and Kierkegaard differ fundamentally in their anthropology,
Dewey refuses to isolate man, Man must be aware of his wider relationship
but for Dewey,this is nature, Kierkegaard insists that man does not
rightly lenow himself as man,until he attains creature consciousness.
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I Ian lo a self,because of a synthesis,a synthesis of infinity and
finitude,of temporality and etornity,of freedom and necessity.
These two radfccally different anthropologies have far reaching
consequences. We have shown how deeply Dewey’s anthropology is wovon
♦

into his educational outlook. Wo note here the difference in the
concept of freedom. Mon is free ^according to Dewey, when ho expresses
his real nature. And hio real nature consists in desires and Impulses
which can be controlled and guided by inquiry,to full realization
and fellowship with other persons. According to Kierloegaards view,nan
is free only when he comes into a right relationship with God,tyta
decision.
(b) Individualism and Decision* »
On the nature of the individual in relationship with other persons,
Dewey and Kierkegaard are at opposite extremes. Kierkegaard wanted the
words ’the solitary individual1 inscribed on hi3 tomb. All meaning
found within the social process in minimized. He finds no real doctrine
of the church. Tho soul is poised on the knife edge of lostneos,and
all meaning is compressed into the ’moment1 of decision.The existential
situation in which man finds God is of a different order from all
other experiences. There is fundamental discontlnuty between this one
experience and all other social intercourse. The continuum of conditions
and consequences in time io set aside. Thus in hio search for God,
Kierkegaard found it necessary to break his engagement with his fiance,
Av

stand aloof from the church,and take little interest in the social and
political problems of his day.
In stark contrast,and we believe more profound,is Dewey’s view.
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The individualism of Kierkegaard is tho typo that turned Dewey against
’supematuralism1, to a natural and humans interest in hio follow man
and tho social order# I would not say tliat Kierkegaard found God and lost
hio fellow man,and that Dewey found his follow man and lost God# I think
however, that Ooe re pro no nta the soundest position by holding lovo of God
and love of neighbour together in hio entire philosophical outlook#
Dewey’s social thooxy would,I think,gain depth,and his view of evil
be far more realistic if he grasped tho insights of theism* And Kierloegaord
wcjtld be more helpful in our attempt to define an educational philosophy
if he had not set up ouch a ohapp dualism between deolsion in the • one
moment1,and the many decisions of daily life#
(o) Dualism #

•

For Kierkegaard,* 11 canraonsurability of tho finite and infinite is
impossible# lie even finds no way of holding together the histox*ical
ovents of Jesus life,and theological concepts about his divinity# He
says t
"Tho historical fact that God existed in human form is the essence
of tlio matter)the rost of the historical detail 13 not even as
important ao if we had to do with a human being instead of God#
• •If the contemporary generation had loft bo'iind thorn nothing but
these words *we have believed that in such and such a year God
appeared among us in the humble fom of a servant,that he lived
and taught in cur community,and finally died*, it would be more
than enough#* 1
In hio Ghristology there Is a funda on al dualism between the divine and
human* There io the farther dualism of reason and faith,with metaphysical
scepticism as its logical result#
Dowey apent his lifetime battling against all forms of dualism# And I
think he could make a good case against Kierkegaard# But Dewey does not
1) Ihilooophical Fragnento p 87 (Tranalatlon by Swenson 1956)
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provide an adequate alternative by hi a naturalism and pluralism* We have
oh own how vague his philosophy of process,organism,and continuity in a
naturalistic setting,leaves his epistemology and metaphysics* And \te
havo suggested that it limits the range of his understanding of the
individual and history* Kierkegaard,I think,lias exaggerated the 1 Other
ness1 of God to the point of an absolute dualism between God and man*
He thus gains the vertical dimension at the expense of horizontal*
Dewoy hao deniod tho ’otherness’of God* He thus gains an apparont
continuity in his ethical outlook,but loses the tension that corrects
man’s striving,and provides him with a sense of direction*
The problem of epistemology is confused,we believe, rather than clarified
by Kierkegaard* His existentialism is of far greater depth than Dewey’s
because it moves in the dimension of theism* There can be no more basic
experienoe than self-consciousness that culminates in consciousness of
God* This level Kierkegaard reaches and explores with utter honesty and
brilliant insights* But he brings little to us that can be used for a
philosophy of education*

is so concerned to stress the ’decisive

moment’,and to detach it from all that went before and all that follows,
that it yields little for a sound epistemology except that it points
to a depth of experience whore man’s deepest knowledge is found*
points in the direction of tho epistemology wo are defining,as an
adequate basis for religious education# Pestalozzi has said Hthe nearest
relation of man is his relation to God1* Kierkegaard hao shown that this
relationship Is the crucial fact of all human striving,and io the final
wisdom* He lias also rightly shown that this is not primarily a relationship
of acceptance of doctrine,or creed* It involves the whole soIf in decisive

response to the ’Other1*
I have identified ryself in this study,with those like Professor
John Bai Hie,and G*A*Ooe,who believe that God is present in all events
and relationships of life,and can be known there* He can also be known
accordtag to this view,outside tho Christian tradition and community*
Anti I have lie Id that by reflection on his experiences, taan can know that
ho has boon in relation to God,and can camunicate that knowledge*
Kierkegaard sounds certain waminrs that roust be heeded* V/e saw that
Dewoy discriminates between educative and non-educative experienoca,but
we showed tliat his tests wore not adoquate* Kierkegaard makes a far more
penetrating analysis of human experience ,by centering attention upon
the contra1 event of Christ’s life* His warning to us with our broad
view of God’s presence in all life,in all histoxytia that all experiences
are not of equal value for religious education* We still insist that the
Christian life is not a matter of a decision in a single moment,which
decision is detached from all that went before and all that follows*
Countless decisions are made from birth to death,and they all effect one’s
relationship to God* But,we accept enough of Kierkegaards position to
admit that some decisions are far more life-determining than others*
And the situations in which these decisions arise are closely bound up
with tho religious tradition and community of life and thought* And
for Christians the center of that tradition is the life of Christ*
Wisdom is not an abstract process of thought aside from decision* Both
Dewey and Kierkegaard have said these things,and they belong in our
educational outlook*
Human Nature

12$

Neo-orthodox theologians,and tho tragic ovents of our time,have
reopened the debate about the nature of man* Barth takes his stand on
a theory of ’total depravity*. Before man io able to know God,he must
be recreated. Until that happens,he is no more able to respond to God
than a stick or stone can respond to God. The imago del io completely
destroyed,and there io nothing in human consciousness to which God can
address his appeal. There io no Anknftpfungspunkt between God and man’s
nature,until the old nature has been replaced with oorasthing totally
different and altogether new.
Thia discontinuty, separating God from man,is seen best in the neo
orthodox view of sin* Brunner,who claims to have moved away from
Barth’s theory of ’total depravity’,but whose position is voiy difficult
to distinguish from Barths,says of the problem of oin I
"This line of separation between God and the world,whioh naturally
applies to man a Iso,stands out more bqldly in the conoept of oin,
if it is understood in ito terrible meaning,which it has in the
ja of ’the fall1 and * original sin1* 2
Neo-orthodox theologians differ somewhat in their interpretation of the
meaning of sin* Brunner looks upon it as being self-trust. Niebuhr,
following Kierkegaard,makes anxiety the fundamental condition out of
which sin arises. Because of insecurity man is tempted to take flight
from himself, or make himself moro so cure than lie has a right to be.
What io tho bearing of this on Dewey’s anthro oology and upon a sound
theory of religious education ? Dewey denies the validity of the doctrine
of imago del,and tho doctrine of ’the fall* and original sin’ are
superstitious nyths. He,as we havo seen,stands olo3e to the Greek
philosophers in the view that ’ignorance’ is man’s basic fault. And
2)

The Theology of Orioio p 12.
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nan's sooial predicament is simply 'cultural lag** Hio faith is in
a scientific approach to an understanding of and control of human
nature* Psychology,sociology,and the other sciences can solve the
personal and social problem*
A theory of roligious education that completely accepts Dewey’s
point of view and overlooks the problems of sin and social evil is
certainly superficial* Vo agree with neo-orthodox theologians that Dewey’s
analysis of the human predicament lacks profundity* And,as wo have noted,
liberal religious educators absorbed much of th© ethical optimism of
men like Dewey*
¥ot,I think there is middle ground between a complete faith in man
and scientific method,and a rigid theological approach to an understanding
of human nature* The scientific approach,ao we have suggested, is valid
in its own proper fie Id,and it can be

of irmense use within a thoistic

frame work* But ao W*B*HocIdLng has so convincingly shown in Science and
tho Idea of God *we havo now had experiments in both psychology and
sociology and can sec the results of science working within a naturalistic
world-*view* His conclusion io that psychiatry fails to reach the deepest
levels of human prob loins *ntil it recognizes that ’God is the law of
normal mental life*’ And he thinks we have in Russia ant experiment

in

substituting a social enthusiasm for traditional religion>and making
society perform, the essential functions of Deity* He says

t

Like God,Society protects us and conos to our aid,so far as its
know lodge and resources allow* But how far do they allow ? Sooiety
has its cruelty,arising from its limitations,the more sovoro because
it Intends so well* It is never porfectly Just because thsro is
an appalling amount it never Icnovzs and can nover find out*” J
9)

Science and the Idea of God. p 69
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In contrast to tho secular approach to anthropology and sociology,
stands tho nee-orthodox approach which often falls into the error of
doctrinaire as

ons about man and society• Ito stre;

-i the

wickedness of human nature nay be enervating,and in some cases disastrous*
Kian at times needs a sound so If-trust,and a challenge to know and help
himself •
Here then we have the tvo extremes* Tho naturalistic outlook which is
optimistic about nan,and concentrates upon emancipating him from pro*
scientific moralistic idoas and religious fetters• It fails: to see that
mary

Man’s most serious problems arioo out of an exaggerated self

sufficiency* Tho other view is dogmatic and doctrinairetnaking a theological
approach to the understanding of non and socio ty*
These tvro approaches,the scientific and theological,aro not integrated
in educational theory In the United States,be cause our entire culture
fails to mal» tliis integration* A recent article in Religion and Life,
called ’Neo-Orthodoxy Goes To Kindergarten1, points out that In tho
Sew Ourriculum of the Presbyterian Church in the United States the two
views are in conflict*

3

There is much work to be done in religious educational philosophy and
curriculum at this point* Our own view is that if the religion of child
hood 1s comprehended mainly under the doctrine of redemption from sin,
with great emphaoi3 upon the sinfulness of tho chi Id, children may be
forced Into unTortunato molds* The Christian religion is redemptive,but
we hold to the view that redemptive influences may be at work

in

homes,

communities,and churches,and through them life is enlarged,qulckened and
?) Religion In IAfe,UintofnurG52nr 1990-1951* Edith Hunter ’Ifeo-Orthodoxy
Goes to Kindergarten*
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transformed* Tho positive aspect of religion,its power to enhance and
fulfill life, is minimized in neo-orthodoxy* Kierkegaard, and those vzho
accept liis views,tend to stress tho solf-dorying,negative aspects of
religion* The church rite of baptism of children,I bclievo carries the
meaning, that tho

dei has not been do3treyed,and that the cliild Is

a cldLld of God,able tc respond very early to a spiritual environment*
liberal educators following sound psychological principles,have
rightly reminded us of tho creative aspects of a right home,church and
oor/nunity environment,and the energy releasing aspects of the Ohristian
faith* Thoy ’nave taken Dovray13 concept of growth,and placed it in a
theistic settings

Vo would not suggest that thoy havo always scon the

importance of crucial decisions,and the prior grace of God and its
1 process* And tills brings us to a discussion of the
moaning of ’love1 in tho noo-orthddcoc view*
4 • ?ho Theology and Dthic of Love *
We have soon tliat Ooo considered .Oowoy’o social thoory of education
so close to tho Ohristian idea of lovo that he Incorporated much of it
Into his theory of religious education* In spite of Dewey’s anti—theistio
bias,I believe Ooc was right in thinking tliat he took a groat deal of the
spirit and content of the Ohristian religion into his educational
□tea and outlook* I referred to Olwi

r Dawson’s thesis that the

moral idealism characteristic of the Western mind is tho fruit of the age
long tradition cf religious faith and spiritual discipline* How I would
quote a statement from Reinhold Miebuhr which bears out the same point*
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"If ono were to mloo a charge against modern evolutionary relativ
ists it would be that they usually implicitly accept sone version
of the Christian norm which they explicitly deiy*" 4
We may state the problem ns follows* Do the efforts of man to increase
values in this life bear a positive relation to the Agapo of God,and the
Kingdom of God T Dewey would not call thio a relevant question,because
of his naturalism* But as we have seon^Ooe reinterpreted Dowey on
thoistic linos and gives a positive answer to thio question* Bishop
Ifygren In Agape and Sroe* deiying tho validity of tho secular and liberal
interpretations of love,has written bri lliantly on this pi'oblem*
Biship lygren concludes that the motif of Christianity differs radically
from tho nonos motif of Judaism,and tho oroo motif of Hellenism* In
Judaism,God loves the man who keeps tha law* In Hollenism,croa is the
ascent of tho soul out of fleshly desires into God* In contrast,the
Gospels speak of ’unmotivated, so If—giving love of the merciful God*’
Thus,according to ^/rren,oros is always calculating love oriented toward
the self* Since Agape and eros case from opposite sources,one from the
Cl

“

human self,the other from God’s mercy,they oannot be fused*
M*0*D’Aroy,in The hind and Heart of Love , holds that in ugape the
love of God is raado known* But he ohallo nges Ifygren’a separation of
Agape and oros on tho grounds that it makes Ztgape a completely separate
reality and power,wliich makes man’s love irrelevant to it* Ho says

4)

t

’’The love of self Is not swept away by the love of God;it forms a
nucleus which develops even more richly its cn;n form,the greater
the swoop beyond it* The love of oolf Is a true love;it is necessary
for the permanent selfhood and splendour of our finite beauty;
# —
____ .., Faith and History p 21J*
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It io not just a part of another love jit is a co-officio nt of it;
the animus and the anlma give oaoh other rautual assistance and love;
the eooontial self and the existential oelf together make the ’I*,
the personsSroo and \gape are not enemies,but friends•” 5
Here then are the two positions* ?!ygren obscures all the positive
relation between man’s striving,and the love of God, D’Arcy makes eros
and Agape

completely friendly* I think there is another possible view,

Ifygren identifies the Agape of God too exclusively with the level of
God’s redemptive activity,and too little with tho activity of creation,
D’Arcy make 3 the opposite error, Ttygren criticises Thomas Aquinis and
his followers for talcing over the Greek idea of creative love,and losing
sight of the rodemptivo love as known in Ohriot, In this I think he is
right. But he can in turn be criticized for making love of man toward
God a dark riddle,
Dewey,as we have 3aid,in out against all dualism. Ho would have a case
here against l^rgron. But his error lies in his failure to recognize the
possibility of the doairo3 and impulsos of men being influenced by a
divine Agape, He thus runs tho danger of maldng man his own God,
But I do not think ify’gren con help us in our educational theory, lie,like
Kierkegaard; can warn us against the danger of obscuring tho creaturliness
of man, Though his emphasis upon God as Agape is sound,he makes it so
utterly ’Other* than man,and man’s love so thoroughly opposite to Agape,
that tho relationship between man and God becomes a complete nystery.
That,of course,is precisely the conclusion lie \jould have us accept,
God is * hidden* • And no doubt he is more ’hidden1 than liberal theolog
ians sometimes thought. But still,to make man’s best efforts and desires
5) The Hind and Heart of Love, p 504
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irrelevant to a knowledge of God $ scorns to limit the creative working
of God in human experience, and minimize the reality of the image dei*
Reinhold Niebuhr does not acoept the view,he Id by other nco^orthodox
theologians like Tfygren that man’s efforto are irrelevant to God’s
purposes* Eg has spent* his life tiro showing tho errors of the liberal
oversimplification of tho ethic of lcvo,and attempting to show how a
sounder ethic can be applied* Kio thinking io paradjncical ao the follaw*ing treatment of agape shovrs

t

The perpetual relevance of the norm agape to the otxmcturo of human
existence lieo in the faot that it is both the fulfillment cf the
self’s freedom,and the contradiction of every actual self-realisation
in 30 far as every actual self-realisation is partly egoistic and
therefore a premature closing of the self within itself*" £
Niebuhr has criticised Dowey’s optimism about nan,and his thoory of
social evil* He lux a criticized the liberal theologians* for their
endeavors to build the kingdom of God oh oarth,and failing to see how
deep seated are the evils of Western civilization* Dewey’s social and
educational theories have been under Niebuhr's fire,mainly because he
considers them superficial in their analysis of tho human predicament*
!y own view is tliat the liberal interpretation of the meaning of
Agape had great merit ,but serious over simplifications* The emphasis
upon lovo aa concern for the welfare of personals goodwill even toward
one’s enemies,as effort to establish an order in which thsre is more
equality,was valid* I think it is a sound insight to ml© lovo the
dynamic and goal of religious education* And I would hold that ^owey’s
career,motivated by profound concern for an educational system in which
6) Faith and History pp 202,205*
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individual dignity and freedom cotie into their own, io an inspiring
example of what can bo accomplished by a nan of pood irili and brilliant
mind# And on the assumption that Areipo holds tliis world in unity,and
creates man and transforms his desires,I would maintain that ^owey^o
religion far exceeded his metaphysics# In terms of Agape and eros _»
I believe Dewey’s work has more Agape influencing it tlian he recognizes#
And though I previously said it seemed suprioing that in vim/ of
•dowey1 s anti-Christian bias,men like Coo should have borr cured so heavily
from him in building their religious education theories/! think we havo
now como upon ths answer# Coe,by a sound instinct caw that the profound
social concern#tho insights into the need of combining theoxy with
action,and other aspects of Bowey’s thought were products.,at least in
part>of tho religions heritage of iootern culture# '/hat is becoming
clear, however, in this study,is the vagueness and error in the naturalistic
metaphysical structure Dewey built# Neo-orthodoxy ban restored the
vortical dimension,so lacking in ^ewey,and overlooked by maiy who carried
his Ideas over into education# Coe I would say,did not overlook it,but
he tended to exaggerate the horizontal aspects of theology#
There is a significant movement within theolopy to-day re-interpioting
theism in terms of the central Christian boliof that deua eat carltts.
It cannot ignore Dowey’s insistence upon the contingatt temporal events,
and the ideals and labors of man having roal significance# It can accept
the fact of change which he so rightly insists upon,yet tain this up
into a larger belief in an enduring Kaality# Anapa ,whioh ic eternal and
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everlasting,created the world,and acts creatively and redenptivly within
history and within individual life* Thia io a biblical conception* And
thia brings uc to a consideration of the biblical empliasis in religious
education#
5#

^he Hit la In Heligioua Education#

.

There are naiy biblical references in Dewey1 a vritings* He is of course
aware that tho classical tradition tras a synthesis of urcek and HebrowOhrlatian thought# And as we have shown,he makes a sweeping rejection
of the entire tradition# He seems to make little effort to evaluate
tho constructive contribution of the Hebrew-Christian heritage to
Western Culture# Tho nooning af histoxy os found in the biblical tradition
find9 no place in Dewy’s world-view#
The progress?, ve mov

i in education has shared Dewey’s lack of an

adequate philosophy of history# Wo have discussed thio Qamew?xat,but
now enlarge upon it. In Experience and Education he said s
’’But tho achievements of the past provide the only noons at command
for understanding tho present” • 7
But when one studies his writings to discover what constitutes the
achievements of the past as he perceives then,one finds the religious and
most of the philosophical tradition swept aside# The only substantial
achievement ’w allov3,is tho forging of the instrument of the ociontifio
method. Dewey admits that,
”thc weakest point in progressive schools io in the matter of
selection and organization of Intellectual subject matter#” 8
The cause of this weaknoss we believo goe3 right back to his world
view,and from there to his epistemology,and theory of value# H® denies
7) Experience and Nature p 95
8) Ibid p 95

the supernatural,and thus rules curb all tradition associated with belief
in tho supernatural*!!! s phenomenological epiotomplofy denies that in
tho past men have come into a knowledge of Reality* Tlio ref ore tradition
is of no

fundamental

importance in helping men relate their lives to

Reality now* Experience for Dewey is either alogical or inferential,
and In no sense ontological* Therefore all claims to knowledge arising
out of a direct relationship

with

a Roality other than society and

'cnowledge that eno person has of anothor/by

nature,aro

way of intuit ion | is o.lso minimized by Dowey,and

moss

almost dropped out in favor of a behavioristic tendency* Tirus thoro aro
no • paredigmatio’ experiences to guide present thought and conduct*
the biblical view

which

And

emphasizes the crucial importance of certain

events,a !feil3geschichte,is completely outside Dewey’s

and the

view,

meaning of hiatoiy it represents foreign to his thinking*
Both liberal and neo-orthodox theologians agree that tho Ohri stlan
religion had its origin in historical facts* At the center of tho Ohristian
religion aro the events s'© corded in the Bible,and the core of these io
the life of Christ* Both schools of thought recognize the validity of
the historical approach to the Bible* But there aro wary pointe of disagree—
ment* We mention only a few crucial ones* Liberal theologians stress the
importance of the ’historical Jesus’* Ve have seen that JCierloegnard
minimizes this,and Barth and Brunner follow his lead* Tliey stress the
theological approach to tho Bible* The liberals talas a historical approach
to tho understanding of Bible teaching* The neo-orthedax wing holds that
they can be underst'xxi only by the believer who accepts them as divine
revelation* They believe thoro io an authoritative unity in an authoritative
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revelation 5.n

"tVio

TTow Teotanont* Liberal theologians emphasise the

differences trithin the New Testament vTritors* And they stress the
historical situations out of which tho biblical inter rotations arose*
Wo have noted that a sound theory of religious education is bound up
with biblical interpretation and theology*

The conflict of opinions

abort the Bible io an age long phenomena* In our chapter of tho relation
ship of

religion

to general education we will cone upon it again* Dowey

ic not interested in getting the biblical interpretation of life and
history into the public schools,but lie doss point out that ono of the
difficulties about teaching religion in tho schools is tho disagreement
among church groups as to what should be taught and hen; it should be
interpreted*
I cannot go fully into title very complex issue ,upon w’Ach there is
no consensus of opinion among biblical scholars* I would agree with
Profoosor D«’ *Baillie in his hook God Was In Christ* in his contention
that tho human,earthly life of Jesus is a fact essential to a sound
Ohristolory* I think liberal educators are right in insisting upon the
importance of the earthly life of Jesus and the historical setting of
his llfo* They are right in challenging a rigid,dogmrtic,authoritarian
approach to the Bible* It is a fundamental Protestant be lief,that every
person should examine tho scriptures for himself,and think through Ills
awn position* The Roman Catholic educator,a3 wo shall see has his onec
i infaalliblc1 pontiff,and authoritarian clurch,and ho mi.

their

dogmas,their soriptural interpretations,and teachings * But for the
Protestant,there io no pontiff,no authoritarian interpretation of
religion wliich all church members oust accept* The essence of biblical trut

Is not in croods,not in final statements which arc to bo accepted as
revealed truths. The late Archbiship of Canterbury,William temple, in
Hature Ito and

od.t suggests that revelation is not to be thought of as

immediate communication of truths as they ordeted in tho divine mind,
but tho typical locus of revelation is evonta.and awareness of a divine
activity may ba mediatod through the interaction between minds and
events in tho world process.
Ifco-orthoda^ ban rightly insisted upon tie central and definitive
character of the supreme events of revolution in Christ. How that divine
activity,at that point In historytnay be appreciated and ’come hoeso’ to
the experience of tho present seeker after Cod,is the crucial issue af
religious education# Dovray Mo helped us to get away from abstract
reasoning unrelated to experience,and he has stood against all authoritar
ian methods# But lie Ms no clear philosophy of histoxy,and ’sacrod
history1 is far removed from his view. Liberal theology serves to remind
us of the importance of ethical action on the basis of prophetio
insights,and has emphasized the total context in which spirit -si growth
tai'.on place,making a large place for the influences af the home,the
ohuroh,and the community#
6. Qoncl

‘

•

Certain conclusions emerge from. tills chapter that have a bearing on
the philocophr of religious education. Vo need not accept tho complete
philosophical scepticism olSbM naturalists,or af tho extreme neo—orthodox
wing# Ve may grant that their existentialism moves on different levels#
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Kierkegaard gives abundant evidence in his writing that hia self-conscious
ness has culninatod in a consciousness of relationship to God* This
possibility,I beliove,lioo at the contra of a sound theory of religious
education* But Kierkegaard’s way of complete despair in the shattering
•nanunt’,has not boon the only road :nen have traveled in their search for
God and their discovery of Ixirn* Kierkegaard is stating a biblical insight
in the paradox of finding freedom by suorender* And neo-orthodoxy
serves to remind us that paradoxical thought has a definite place in
theology*
Both the continuity and discontinuity of man’s relations hip to God
can best bo seen in a right understanding of the relationship of Agape
to eroo * tie do not have to tales the dualistic viow of extreme neo—
orthodoxy* We can think of God ao being on both sides of the relationship,
within nan prompting him to lovo his neighbour and God,and beyond man
as tho giver of life and the final controller of destiny* We believe
it is false to confine the meaning of love to man’s experience,and
false to separate God’s love completely from tho daily,normal,natural
experiences of human life*
And a right perspective on the problem of sin and forgiveness is
achieved by holding together the creative and redemptive activity of
Agape* We aro thus saved from a shallow optimism about human nature
tliat thinks of self realization and social progress as a simple possibility,
and from an exaggerated emphasis upon nan’s inability and depravity*
Religious education curricula in the United States have not been v/e 11
integrated because of tho tendency for different schools of thought

1?8

to presa 'thoir point of viow to the exclusion of all others* Tliuo those
who believc^a scientific approach to the understanding of ’tivmn nature and
social problems i

*u Intend to e

*

it as

BO

J o method* And

those who 'take the theological approach tend to beccne doctrinaire and
dogmatic >and fail to appreciate th© contribution that the 3cienc©3 can
mal©* Thio ictof course9the profound problem of our culture,and religious
education has the task of attempting an integration*
In tho use of the Bible w© have passed through a period of historical
criticicm*vhioh most theologians now accept as valid* But there is no
consensus of opinion about the interpretation and uso of the Bible in

religious education# It should bo possible to avoid bo tVi uVie rigid
authoritarian apprcach>and the leveling, down of the Bible that obscures
the centrality of Ohrist# Liberal educators have shown the importance of
all experiences and decisions* Nbo*-orthodox educators havo emphasised
the importance of crisis >and the supreme crisis of man confronted hy
God* To combi'79 the values of both is far from a simple mattertbut is
1 to a sound p’

- of religious oducation#
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CHAPTER SEVEN
ROHAN CATHOLIC EDUCATIONAL THEORY AND DEWEYS NATURALISM

We have pointed out that Dewey considers Christian theism and
classical philosophy as being almost synorymous* He is of course aware
of the break that cane in the Reformation,and tho nary attempts to
revise and show tho errors of scholasticism* He considers his nature1istio world-view an adequate substitute for all these attempts at a
revised theiBm* We have shown that he actually borrows nuch from
theism and the Christian tradition,but never explicitly acknowledges
his indebtedness* We have noted that he wages a running battle against
olassical philosophic systems* We will now turn to his criticisms of
scholasticism,and the replys made by tho Ronan Catholic church,and
the Church’s Criticism of Dewey’s naturalistic educational views*
This will afford not only another evaluation of Dewey’s system,
but will bring us to face the issue of authoritarianism,which °ewoy
so rightly opposes* In both Gt*Britain and the United States,the problem
of public education is made difficult by tho fact that a strong minority
of Ronan Catholics live in these countries* The Ronan Catholic phil
osophy of oducation differs fund anontally from that accepted by the
non-Cat ho lie majority* Dewey has effectively raised the important points
at issue* Though

we

do not accept Dewey’s alternative,certain points of

strength become more apparent when his view is held along side the
Roman Catholic system*
1* The Roman Church and Ita Educational Position
(a) The Church’s Claims *
In brief outline,we will set forth the church’s present claims with

lAO

regard to education# When Dewey pleads for autonocy in education,it
is against such authoritarian claims that he is contending# And in our
attempt to define a theistic position in education, we must remember that
the Ronan Church does not set up its claims alongside other positions#
It sets up exclusive claims# In the Catholic Catechism aa drawn up by
Cardinal Gasparri,this Is made clear

t

“The Church founded by Jesus Christ is distinguished from other
churches whioh claim the name of Christian by ito unity,holiness,
catholicity and apostolicity, which,conferred by Jesus Christ on
His Church,are to be found only in the Catholic Church,whose
head ia the Ronan Pontiff#** 1
The power of teaching is the right and duty of this one true Church#
Thio power rests in the Roman Pontiff and the Bishops in communion with
him* And the Church is Infallible in thio office of teaching in truths
of faith and morals that aro revealed in themselves,or connected with
revelation# Cardinal Gasparri makes clear how tills excercise of power
effects the baptised and the non-baptiaed#
’’••in the case of those who are baptised the church not only states
her doctrine but imposes it on them as obligatory,with the result
that they aro bound to accept it not only because God commands it,
but also in obedience to the authority that the church has over
her subjectsjwheras in the case of those who are not baptised the
Church simply nets her teaching before them in the name of God,
with tho consequence that they aro bound to study it and embrace
it,not becauso the Ghuroh imposes it on them but because God
commands It« ** 2
We id 11 discuss same of the implications of this view in further detail
in our cha ter on public education,and show how the problem has been
approached differently in tho United States and in GfceBritian# We may
note here that Paul B Ianshard In American Freedom and Catholic Power ,
1)
2)

The Catholic Catechism p 100
Ibid section 142
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calls attention to the fact that one implication of this position,is
that Catholics in the United States are forbidden to send their children
to a public school when a Catholio school is available* He cites a
dictum from Pius IX t
"Whore a Catholic parochial school exists,parents ordinarily violate
the general Canon law of the Church (Canon 1574)if ’hey send their
children to public or non-Catholic schools* If they persist In thia
violation they sin gravely and cannot bo absolved until they make
proper adjustment with the Ordinary through the Pastor *(3tatute 117) 5
B Ians chard also shows that the authority cf the Church in education is
exercised by the Church holding all school property through a system of
priestly ownership* Dewey,who places great faith In the public sohools,
sees a threat to their very existence in the position taken by the
Roman flhurch* His advocacy of complete autonomy,which we believe goes
too far,can only be understood in the light of his opposition to all
ecclesiastical domination® But he also objects to certain theological
and philosophical assumptions of the Roman Church*
2* Theological and Philosophical Acsumptions •

The Catholic Church teaches tliat every child that cones Into the
world is a child of Adam* God created Adam with his human nature,
cons let ing of a human body and an immortal soul, and gave him in addition,
that to which no man has a right,a supernature * This is superadded to
nature* Because Adam disobeyed Cod,tho conditional gift was withdrawn,
and Adam was left on a natural dbevel* Tho restoration took place through
Christ who atoned for Adam’s sin* Tho Roman Church accomplishes the
work of Christ by tho supernatural powers it has by succeeding Peter as
5) American Freedom and Catholic Power* p*6l
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head of tho church. Supernatural life Is given through the sacraments.
Dewey,as we have shown,holds that nan In on tho natural level. He thus
objects not only to the dualism that separates nan’s natural from his
supernatural life,be objects to all supernaturalism. In this,wo have
both criticized and agreed with him. Wo cannot fully discuss the Roman
view that baptism restores a lest supernatural gift to an otherwise
fallen nature. Thio kind of supernaturalism we also reject. But as we ’lave
■ <
■
'.
■'
■ 1
•
‘
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shown,we think Dewey has reacted too violently against all supernatural!sm
and has thus lost tho insights of theism. And though he allovs a place
for the church as a means of colebfcating man’s highest achievements and
stirring men to high ideals,we think this is also too violent a

reaction

against the authoritarian claims of the church.
But our main concern io nov with Dewey’s rejection of the ’true’
philosophy, and the criticism Roman Catholic oducatora make of Dewey’s
system. Redden and ilyan.in A Catholic Ihilosophy of Education >maintain
tliat the modem confusion and bewilderment which characterizes education
can only by overcome when tho true philosophy,tho Philosophia Perenwjg,
is generally accepted. They quote !I»Bellow to show exactly what they meant
H..tho church olair.13 to be in exclusivo possession of tho only
philosophy which explains nan’s place in the Universe,reveals man’s
relation to his Creator,and givo3 him a rational account of his
own nature. Therefore Her Doctrine is absoluto and in her eyes
unquestionable♦..Those ninds..who can hardly conceive that the claim
exists and who certainly never connect the Catholic Chureh with ary
unlvoraal philosophy aro fundamentally ignorant...4
It is well known that 3 oho last! ci 3m, especially as formulated by the
great medieval philosopher Thomas Aquinis is considered by tho Catholic
4)

A Catholic Philosophy of Education pp 4,5.

Church ao being the true philosophy* Bertrand Russell,in history of
Western Philosophy,grants tliat St.Thomas was remarkable for his ability
to taka Aristotle’s system and adapt,it to Christian dogma* Yet Russell
io one of a long line of philosophers who have rejected Thonism* Many
theistio philosophers are among these who have rejected scholasticism •
Professor John Baillie,in Our Knowledge of God ,criticizes the inferential
nature of tho Thomistic arguments

t

"But now if we share neither St •Thomas’s Aristotelian epistemology
nor his Ueoplatonie absolution,there would appear to be no partic
ular reason'why we should accept his view that our only knowledge
of God is of an inferential and analogical character* " 5
’.Mien Roman Catholic educator *s, from thGir point of view,evaluate the
naturalistic philosophy df Dewey,they bring against it the general charge
that it io based on a false doctrine of evolution,that its poyoholofy is
behavioristic,and that its pragmatism denies the esistonee of God and
other basic Christian beliefs* We will consider these changes in detail
as Redden and Ryan set tlien forth*
5• Thu Roman Catholic and Tfaituraliotio Debate Over Educational Thooxy*
(a) The Soul*
Teaching that the soul is the abiding,substantial spiritual prlnoiple
in man,the source of all hio activities,created by God,Catholic educators
point to the following fallacies in experiments lismi
"The creation of the soul io denied* Tho mind io said to evolve from
nature rather than to be a power placed in man by God* No satisfact
ory explanation of the origin of mind is given* Hence,according to
the thooxy of continuity with nature,man differs from the brute
5) Knowledge of God p 169*
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only in degree or quantity! 6

From our study of Dowey’s naturalism we would agree with Catholio
educators that he gives no ’satiofactory1theory of tho origin of mind*
There is no doubt however,in my mind,tliat Dewey lias issued a direct
challenge to tho traditional view of tho soul that thinks of it as a
•substance’ and minimizes the factors of growth* He is right in saying!
"there is no ready made self behind activities♦There aro complex,
unstable,opposing attitudes,habits,impulses which gradually ccoe
to terns with one another*” 7
But wo believe that there is a more satisfactory view of tho soul or
self than either scholasticism or naturalism base given us* John Oman,
in The Ifotural and tho Supernatural,in his account of tho growth of the
1 so If’, accepts much of the evolutionary cut Id oft* But he supports the
position that wo took in our criticism of Dewey,that wo must account for
something which is in advance of it3 natural environment,manage 3 it,
and is not neroly its product* Something that i3 an active,organizing
form whose continuity does not depend on continuity of material* And
for something by whose highest values the world is understood and
managed,and which shares these values*
(b) Origin of Ideas*
Scholasticism holds that that there is an ’active intellect1 and a
’passive intellect’* Active intellect performs the initial cognitive
act whereby the matorial representation of tho material object is
stripped of its physical and individuating qualities ,ond the essence
extracted* The passive intellect then poososos,transforma,and elaborates
6)
7)

A Catholic Philosophy of Education pp 522,
Hunan Mature and Conduct p 1J8*
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the essence. Catholic criticism of Dewey*s view is as follows I
"The experimentalist holds that ’mind1 develops organically ♦Hence,
the origin of ideas is a purely sensuous processfall complex mental
processes are functions of bchaviorjand their rosultant is knowledge
in the strict sense of the word# 8
St,Thomas Aquinis took tho Aristotelian viov of univorsals,and a represent
ative thooiy of the truth of abstract ideas♦ In perception of the physical
external world he was like other wedioval thinkers a realist. But his
epistemology vzas inferential with regard to non-sensible realities.
Thus God oould not be directly known. The idea of God must be a concept
made up of abstractions derived from our experiences oftfche external
world. In addition to thio natural way of knowledge there wns tho super
natural vray through the agency of the church.
In our chapter on •Epistemology’ wo criticized Dewey’s epiphenamenal
theory of mind,and took our position with those who assign to mind a
much more noetic and autonomous role. We also questioned his identity
of poroeptual and conceptual experience,and hold that perceptual experience
included the possibility of being in touch with Reality, We now see that
the Roman Catholic thooxy,taken from Aquinis io also inferential with
respect to non-sensible realities. This theory we also rojoct, Ever 3ince
Kant’s Critique of Pure ^eason ,scholastic epistemology lias boon shaken
in its easy confidence that it could pass from the realm of sensuous
experience into the realm of pure universal forms. Our position io that
knowledge of God is not arrived at by inferential thinking on the basis
of sensuous experiences,but God is laiown in a direct relationhip,
8) A Catholic Thoory of Education p 5^5
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(o)

Truth

For scholasticism the proper object of hhe into Hoot is truth*
And the truth can bo stated in formal propositi one* Whan the terms of a
proposition aro unchangeablettho truth io unchangeable* In the judgement,
truth is grasped perfectly by tho intellect* An immediate judgement
motivated by objective evidence cannot be false*
The fallacies of experimentslism are tliat i
"All truth in relative and is tho outcome of tested consequences
of experience* Ito validity is determined by its pragmatic or
instrumental value* Ifetaphysical and eternal truths based on
essences of things .and the absolute and unchanging norms of the
eternal law>and imprinted in man’s consoleneo>are denied*” 9
Dovray considers the essence of scholasticism to be

t

”a highly effective systematization of the methods of teaching
and learning which aro appropriate to transmit an authoritative
body of truths*” 10
Against this system,where relif;icu3 faith i3 givon to a body of proposit
ions as true on the authority of the church>and tho use of reason to
demonstrate the reasonableness of giving such ci*edit,Dewey sets his
method, of inquiry and discovery* There is much to bo said for ^oiray’s
criticism* John Bennett,in Orientation in Religious Education > warns
against the tendency in Catholicism to think of truth in termo of the
acceptance of authoritarian propositionstand also against the tendency
in Protoatantiam to think of the Bible as an infallible system of
truths* We acaspfc his viav that Ohriti&nity is a historic movement based
upon the historic events of Christ’s life>deathtand victory over death>
and religious education must be related to these events*
9) A Catholio Philosophy of Education p 5^4
10) Democracy and Education p 527
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Bennett says »
"Tho explanation of the meaning of what happened should not be
crystallzed in intellectual formulas to bo accepted uncritically*
What is most important io that each person bo brought into the
Christian movement,where he can see for himself what has happened
and receive guidance from the response of others,both past and
presentees he seeks to understand the meaning of tho central
events for him/ 11 .
This io nearer the existential view of Dewoy than to scholasticism,but
as we have shown,Dewey’a existentialism moves in a limited context
because of his metaphysics* It is opposed to all doctrines of infallibil
ity > whether thoy be Oatholio or Protestant*
(d) Pre odor: of tho Will*
For scholaDticism>freedom of choice is an endowement from God,by
virtue of whioh,man can or not will tho act* According to Catholic
educators ,tho error in Dewey’s viow is as follows t
wFreedom of the vrill as an inherent power of man is denied* Personal
accountability cannot be attributed to man but rather io resident
in tho social sanction,in the pragmatic results of experience*
The effects of , original sin and their consequences on man’s
conduct are negated*” 12
It is true that Dewey does not look upon freedom as an endowement of
the Creator,because he does not think there is a Creator* Therefore raan
is not accountable to God* On tho matter of indeterminacy there is a
basic ambiguity in Dewoy* By making mind a byproduct of physical
into motion,he leaves man at the mercy of physical forces* But he
assumes,contrary to his naturalistic metaphysics,that man can control
his .own deotiryi
"Intelligence on the other hand is associated with judgement!
11)
12)

Orientation in Religious Education* Editor Lotz* p*27
A Catholio thilosopiy of Education p 5^5
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that is,with selection and arrangement of means to effect consequences
and with choice of what we take as our ends# A man io intelligent not
in virtue of having reason vzhich grasps first and indemonstrable truths
about fixed principles in order to reason deductively from them to
the particulars vzhich they govem*but in virtue of his capacity to
estimate tho ponsibilities of a situation and to act in accordance
with his estimate*"
1J
#1 Ilian James brought out the ethical claims of indeterminism by hie
discussion of ’judgements of regret** If all we regret really had to
happen,theft wo are driven to pessimism* The only escape would be through
tho denial of the roality of ovil*
This problem of human freodom>determinism and indeterminiam>has,ae ia
well known £>oen central in Oath olio—Protestant discussion* 3t*Augustino
defended free will but said freedom did not imply the ability to do
good*

meant by this that whatever man doestho choooestcven though

he can’t maloo tho better ohoics* The Reformers hor/ever did not accept
thio view* They denied free will* Luther debated with Erasmus in tho
treatise Enslaved Will*and held that the will was truly in bondage*
Calvin said tliat man acted voluntari3yfbut that did not moan ho had
free will*
Redden and Ryan futher explain the Catholic view as follows!
"In consequence of original sin>the will is weakonod^and hence needs
discipline and guidance under tho direction of tho into Hoot > IM
scholastic philosophy one learns that the w5.ll is a blind faoulty
and needs the liglit of the intellect*1 14
Another Catholic educator draws the contrast between Calvin*s view
of human nature and the Catholic viow I
"Hunan nature was not depraved because of Adam’s sins>as Calvin holdt
but deprived of this supernatural life of grace*" 15
15)
14)
15)

Qwest for Certainty* pp 205t204*

A fiatholio Philosophy of Education p 266
Year Book>National Society for tho Study of Education* Univ*of Chicago
Press* (Forty first year book) page 260
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Redaon and Ryan describe the free act of volition in the following
manner:
"The act of free volition then begins with a clear understanding
of tho nature of what io to bo done and ito consequences* Deliber
ation follows* Here,motives and desires are pre so nt; advantages and
disadvantages are recognized;reasons for and against a particular
mode of conduct aro ana lysed ,synthesized,and Judged* Then follws
the very essence of the act of volition,namely,tho consent of the
will enlightened by the intellect;the choice of a definite course
of action* In consequence of thin choice the individual performs
the act itself*" 16
This all neons quite simple and easy,and one might ask wly religion
needs to ontex' into chax*actor formation at all, if man can enlighten his
will by his intellect and «rform whatever acts he desires to perform*
This is Aristotlos* idea of deliberate choice in accordance with reason*
To bo fair to tho Catholic view vie rust put It in the

argor theological

and philosophical setting* Tho Catholio educator would remind us that the
•fall1 rondorod tho will loss able to do good* Baptism cleanses the soul
of original sin,but the effects of sin remain* Discipline and trailing
overcome these effects* Tho Church administers tho sacra ionts and sets
divine truths before the believer* Freedom of will thus scene to be a
matter of degree* Baptism restores the will which is less able to do
good sinoo it loot its supernatural gift*
Thio account seems to me to deserve much of tho criticism Dewoy
lev©Is against it* It divorces will and intellect from the total self,
and raakso them formal povrara apart from charaotor* Man acts according to
the structure of his character* Dewey brings this out,as vie have seen,in
his indentification of habit and will* Erich Fromm,in Man For Himself ,
states this position as follows
1$)

t

"Tho will is not an abstract power of nan which ho possesses apart
A Catholic Philosophy of Education p~"2^9
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from Mo character* On the contrary the will is nothing but the
expression of his character* Tho productive peroon who trusts his
reason and who is capable of loving others and himself has the
will to act virtuously* The nonproductive peroon who has filled to
develops tltose qualities and who io a slave of his irrational
passionn lacks this will*” 17
Wo agreethat volition and choice rust be seen as part of the total
structure of character* We have,however, criticized Dewey’s view of will,
conscience,and decision,because they move within the limited framework
of naturalism* Thus Dewoy, like Erich Fromm and all humanists who reject
the theiotic world-view, is left with a final reliance on man* We consider
the thoistic framework much more adequate in the light it throws upon
character formation* The Roman Catholic sacramentarian view,added to
the scholastic account cf free will,i9 to us less satisfactory than the
one ire have been developing on the lines of Agape and eroe* We havo
rejected the viow of ’total depravity’,and ve have accented the liberal
theological position that man finds Cod in the experience of love* The
question of man’s complete freedom of will,so that ho can ’on hio own’
choose the right and do it,oeen3 to us from the theistic point of view,to
be meaningless* Our view is that man never does anything cory lately on
his own* His character is formed by his total home and community enivran^
msnt* Even if tho homo i3 explicitly atheistic, that does not mean that
divine influences are entirely lacking fro 1 that home* Because the form
ation of character includes the influences of other people and divine
aspects,absolute freedom is impossible* Dewy realises that in connection
with the natural setting in which man moves*He realizes it also in
connection with habit formation* He holds that within that framework
17)

l'fen For Himself

p 2J5»
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man has enough freedosr to realize hio desires and purposesfif he goes
about it oxporimentally.and with faith in hio fellow nan and himself*
Vo aloo vrould stress a margin of freedom in which momentous decisions
can be made,tM most crucial being centred around the events of Christ’s
life,death,and continuing life* If nan asserts his freedom apart from
this total onvironmont,v;hich includes recognition of higher claims and
powers and right relation to thorn, he falls short of full self-roalization,
and hio social life ends in disorder* This does not detract from the
Importance of freedom in countlooo daily decisions,but it io central
I be liove to an adequate thoory of freedom of will*
(e) The Determinants of Morality
Homan Catholic educators claim that in experimontalism,goodness and
badness are determined solely by tho circumstances resulting from
experience,and thus change as experience and circumstancec change* Social
approval and disapproval aro'the sanctions* In scholasticism an act is
moral when in conformity with the eternal lav; of God*
”Vhat determines whether a moral act is good or bfetd ? The answer
io,the determinants, the object (purpose) of tho act itself,the
-.blrbumstances surrounding the act, and the purpose intended by
the person placing the act* All those must bo good,if the act is
to be good* If oug Is bad,the act is bad* 18
Ve have shown the limitations of Dewey’s ethic and theory of values*
Have we hero a positive alternative ? As Reinhold Niebuhr has so well
shown in mhe Ifoturo and Destiny of I-an .casuistryabased on the concept
of natural law and coupled with tho Church’s authority in matte» of
18) A Catholic Philosophy of Education p 526
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morals,io too rigid and sure of its absoluto validity• Wo believe the
Ronan Catholic Church is justified in challenging Dowry’s relativistic
naturalistic ethic,but Dewey is right in challenging tho Roman Church’s
ecclesiastical and scholastic approach to ethical problems. Our view io
tliat morality finds its final determinant in a moral order beyond
society ,yot vri thin all life* The reality of tills moral order cannot be
grasped in its entirety by a church,and passed along in infallible
rules. Dewey is right in insisting that the dignity of human life is
fundamental to morality>and our viev is tliat this io a basic moral
principle because the structure of the cosmos grounded in a Personal
Will,makes it so. ?fen’3 apprehension of that Will in terms of his own
responsibility,and hi3 social obligation's also loss than perfect and
infallible. Especially in the implementing of his ethical insights,and

making thorn relevant to his complex prob lens >mn can never be sure ho
is expressing the ’moral lair’. **e is 3aved from self righteousness,and
from a rigid desire to enforce his viowo arbitrarily,not by considering
all moral lavz and obligation to be functional and pragmatic,but by
remembering his finitenons and tendency to deception. Religious education
therefore is not tho handing on of final moral rules on the authority
of the church. It is the attempt,within the church and the social
order,to discern the Will of God,and live by this insight. And not only
live by the insight,but w* thin the mercy and Judgement of God,by which
moral energy is given,and moral failures forgiven.
(f) Democracy .

In the United States,Roman Oatholic educators have been concerned to
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show that The Homan Oatholio Church io not inimical to the democratic
ideal,and that American Catholics support political democracy# Ryan and
Redden point out three implications of the Catholic view of democracy*
(1) The acknowledgement of a supreme Being from whom cone all
natural r’ghto and duties;and to whom all men have obligations••
(2) The recognition of ^eouo Christ and His divinity ^Prom which
divinity flow the worth and sanctions of his teachings•
(5) Christian charity applied in political life and social life
amid tho welter of oocial changes# 19
They criticize £cwey for maiding democracy arr inclusive way of life,
and failing to relate society to a higher ordor#
"’To limit is set,by a higher lav/ of values,to the adjustments to
bo made in caso of conflict between institutions and individuals#
There is no interrelation between democracy and religion#" 20
Wo too havo criticized Dewoysocial and political theory for being cut
off completely from religious tradition in which tho valuo of the individual
finds its support,and which gives an adequate context for freedom and
democratic idea 1b# However,we think Deviey has a case against the Homan
Satholie Church in this $esue of domocracy and education# Education in
Xx.
a democracy,Devey claims mustAfre«# Though,as wo have said,education
should not be completely autonomous in the sonso of all rejection of
religion,it must be free from autocratic,rigid controls# Haul Elanohard
in American Froodon and Catholio gathers cvidonce to support the view that
tho Roman Catholic church doos not support academic freedom# He quotes
Father Wilfred M#Mallon>3.J# Before the National Catholic Education
Association in 19^2,Father Gallon said *
"Freedom to teach what is true is v/ithout practical applicability
19) A Catholio Philoepphy of Education p 287
20) Ibid 528,529#
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unless vie have a nom.*Th© Oatholic collego norm must be not only
natural hn<>wledgotbut tho deposit of divinely revealed trutho
immeasurably nor© certain than any truth arrived at by nor© hunan
deduction or exporime nt because wo have for thorn the guarantee of
the Infinite knowledge and voracity of God •♦Vo reserve the right
to dispense with the sorvlooa of tho staff member whose life and
utterances on tho corpus or off of It undermines th© purposes
for which we exist** 21
Me have already questioned tho approach to truth that thinks In terns
of propositions in vliieh Infallible truth is conveyed upon tho authority
of the Church* Blanchard points out sons of the truths a Oatholic teacher
nuot assent to* Vo cannot list then all but have chosen four i
(1) Tho lope io tho infallible leader of mhkln£tand when he speaks
for tho Hhuroh in natters of faith and morals,he cannot ml® a
mistabs*
(2) The Virgin 1'ary rotumod to the earth six tines in 1917 and
told three peasant children of Fatima,! ortugal,what the '’astern
world should do to avoid destruction by Soviet Russia*
(5) Tho Refamotion was a baclaiard step in human hintcxy,ani miy
of the worst evils of fascism and comailaa flow fren It*
(4) The righto of the church os educator ax© prior to and superior
to the rights of tho state as educator,and no government has the
legal right to infringe upon thio divine prerogative** 22
Blanchard further points to many restrictions ^specially in the field of
the social scionoefl * And wo have already noted tho fact that tho church
would,if schools could be provided,send all Oatholic children to
parochial schools* In view of the crucial role played by the public
schools in the United States in providing a ’melting pot1 for racial
and national differences, wo do not think the Oatholic Church gives the
answer to education in a democracy* Dewy showed profound insight in
his discussion of authority when he saidt
"Ao far as the idea of organized authority lo eonoerood,tho pathos
of the collective life of mankind on thio planet is its exhibition
21)
22)

Anorlcan Freedom and Oatholic Powr* p 76
Ibid p 22
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of th© dir© need for some authority:while its ever mountixig tragedy
is due to the fact that the need has been repeatedly betrayed by the
very institutions that clairaed to satisfy it*" 2J
We have noted Herbert Butterfield’s warning in Christianity and History,
that the church often claims too muoh as champion of liberty., ind the
democratic form of government# Not only doe3 the church often claim too
much credit for support of toleration and political liberty,it tends to
minimize and overlook the other side of tho picture,the fact that often
"
I
the church abused its authority and power and stood on the side of intoler
ance and tyranny# Butterfield la speaking not only cf eccldoiasticism in
the Roman Catholic Church but of all eoclesiasticiom#
4# Critloal Evaluation
(a) Tho Churoh and Education •
This debate between Dewey’s naturalism>ind theism,as embodied in the
Roman Catholic Church,has for one thing,focused attention on the place
of the churoh in education# In A flommon Faith flewey has made his position
about the churoh clear and explicit#
"The transfer of idealizing imagination,thought and emotion to
natural human relations would not signify the destruction of
churches that now exist# It would rather offer the means for a
recovery of vitality# The fund of human values that aro prized
and that need to be cherished,value3 that are satisfied and
• rectified by all human concerns and arrangements,could bo celebrated
and reinforced,in different ways and with differing symbols,by the
churches#" 24
There are tvo aspects of Dewey’s thought about the churoh that are very
surprising# One is his entertaining the idea that existing churches might
be persuaded to give up their belief in the supernatural,and embrace a
purely humanistic,naturalistic religion# It is of course a faot that
25)
24)

Problems of lien p#10J
A Common Faitjt p 82#
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a minister hero and there has adopted a purely naturalistic basis for
his rellgioni But for a philosopher of Dewoy1 s stature to seriously suggest
that Christian churches give up all belief in a Power greater than Society
and Ifeture* is almost unbelievable# He completely underestimates the
strength of the Christian theistic tradition# The other surprising
aspect of his thought about the church is that he equates it with author**
itarianism and an exclusive claim to truth#
"The surrender of claims to an exclusive and authoritative position
is a pipe qua non for doing away with the dilemma in wliich churches
nw find themselves in respect to their sphere of social action#" 25
We grant that there are certain final assumptions the church makes about
the importance of certain historic events*and the nature of Reality# But
as we have shown*Dewey also has his final assumptions# Our position is*
as shown in the chapters on the liberal and neo-orthodox movements* that
there is a strand in theology and in the life of the churoh*whioh gives
fundamental support to free inquiry,human dignity *and social progress#
We have tried to show wherin these two movements within Protestantism are
strong and wherin they are weak*and wherin thoy provide help in our
search for an adequate philosophy of education# We a|jroe with Dewey}s
criticism of ecolesastlcal exclusiveness and author!tarianisa*i>ut we
do not think these aro intrinsic to the Christian faith# Nor do we think
doing a$ay with all belief in the supernatural solves the problem of
abuse of authority#

'

There are many aspects of the problem of the relationship of the
church ta education which we cannot include in this study# We will
however consider some of the issues in connection with religion and
25)
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general education,because on thin aubjoct Dewey has taken a definite
stand,and thrown out a fundamental challenge to the church and the
theistic view#
(b) Epi otemology*
In our discucsion of* neo-orthodo^r we criticized the absolute distinction
between reason and revelation* St •Thomas Aquinis, though differing from
the neo-orthodox theologians in his viow of revelation,and tho place of
the church in bringing revelation ’hone’ to men, does not disagree in
the absolute separation of reason and revelation* In this, neo-orthodoxy
and Raman Catholicism aro in agreement* There are,as Is well known#
basio conflicts between Karl Barth,for example,and the Catholic Churoh
with regard to natural theology* Barth sweeps aside Catholio philosophiccal
orthodoxy with ito basic conceptions of ’natural law1 and ’hatural theology5
and its rationalism* But the point wo would make with regard to epistemol
ogy is that both Catholicism and neo-orthodoxy reject that strand of
theology and philosophy with which wo are identifying our so Ives, which
holds the view that in personal oxporionoe,In immediate awareness,God can
be apprehended* We reject tho neo-orthodox position that revelation is
oui generis»so that neither a historic or philosophical enquiry Is
relevant to It,or any analogies between human experience and revelation
applicable* Likewise we rejeot the Catholic view that know ledge of God
in tho natural sense,cooes through inference arising out of our know
ledge of the things of nature#with the revealed supernatural life add£d
as superstructure* Religious education based upon this viow,as ws have
seen(involves accepting infallible propositions about life and conduct,
and placing one’s life under the obedience of an authoritarian Church*
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Dovray points in the right direction*but does not go far enough* He points
away from absolute dualiom*but stops short of theism* Ho points toward
experience as the basis and test for knowledge *but stops short of the
possibility of religious experienee,because he denies tho theistic belief
in God* Ito points toward tho kinesthetic

data in tho phenomenology of

experience* but sees no significance in describing these as rosponsive
states to that which is beyond nan and nature*
(c) Freedom of Will*
naturalistic philosophers havo layed great stress upon the complex
nexus in which character io formed* They havo also rejected all formal
accounts of will which abstract it from tho total personality* But when
thoy rejoct such theological concepts as ’the fall1 ao superstitious
ryths* and ovraop aside man’s relationship to the supernatural and leave
man ’on his own’* vra believe they oversimplify both psychology and
ethics* We would agree with Roman Oatholio eduoators that freedom of
will is an endowement from God*and in this respect stand closer to them
than neo-orthodox views that raalos ’original sin’ the cause of man’s
total loos of freedom to know God and do hio will* But scholastic
philosophy and psychology seems to separate will and intellect from
the total personality and raalae them abstract powers* CXxr view is that
these must bo seen in the total context of personality* We aot in
accordance with what we are* And what we are is the result of a very
complex set of factors* Here the sciences*psychology*sociolojy*and
the physical sciences*may help us in the understanding of personality
-
development* And*as we have emphasized before*theology can help us
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providing it does not become rigidly dogmatic and authoritarian* In our
judgement this is the chief difficulty with the Roman Catholio system*
It has accepted the Thaaistic scholasticism,and insists with all the
power of its ecclesiastical authority,that this philosophy is final and
true* This,as we shall see in our next chapter, complicated the problem
of religion in education in the public schools* That Protestantism always
escapes rigid dogmatism,;^ do not claim,as shovm in our discussion of
neo-orthodoxy* It Is one of the strengths,we believe of the liberal
theistic movement,that It believed in free and fearless inquixy* It
accepted the results of scientific inquiry In so far as they seemed
valid,and in such questions as the nature of free will,was open minded
toward any facts empirical science could offer* As we have shown,it often
layed aside its own insights,and accepted whht were quite tentative
conclusions in the sciences,rather than insisting upon the validity
of its own insights gained from its traditions,and from its own
philosophical discipline* The most fruitful approach,we believe,to
the fundamental problem of free will and the more basic problem of
character,is carried on in terms of Agape and eros* It Is true,as we have
seen that the interpretation of these concepts differs widely* This
should in itself serve to remind us of the danger of rigid dogmatism*
The bearing of Agape and eros on the problem of free will, is that
the problem must be. seen in a wider context than either an authoritarian
church,or a naturalistic philosophy provides. It places it in a personal
nontext, in an ’I-Thou1 setting* It does not remove all authority,for
man is under an authority greater than all institutions* He is under tho
authority of one whose nature is Agape* £ his means that man does not have
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absolute control cf his cam destiny* And

4 4Xu

mana tliat ho nuot find

froodon in rolationohip to Arawo* Ar^po cooks to influonoo orasuceid ao
tho Christian tradition teaches>vri 11 go to any length of suffering to
help roejovo all obstacloc that hindex* man frcci frco&cn* Them lo a negative
aspect to Ar&po from mn’s point of vlcw>ln that if ran ohoooeo to dory
the claim <£ £gy2e,and distorts was Into

do If

lovs>ho does not find

&nedocitbut finds bondage within hie narrow self# Thio io, then, the
prob lor: of religioua education*v*hl eh I think both 3©woy and Honan
lathollo educates* aro attempting to solvo# The end they both seel: to
mn’c froo choloo of the good>and tlio a coptanoo cf rosponoibllity for
personal destiny# Dowqytao we have arruod> falls short cf a right
solution booauae ho attempts to reduce run to social and natural
dir jonsione# OathoHeian falls ohort of the solution beoause it olaiiao
orcXos'v©

and authoritarian control binding non to ito obodionootrathor

than setting then upon tbs path that leads to froodm through direct
confrontation by Are.pet
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CHAPTER EIGHT
RELIGION ITT GENERAL EDUCATION
On both theoretical and practical grounds,Dewey thinks there should
be no theistic religion incorporated in the educational philosophy of
general education,or bo directly taught in the public schools* He grants
tliat religion io a universal concern* It should therefore find its place
in the educational process* But,as we have seen,when Dewey talks about
religion,he is reading into that term a meaning quite different from
any of the three theistio positions we have studied in relation to his
world-frame*
In Education Today .he says wo have to teach something as religion,
and it oannot bo simply an abstract essence* Ho agrees with Plato that
virtues cannot be taught without a reorganization of social life,and
suggests that the modern problem is more complex than the problem Plato
faced* For there is even less agreement now as to the nature of religion*
Christians do not agree among themselves* And there are Jews and others
who do not agree with the Christians*
Ao wo have seen,Dewc?y offers as a substitute, a completely autonomous
educational system* It should be free from theistic religion in any and
all forms* This claim to autonony we have challenged on its theoretical
side,attempting to show that Dewey’s position related education to
naturalistic assumptions,and value judgements,and left education without
adequate metaphysical grounding • It,therefore,under Dovray’s influence,
is not absolutely free but bound to his presuppositions*
In the United States thero has now been ample time to see Dovray’s
theories at work* Hio influence hao been tremendous*
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A*N*V7hitehead lias said of Dewey t
"John Dewey is the typical effective American thinkerjand he is
the chief intellectual forco providing that environment with
coherent purpose*” 1
Whitehead says Dewey accomplished for his day what Augustine .Aquinis,
Bacon,Descartes, Locke,anc't Cornpto achieved for thoirs*.
In this chapter I will cono to grips with Dewey’s charge that Christ
ianity is so sectarian that no possible plan for a theistic influence
upon education could succeed* Though in many ways the situation in
Gt.Britain differs from the United States, light will be thrown on this
problem by including a brief survey of the British system* For Gt.Britain
facing similar problems,has found a way of keeping its entire educational
system much closer to the Christian tradition thnnAthe United States*
1* Milch Religion ?
In England,it was not until 1870 that publicly provided schools came
into being* Legislation then was confined to elementary instruction for
children under thirteen years of age* No national system of education
was then established* A variety of agencies provided schools,chief among
them the Church of England* Non-flonformist groups and the Roman Catholic
Church also built sohools* They all provided religious instruction. The
sectarian issue vas faced in the 1870 Act,known as tho * compromise bill* *
Religious instruction was covered by the CowpejvTemple clause,which
provided that ’no oateohism or religious formulaxy which is distinctive
of any ^articular denomination shall be taught*’
In

1)

the Balfour Act of 1902,non-provided schools wore eligible to

The Philosophy of John Dewey p 478 (Library of Living Philosophers
edited by Paul Atrthur Schlipp)

receive state aid,but the cost of* capital expenditure

in buildings was

thrown on the body to which the buildings belonged* In provided and board
schools, religious instruction was regulated by the Cowper-Temple clause,
/ and in non-provided schoolsfthe provision of the trust deed rogulated
religious teaching* In 1926 tho Church of England and the free flhurohes
developed a plan called the ’Agrood Syllabus’ plan* Tills minimized the
disagreements between Anglican and Free Ohuroh schools * The ’Agreed
Syllabus’ plan beoame compulsory in the 1944 Act*
Scot land, since the Reflflrmat ion, lias been strongly influenced by the
tradition of Calvin and Knox toward a strong interest in education* In
his Book of Discipline for the Scottish Church (1560), John Knox expresses
a corpem for education that has been part of the Soottish tradition since
that day i
HThat everie oeverall churohe have a school-master appointed,suoh a
ono as is able at least to teach Grammar and the Latin tung,yf the
town be of any reputation* Yf it bo upaland**then must either the
Raider or the Minister take cayre over the children**to instruct
them in their first rudimentio and especially the oatechisme*n 2
This plan did not go into effect,but the Church took over the superintend
ence of education* By decree of the privy council inl6l6,and by further
legislation in 1655 aod l646,the Church was given an important share in
the management of the schools* In tho Encyclopaedia of Education (Monroe)
the efforts of tho Church on behalf of education are summarized:
* Through the persistent efforts of ministers,assemblies,synods,kirk
sessions,town councils and Parliament,there was gradually worked out
in Scotland in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries a system of
education which was religious, democratio,making education neoessoxy
and possible for rich and poor alike,from elementary school to
university and probably as near to deserving to be called national
2)
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ao any system of the sane period in an equal area#” 5
The final state organization of education dates from the Scottish
Education Act of 1872, This act empowered the newly established school
boards to continue tho custom of giving instruction in religion# The
Education Act of 1918 and the Local Government Act of 1929 confirmed
•use and wont*»and further supported the teaching of religion# In a
report of tho Advisory Council on Education in Scotland*Aocondary Education ,
published in 1947$a strong statement appoars giving support to the
teaching of religion in tho schools!
"We share the opinion»widespread throughout Scotlandfthat since w©
inherit a Christian tradition and the Christian Church is nationally
recognized in 3cotland>Christian Instruction should find a place In
every secondary school”# 4
Thus,we sec that a purely naturalistic basis for education has never
gained approval in England or Scotland• A frankly theistio,Christlan
position lias been talon# And a non-sectarian plan has been developed#
And worship has now been made compulsory* In both England and Scotland
the problem of the Roman Catholic parochial sohool,and the Roman Catholio
unwillingness to accept an ’agreed syllabus* plan* has been met by
'

- .

'■ ° :

i

-

Incorporating the Catholic schools into tho State system# Roman Catholio
schools receive state aid9but are allowed a good deal of autonomy 9and
complete autonomy in religious instruction#
2# Which Religion in America ?
As has been admitted9mary aspects of tho system worked out in Gt#Britain
5) Encyclopaedia of Education* Paul Monroe Vol V p 500
4) Secondary Educatlon>Advisory Council Of Education p#119
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oarmot bo exported to the United States • But there aro two mJ or factors
in the British plan and outlook that have a bearing on tho fundamental
issues Dowey has raised• One is tho rejection of secularism as the ground
upon which education is based• The other io the agreement readied by
diverse Church groups on an acceptable plan for including the teaching
of religion in the schools#
Though ’religious education’ and ’education’ wre synonymous in the
colonial period,by the close of the second quarter of the nineteenth
century the American public school system was established,and the teachir^
of religion was on its way out of the schools# Tax support was withdrawn
from church and private schools# The control of the church over the
schools was minimized and gradually eliminated# One reason for the
change lay in the rise of national power and control over education#
And the other reason>is tho one that Dewoy mentions,the sectarianism
of religion# The strife in !!assachusotts,vrhore the famous educator Horace
Mann tried to hoop religion in the schools in a non-sectarian form,was a
Oongrogational-Unitarian enntroveroy# In tho nineteenth centuxy the
rapid increase of Roman Catholics in the United States,raised the issue
of state support to parochial schools# In 1842 the ITew York legislature
ruled tliat no school teaching religious sectarian doctrine or tenets
should receive state aid# No state admitted to the union after 1358,
except ’test Virginia,failed to insert a similar provision in its
constitution# Between 1884 and 1912,thirty eight States wrote into their
constitutions clauses forbidding the use of public funds by private or
parochial sohools#
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As sectarianism complicated the problem of religious teaching in
the nintoenth century,it continues to oomplioato it in tlw twentieth*
The Federal consus for 195^ reports 2% religious denominations within
tho continental United States* Out of a population of approximately
154,000,000 in that yoar>67>?00»00 wore listed as chnrdh menbors* About
25,000,000 vjora Ro an Catholics ,4,600,000 Jews, 1,200,000 Eastern Orthodox
and 58f900,000 Protestants in 245 denominations* This is enough to show
the magnitude of the sectarian problem*
The government of the United States cannot decide tho issue of religion
and. education through the method of an established church* In tho First
Amendment to the Constitution!the Congress laid upon itself the prohibition,
’Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof*•* The common sense practical
interpretation of that law has meant that the state may not establish or
favour any one religion or interfere with the free exercise of any roligious
faith,except to safeguard public morals and order* According to recent
court doois ions, many services which indirectly aid tho schoo Is,such as
school lunches,bus transportation,scholarship assistance,non religious
text-books,have been classed as’we Ifare’,and must bo granted to all
ohildron regardless of religious affiliation* Present pmctioe is to
permit the states to determine whether bus transportation and nonreligious
textbooks shall be granted to children attonding parochial schools* The
Supreme Court,in the Champaign Illinois (McCollum) case, decided that the
use of public school buildings for religious purpoceo on released time
was a violation of the First Amendment*
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A tabulation made in 1941 showed that in 12 states the law explicitly
required the reading of the Bible,in 6 it permitted it,in 18 states the
law’s silence made it possible,and in eight states it was expressly
forbidden,and in 4 tho ban was assumed# 5

Some states permit the use

of the Bible,the Lord’s Prayer,and the teaching of the Ten Commandments.
The sectarian problem,as we have indicated is complicated by the
fact that in principle the Roman Oatholic Church in tho United States
does not favour tlie public school system,and would,if it could,exercise
final authority over all education# To be a fit place for Catholio
students a school must meet the Church’s requirementsi
”it is no co a so ry that all the teaching and the whole organization
of the school,and its teachers,syllabus and text books in every
branch,be regulated by the Christian spirit,under the direction
and maternal supervision of the church#" 6
Dewey’s concern for autonomy and freedom in the schools must be under*□tood against ouch authoritarian claims# And Protestant resistance
against tho attempts

the Roman Catholic Church to secure state aid

for parochial schools must also be seen against cruch authoritarian claims,
and against the Church’s hostility to the public schools# Hoot Protestants
follow Dewey in his viow that the public schools aro vital to American
unity.
A change is taking place in the Protestant viow of religion in the
schools# Liberal Protestantism’s p4»ition of keeping religion out of the
schools ia being challenged# A Commission appointed by President Truman
in 1946,which included educators and religious leaders from all major
denominations maintained that religion

t

"is held to bo a major force in creating the system of human values
5)
6)

’.C •Miller, ”Teaching tho Multitudes"• p4 Beacon Iress 1944
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on which democracy is predicated,and many derive from one or another
of ita varieties a deepened sense of human worth and a strengthened
concern for tho righto of others#” 7
This commission held that ouch principles did not depend on a single
religious sanction or authority# But thoy did not suggest how the sectarian
problem was to be met#
Likewise the Harvard Oarnraittee in the study Goneral Education In a Free
Societyyfacod the problem,and camo to tho conclusion that tho sectarian
problem was tenrmountablei
” given tho American scene with ltswri&ties of faith and even of
unfaith,we did not feel justified in proposing religious instruction
as part of the curriculum#” 8
This committee saw no reason»however>why some of the teachings of the
prophetstand other Biblical teachings could not be incorporated as
moral and ethical material#
Must we conclude then that Dewy io right in both hia assumptions ?
We havo shown the complexity of the problem of teaching religion in
the public schools of the United States# Two Important commissions turned
away from tho problem and left it unanswered# Tho British plan^of incorp
orating the Roman Catholio schools in the plan of tax supported schools!
seems unacceptable to tho majority of Americans who strongly support the
public schools# They insist that if public tax money was given for
parochial schools many sects would tai® advantage of the precedent and
establish their own schools# This would destroy tho present publio
education system and put in its place a series of oompeting»and probably
inferior school systems# It is generally agroed that the public school
system in the United Statos has boon an important instrument In achieving

7) Higher Education for American Democracy* Presidents Commission* Vol 1
8)
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national unity•
Must vfQ then accept Dewey’s assumption that sectarianism means not
only banning religion from tho public schools,but means a non-thoistio
approach to education? If the present situation continues,it really
means the acceptance of a secular educational system,and that is not
in fact a neutral system* In 19?4 President Nicholas Murray Butler
voiced the conclusion that many Americans had reached when he said

t

"ao far as the tax supported sohools are concerned,an odd situation
has been permitted to arise* The separation of church and state is
fundamental in our American political order,but so far as religious
instruction is concerned,this principle has been so far departed
from as to pit the whole force and influence of the tax supported
school on the side of one element in the population, namely,that
which is pagan and believes In no religion whatsoever**The govern
ment1 o indifference to religion must not be allowed to becctne
opposition to religion*" 9
5* Tho Possibilities For Teaching Religion in the Public Schools
Meeting Dowey on his own ground,accepting the idea that religion
oannot be separated from culture,we take a stand with those who claim
that the JudeQ-Ohriptian tradition has played a large part in forming
Waste m culture,andA cannot survive if it abandons its spiritual found
ation* Professor M*L.Jacks in God in Education has said :
"Democracy is in danger because it is abandoning the spiritual
basis of its own welfare* The liberty which it professes is
liberty without an ond**the individual whom it spoils is an ind
ividual without a purpose**the denooratio state needs discipline and
authority.*only tho democratic authority nust by definition come from
within and cannot be imposed from without,and the discipline must
be the self discipline of the nan who believes in himself because
he believes in God** 10
Hot in the spirit of authoritarian dogmatism,but in the light of tho
need for tho kind of education Professor Jacks is pleading for,the
following positive proposals are now being put forward in the United States
9)^Annual Report of the President of Columbia University 19^4 £p 22-24
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In tho decentralized school system of tho United States,there ore
communities where there can bo Bible reading and prayer,the singing of
a hymn,in short, a devotional services Thio ao

havo pointed out

oannot be carriod out in all states for sone states prohibit the foad’hg
of the Bibles
In schools below the college or university level,the social studies
offer many opportunities for a recognition of tho oart religion has
played in tho history of mankind,and the lmportanco of religion in
the present community,national,and international lifes The American
Council on Education created a committee on tioligion and Education which
studied the entire problem of religion’s place in general education,and
on the point wo have now raised made the following cement I
"In the 3tudy of tho various liases of co munity life-government,
markets, industry, labor, we Ifare, and the like—there would seem to
be no tenable reason for the omission of contemporary religious
institutions and practices*" 11
Thi3 same commission makes the suggestion that Protestant, Cathollo,
and Jewish scholars might assist teachers of English to select materials
from the religious classics. And they maintain that it can hardly be
contested that tho Bible itself is second to no other book in ito
influence on the modem world. They face the difficulty in some schools
with regard to the various versions of the Bible, And suggest that
this might be overcome by having each child use tho version of hie own
communion. Or biblical narratives might be retold.
Another important commission also constituted by the American Council
11)
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on Education made a survey of all basic text books used in colleges and
universities# The point the commission made was that if religion received
fair treatment in all fields of study where it had a bearing,tho tctal
impression on the mind of the student would be a greater knowledge of
religion,and respect for its importance in all phases of life# Their
conclusion is as followsi
*religion is a neglected field of reading and study on the part of
college students# The lightness of touch and even ignorance with
which intellectual Issues having a religious bearing or import
are dealt with would seem little less than astonishing when the
expansion of scholarship in general is taken into account#H 12
Another approach to the problem at the level of higher education is
the Inclusion of courses of religion in tho colleges and universities.
It io well known that church rolated colleges offer courses in religion,
but it not so vrell knovm that state supported univorsities also offer
such courses# For example,the University of California,(Berkeley)* offers
17 courses in religion# Tho University of Colorado offers 24,and the
University of Massachusetts offers 6#
We cannot discuss all phases of thio problem,but rust mention another
plan,tho week day schools of religion. Some time during tho school
day pupils aro released to go to a near by church for a class in religion#
A recent study indicated that there were 2,000,000 boys and girls attend
ing such classes# The decision of the United States Supremo Court in the
Champaign case,ruled against having such classes in the school building,
but the other plan of holding tho olasseo in the church continues# Mot only
does this plan havo intrinsic value,It Indicates the fact that many parents
are not satisfied with a completely secularized school system#
12) College Roading and ‘oligion# Into x.
15) 1947 Yearbook International Council Religious Education p 76
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We have brought together enough evidence to show that there are
ways of teaching religion directly,and ways of giving it its proper
place in the general educational system. The illusion of neutrality,
in fact,has opened tho way for the anti-theistio bias in education
which has been given strong support by Dewey’s naturalistic outlook.
This illusion of neutraility has been supported also by the belief •
held by many liberal religious educators that a Christian society was
coming into being which would instill a Christian spirit in the schools®
A more realistic appraisal of the difficulties involved in transforming
society is now possible,and more direct methods of giving religion its
rightful place in education are being explored®
4. Tho Teacher and the Teaching of Religion ®
A very vital aspect of this issue,is the training of teachers® Dewey
refers to Plato’s conviction that the professed teachers of virtue,the
sophists,were not in fact the ones fit to teach virtue® Guarding against
any lack of appreciation for the professional teachers of our own day,
Dewey suggests that if Plato wore to re turn,and taloo part in the current
discussion about teaching religion,he would raise questions about who
was to teach® He then askst

.

"Where are the exports in religion ? and where are the authoritative
teachers? There are tho historians,but I fear the day has not come
when the history of religion oan be taught ns hi story..There are
preachers and catechists,but,unless wo are committed to some peculiar
faith and institution,it is not exhortation or discipline of this
sort that constitutes religious instruction®" 14

Dowey then makes some observations about teaching religion that are
very pertinent,and valid be recognized as valid observations by many
14) Education To-day p 8J.

modern educators* Ha discusses tho differences between a teacher who is
a specialist in the sense of knowing the content of the Bible,and the
religious doctrines of some church,and tho teacher who can relate religion
to the entire educational process* Educators in 0t*3ritain are aware of
this problem* The roport of the Consultative Committee on Secondary
Education of 1959,and tlio report of Secondary Education of the Advisory
Council on Education in Scotland of 1947,both face this issue* The
importance of the teachers attitude tovjard religion,and tho teachers
ability to evoke a response from the pupil,ao well ae the importance of
a religious spirit pervading the entire school,is recognized in these
reports*
The Oonmiasion appointed by the American Council on Education,
which has been referred to,points out that the difference:
"between acquiring information about a subject and having a meaning
ful learning experience io real and substantial*"* If?
And the importance of the teacher in relating religion not only to
educationbrrtlo life is emphasized* They oontend that there are many
teachers qualified to teach religion,and many others that would
welcome the opportunity to become better qualified if the opportunity
were offered* Two dangers are noted* One,the tendency for teachers
deeply Interested in religion to be sectarian* Two,the lack of information
and equipment on the part of many teadie rs in matters of religion*
On the basis of this study,my conclusion at this point would be that
the philosophical and metaphysical foundations

of education need to be

re-examined* Though Dewey’s influence on educational theoxy is probably
not as great today as it Mas twenty years ago*we have already given the
15) The Relation of Religion to Fu1 lie Education* p.IJS
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judgement a£ A .N .Wilts head on tho formative and profound effect of
Bewcy’s thinking oxi American cultures Teachers Coliege,Columbia University,
♦
where Dewey taught,and vzhere his Influence was very great,has been one
of the outstanding teacher training centres in the United States. And
^ewey’s numerous books have been widely used in teacher training centres.
There have,of course,been many other philosophors who have left their
mark on the American mind. But nono lias,at least within the twentieth
centuxy.ao profoundly affected the public schools,as John Dewey. Dean
Luther A.Woigle, of Yale University Divinity School, says of Uewey:
"In the twentieth centuxy another powerful factor was added,which
bore more purposely and directly upon the exclusion of religion
from education.Thia was tho popular vogue of pragmatism,instrumontalism,and expo rime ntalism-to use the successive names whioh the
movement bore—and there was the tremendous influence of this
pragmatic view in education,together with the fact that in the
thou^it of its greatest protagonist^Tohn Dewey,this point of view
was associated with opposition to Judeo-Christian theism." 16
As we havo seen in this study,Dewey not only takBs an anti-theistic
position against all traditional forma of Christianity,but develops his
own metaphysics on naturalistic lines. His epistemology is phenoosnalistic.
His theory of values pragmatio. His logic is based upon a doubt inquiry
process whioh makes thought merely

functional. His educational aim is

growth and progress in a democratic society. A reaction was bound to
follow. I have indicated in previous chapters a theistio critique of
Dewey’s assumptions.
In the forty*firet year book of the national Society for the Study
of Education,the major schools of thought in American education are set
forth by exponents of the different views. Tho movements set-forth are
the experimentalist,realist,idealist,Aristotelian and Roman Catholic.
16)
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As one studios this supposedly comprehensive study of the major
educational systems in the United States,one is struck by two facts *
First,the experimentalists are conceded to have the major influence*
Two,tho thinking being done to-day by Protestant theologians and
philosophers has not made itself felt on American educational phil
osophy* Without in any way making an exhaustive analysis,I indicated
in my chapters on the liberal and neo-orthodox positions,that there
was an alternative vlew,whioh retained the insights of both systems*
Hen like Professor Charles Hartshorn* of Chicago University maintain
that a radical and systematic revision of Thomism from top to bottom
is now in process among Protestant theologians and philosophers,and
that a nov: theism is emerging* I think non like Coe, in their revision
of Dewey’s philosophy,had a great deal to offer in the building of an
adequate philosophy along theistic lines,but their main influence was
, upon the religious Education within the churches* As Christian thinkers
set

themselves anew to tho task of forging an adequate philosophy of
,\ ,
<i
oducation,w5th tho viow Of affecting the outlook of oducation not only inaidc the churches,but general education,I believe men Ilk® Dewey and
Coe will make valuable contributions to such an educational theory*
Teacher training,and the teaching of religion in tho public schools,
depend upon this basic task*
5* Summary and Comments*

We havo seen that Gt*Britain has never accepted the viev: tliat education
should bo free from theistic religion* Tho problem of sectarianism
has boon solved by an ’agreed syllabus1 plan,which all major groups
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acoept,with tho exception of the Roman Oatholic Church* It has its own
schools,whioh aro included in the national system of education,but have
complete control of religious teaching* Gt*Britain moved into a strong*
positive position with regard to worship and religious instruction in
the Parliamentary Act of 1944,making both compulsory* The teaching is
non-sectarian and non-authoritarian* We concluded that the problem in
the United States does not yiold to a like solution becauso of differences
in political,racial,and religious factors* There is however,widespread
questioning of the present position in the United States* Jfeither the
oxtrema authoritarian position of the Roman Catholio Church or the
secular viov? takon by Dewey seem acceptable to a great nary parents
and educators*
There aro possibilities for strengthening and devising methods
whereby a better appreciation can bo gained of the part religion has
played and is playing in Western culture* Some schools are free to have
worship,all schools aro free to give religion ito rightful place in
social studios,tho religious classics can be used to enrich the
present curriculum,and the Bible can be read ao literature* Religion
might bo given the emphasis it deserves in all courses without curtailing
academic freedom* And in nary Universities courses in religion are now
being taught* And the plan of week day religicus education-supplements
the church schools ,and serves as a reminder tliat something io lacking
in the public schools*
Vital to the whole problem of religion in the schools io the attitude
and training of the teachers* Since most of the religious teaching must
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go beyond ’teaching about’ religion,and become part of experience,
a knowledge of the ’content’ of the Bible and doctrines is not enough*
And basic to the entire problem are tho theological and philosophical
implications* In place of the dominant naturalistic metaphysics,and
pragmatic philosophy based upon naturalistic assumpt* ons,thoro mot be
a philosophy of education along theiotic lines* Some of its min linos
wo have tried to indicate* But it is all part of the larger problem of
the integration of the scientific view and method with the religious
view* This io tho basic problem of Western Culture,a problem tliat has
arisen over a long period,which has mary complex factors* There are
indications that a new theism tliat grapples with the enormous significance
of modern scienoe is emerging* It dare not overl&ok Dewey’s emphasis
upon inquiry,the dynamic nature of the learning process,the existential
side of his cutllok,tho need for knowing the nature of the chi Id,nan’s
responsibility toward working out his problem, tho valuo of the scientific
method, and the importance of the democratic way of life* These ideas are
all deeply embedded in the educational outl&ok of tho loading eduactors
in the United States* Theism,we believothos the framework in which these
concepts be long, and without which they have no adequate grounding* When
this fact is recognized fully,religion will find it3 place again in
general education*
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1.

naturalism and Christian Theism.
V© have seen that Dr.Dev.’ey works out hio philooophy on the basis of

naturalism and rejects Christian theism. In so far ao ho deals diroctly
with Christian theism,it is mainly of tho Ronan Catholic typo,and the
scholastic philosophical system identified with it. Ko has,of course, a
wide acquaintance with the whole field of philooonhy,and was ^reatly
influenced by Hegel. Though Protestant thinkers like G.A.Coe borrowed
mans' ideas from Dowey,Dewey doos not directly evaluate the religious
educational theories of Coe and other liberal educators. And though the
neo-orthodox theologians toko

not© of Dewey’s work and have criticized

It,Dewoy has not returned tho compliment. Tims we must conclude that he
lias looked carefully at the Roman Catholic educational theory,but has not
done tho same for Protestant revisions and substitutes for scholasticism.
Ho has lumped all theistic systems under the goneral term ’supernatural*
and has rejected them in favour of a naturalistic view.
However,wo havo shown that his rejection of Christian theism is not as
complete as hio explicit statements would indicate,or hio naturalistic
viewpoint suggest. This complicates his educational theory. For example,
his boliof in the dignity and worth of the individual does not receive
fundamental support from his epi phenomenal account of the mind—body
relationship. Likewise hio optimistic theory of progress and his ethical
concern do not receive formal backing in his iragmatic thoory of value.
Both the dignity of the individual and hope for a better social order
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seen to have their roots in tho Christian tradition. If they camo from
anothor source,wo havo boon unable to discover it in Dovray*a vritinge.
Though we would not assert tliat all that is constructive in Dowey13
educational system lias ito roots in the Christian tradition,wo conclude
that Dewey goes far beyond his naturalistic motaphysio in working out his
total educational system. And tho linos on which ho moves are in some
cas6s in tho direction of Christian theism. This accounts for the fact
that non liko Coo,couldffrom a theistic pors odtiv©,incorporate a groat
doal of Dewey’s educational philosophy in their systems of religious
education.
Roman Catholic and neo-orthodox theistic systems aro far less congenial
to Dovray’s educational views than liberal thoolory. We believe Dewey has
a strong case against tho ecclesiastical authoritarianism and tho dualism
of Roman Catholic oupornaturalism. And though non like Dr.Hiobuhr and others

of the neo-orthodox movement have effectively challenged the ethical
optimism of Dovray,and have shown tho importance of the Christian tradition
in an adequate interpretation of man’s predicament,much of Dovray’s criticism
of supernaturalistic dualism is relevant to rtOo-orthodoxy. Our own position
is that there are many sound insights in the liberal view,which can be
corrected by noo-orthodoxie’s emphasis upon God’s judgement and man’s
need for forgiveness. Liberalism tended to overlook tho equivocal nature
of man’s ethical actions,and the radical nature of man’s sin. We havo been
unable to discover a Protestant opistenology that has wide acceptance,and
suggest that Dewey has a great doal to offer all who are concerned with
this prob lorn.
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2. Epistemology >

We agree with Dewey tliat man stands in nature,and makoo decisions
within concrete situations. Knowlodge is not primarily formal and static,
but dynamic. Vo cannot separate knower from lmawn object,or mind from
body,or thought from action. And thoro are,as Dewy so strongly urges,
kinesthetic elements in tho phenomenology of experience. This makes tho
process of ’knowing1 far loss simple than ’copy* theories,or ’naive
realism’ recognized. And the relationship of knowor to known objoct,and
the interaction between then io of utmost importance.
So much for aroas of agreement. Our basic disagreement arises out of
basic assumptions. Dewey hao made fundamental decisions about tho nature
of tho world which do not ariro out of his logic of inquiry,and whioh
affect his epistemology. Ho places the problem solving process in a
naturalistic framework and thus draws certain conclusions about epistemology
whichjfrort a theistic perspective ,soen entirely unwarranted. Dowey has
made a reflective judgement that man stands completely oriented in nature.
But if thio is not tho whole story,then Dewey’s epistemology is
faulty. If man stands not only within the conditioned,but also in a
relation to tho Unconditioned,it can be held that his moot important
decisions are those ho dates within his relationship to the Unconditioned,
and all other decisions are offectod by them. This Is our view. In spite
of Dowey’s light treatment of metaphysics we maintain that man is
interested not only in manipulating and controlling hio environment,
but in knowing the nature of it that he may enter Into right relation
to it. Vo havo concluded tliat man can know something about tho nature

*
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of Reality. Interaction at the doopest level of man’s environment ia
interaction with the Unconditioned. Not with an Unconditioned which io
in all aopocto unoffocted by human actions,but which in essent'al nature
io not relative to man’s purposes and exists ice. We hold thio knowledge
to be intuitional,but not intuitional apart from the phenomenology of
experience. And this knowledge is not so unequivocal that dogmatisms
can be founded upon it. Nor io it intuitional in a nystical sense,if
Eroticism is thought of as being detached from the concrete decisions of
life.
We may summarize tho theistic positions we havo examined with regard
to thoir epistemology. Tho decision that is cruoial for the Ronan Oatholic
view is the decision to accept or rojoct the Qhurch and its authority.
If ono acce ts the Church,then supernatural grace will by means of the
sacraments raise one cut of unequivocal darkness into unequivocal light.
This we find unsatisfactory. The oxtrone neo-orthodox position makes one
decision crucial,the decision to recognize that man stands under divine
judgement. All other decisions are of a radically different order.
Knowledge is thus outside the historic sphere of decision. This we also
found unsatisfactory.
The liberal position we beliove emphasizes tho truth that the love of
Cod is known in concrete decisions and actions. Itb weakness lies in
the tendency to minimize tho transcendent nature of Reality,and the
dependence of man upon God. It became too pragmatic in the sense of
setting man tho task of producing the fruits of religion,and often
overlooked the dependence of man upon tlie mercy and forgiveness of God.
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5* Educational Autonomy.
,4 *
Dewoy emphasizes 'the ■theory that science began to mal© real progress
only after It broke away from dogmatism and authoritarianism,which were
closely allied in tho middle ares with supematuralism and the Church.
Education,which io the application of tho scientific method and outlook
to all areas of life,rust demand the sane sort of autonomy* It must free
itself from all authoritarian institutions,and all supornaturnli3tio
dogmatism. It can discover its own onds,sot up its own purposca,and must
refuse to be controlled by any external authority. Tt must declare and
achiovo complete autonomy*
Our conclusion is that thio is u dangerous half truth* It has validity
ao a challenge to autocratic throats to freedom of thought. It expresses
one aspoct of the Irotentant claim to freedom of conscience,and it suns
up the modern scientific spirit of inquiry with Its foarloss search for
facts. But it Io a dangerous half truth in that it carries ito claim for
autonomy back to the individual,then loaves the Individual standing in
naturo and society with no grounding in the Unconditioned. Our contention
«5

has boen tliat Dewey vlav of man standing within nature and society,with the
equipment of tho logic of inquiry to roly upon for the fulfillment of
Individual and social lifo,loa/os out a dimension absolutely nocossaxy
to a sound view of man and destiny. From the theistio perspective it can
be seen tliat man’s assertion of freedom and autonomy can bocomo man’s
moot fatal error. If it io true tliat man’s fundamental relationship is
with the Unconditioned,then ho cannot claim to be self governing and
self sufficient* He must find freedom by resigning some of his sovereignty*
By cutting oducation off from these insights, Dewey leaves it exposed to
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interests and nov.ors against which it is unable to maintain its freedom*
Cne of the great gains of tho modern world is tho froodon it hao
gained for all tho arts and sciences from domination and control of
authoritarianism* A relative froodon mot be maintained for these and
for education* But when education claims absolute autonocy it carrios
tho modem spirit too far. How shall it l©op from being svropt along by
tho ourront of the contingent, to be destroyed by nature an' tirao,unless
it lias an anchor in the transcendent ? Roligious education can claim the
kind of autonomy which leaves it free from complete control by all
oarthly po:jors,that it nay servo God ns the ultimate. But secular
education |with freedom only to promote individual and social growth,may
easily be overcome by the vory forcos itfe seeks to control and change*
in the framework of Dewey’s naturalism,where events,situations,histories
hold man and all his institutions in their power,and which finally dest<$y
liim,it seer is futile to proas the claim of educational autonomy* Where
everything is relative and transitional and wlierc thero is no ultimate
fulfillment,on v/hat basis can education claim to stand above the forces
a id countorf orcos of histoxy ? Certainly man cannot stalxj a valid claim
for autonony in Dowey’s view that intelligence sprang from^intoraction
of physical energy,and bein^ f ou d useful,developed until it finally
fa3hionod the scientific method* If that is the complete story about
the mind of man,then what basis has it for claiming autonony against
the physical forces tliat brought it into existence, or against the
irrational forco

which will ultimately deotroy it ?

4. The Self
In his anthropology,tho divergence between a naturaliotlc philosophy
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of education and religious oducation can be clearly aeon* In oducational
theory no question can be raised tliat does not soon cane rcund to tho
fundamental question of the nature of man* Ve nay first summarize the
range of agreement with ^owey’s viow. Wo havo accepted his view tliat nan
stands within nature. Ao far as it goes thio io sound. And Ills strong
inoistenco that man io a social creature is also beyond dispute. Those
facts havo a bearing upon the idea of will and conocionco,and psychology
cannot ignoro biological and social factors. And tho insistence upon
individual difforoncos is also accepted as of supreme importance for
education. And though,as we havo main tai nod, knzey is not entirely
consistent in his view of tho indetorminato nature of tho individual,
ho rightly maintains that nan io responsible for hi3 decisions and
actions. Wo find further agreement in Ilia idoa that educators who think
of tho person in terns of basic intoroots.and aim to guido and stimulate
theso interests,aro reaching persons on a doeper level of motivation than
those irho roly on coorcivo and authoritarian nothods.

•

Those are important point of agreonont. However,there are basic points
of disagreement with Dowey anthropology. His theory of oxporioneo.upon
which he haaos his oyster.^fails at tho moot crucial point. There io an
area,he eaye,where experiences aro immediate and significant,but nothing
more can be said about them. Our conclusion io that Dewoy is more vague
at this point than ho needs to be. His vagueness,wo hoId,arises out of
Ills denial of man's fundamental relationship to the transcendent
Unconditioned Reality. We havo used the terns Agape and eros. taken from
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tho history of Christian thought,to suggest a Beality and a relationship
higher than man’s relation to society and nature. Pan is created imago
dei . K© stands v/ithin nature,but tranoconds it. He stands v/ithin society,
but tranoconds society. lie is capable of religious experience,of making
decisions with regard to Ultimate Reality. Through intuition he may
knov; that he is in relation to God,and though his exprosoion must bo
analogical rather than literal,he may oonmunicato his knowledge of God*
Tills takes us ire 11 beyond Dewey’s naturalistic theory of will,
conscience and character. They have biological and sociological implicat
ions,but havo also the transcendent factor vzhich escapes those who take
a radical behavioristic approach to personality* Dewey minimizes selfconsciousness,and speaks of the individual reacting with his environment
in quito impersonal terms* Wo must conclude that this is duo to his
lack of understanding of the eolf in its self-transcendent dimension*
This makes the important ’I-Thou1 trend in philosophy and theology a
closed book to him*

*

5» History
Prom a theistic perspective v/e may follow Devrey part way in hio idea
of histoxy,and then find ourselves going beyond him* The Christian
biblical view emphasizes the importance of historical events,and decisions
within time* We havo noted Dewey’s criticism of tho Groek view of the
insignificance of histoxy,and the Greok emphasis upon the real as tho
changeless* The symbol of the circle with its eternal recurrence is
entirely unacceptable to Dewey* In thi3 we are in agreement. Decisions
within the contingent situations of time are of supreme lmportanco to
his o itiro outlook* In thio wo aro also in accord. But we cannot accent
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his idea that meaning must bo discovorod through th© doubt inquiry
process working within the naturalistic framework whore everything is
contingent. - e maintain that Dowey med os □ hie moral judgements about
history. Tie assumes tliat nan should through intelligent endeavor find
self realization and build a democratic society. Those judgements do
not arise out of hi3 doubt inquixy logic# Ao we havo noted, we bolieve
many of Dev/ey’o valuo judgements have their roots in the Christian
tradition#
Christian theism asserts that nan’s decisions in history aro of groat
importance# 1 an is not a croaturo of necessity. By his choices ho makes
history and life become meaningful# So far Dowey would agree# But
theiem goes cn# It maintains that histoxyjas known in the biblical
tradition$is laden with opocial Leaning for tho whole of lifo# It
provides tho olue to the whole drama of mankind# This io admittedly a

matter of boliof and faith# And wo would maintain on tho basis of tills
study,that Dowey also interprets history through boliof# He has tho
negative boliof that no significant clue to history is found within tho
Cliristian tradition,and tho positive boliof tliat naturalistic ideas
provide tho I©y to tho understanding of history and tho universo. He
lias no objoctive evidence of this tliat is conclusive#
Tho point for education is that if a good many pooplo in society
find a key that unlocks life’s fundamental meaning in the Biblical
Christian tradition,then an educational system whioh ignores this
fact and this view,in not adequate. We havo maintained that in suoh
matters there is no ouch thing as absolute neutrality. Dewey’s position
io not neutral with regard to religion. It is anti-theistic,except in
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far aa it unconsciously accepts theistic assumptions or values.

6, Theolof?/ and tho Scientific Method
Becauso ho denies the validity of theistic concepts,and because of his
espousal of tho scientific method in a naturalistic framework for the
solution of all problems,Dowey has boon among those philosophers who
havo widened the gulf between religion and science. And he has,by his
interpretation of education as the mothod of scionce applied to all areas
of lifo,and fully capablo of evolving lt3 own ends,driven a wedge
between religious and secular education. Tie lias been a powerful force
in creating the view that a full acceptance of the scientific method
moans a complete rejection of the theological approach.
Ve havo granted the va idity of his charge that theology ofton ends in
absolute dualism,separating mind from matter,thought frofa action,the
eternal from the temporal,Cod from man. But,we do not think he has
solved thin

rcblcm by denying all transcondont Beiility>and assuming that

ran1 s interests aro entirely practical,and 1

content v'.th

manipulating and controlling himself and his world. lerhaps he is
boro reflecting tho culture of which ho is a part, ether philosophers
havo observed that we Americano in spito of our idealism and religion#
are too much absorbed in the foreground of lifo.
Our position ie that in the understanding of certain experiences the
scientific method is valid. But in other experiences#concepts drawn from
other traditions are necessary. Experimentalist! may easily bo distorted
into a new dogmatism,by claiming to be tho only valid approach to life.
We have admitted that both Roman Catholic and neo-orthodox thinkers are
inclined to malae absolute claims. I would say that Dowey is quite as
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dogmatic about hia naturalism and logic of inquiry,and that a spirit
of humility must temper thooo dogmatisms before thoy can narrow tho
gulf which now coparatoo them. Thoy might both,then,oook a sounder
epistemology• Our study lias indicated that ouch* an epistomology must
tal:o a full account of tho phonanonolopy of experience,rial :e allo\7anco for
the fundamental naturo of man’s relationship to ultimate Roality,allow
fox* th© factor of intuition in perceptual oxpor" once,and striko a
balance botr-jeen certainty and humility* I do not think that ono system
of logic,and certainly not tho logic of inqulxy covers tho complex
methods and attitudes by xrhich man corns s to knov himself and hio universe*
As an epistemology emerges that takes all tho complox factors of the
knowinr* procono into account,education may cease to bo tlx© battleground
on which dogmatic theism and dogmatic naturalism sti*ive to vanquish
ono another. Wo would not undereotimato tho difficulties involved,for
this is ono of tho most doop rooted probloms of vjostorn culture.
7. Roligion in Goneral Education

From our briof survey of tho situation in Gt.Britain and th© Unitod
States, we conclude that practical ways can bo found fur nalring religion
vital to education^providing it is thought to be significant to the
oducational system. In England and Scotland a secularized education has
not boon acceptablo,and in rocont yoarB strong legislation has strengthened
religion in tho schools. In tho United States there are additional
difficulties,sectarian and political,but wo have seen that ways are
open for raaldng religion play a far stronger role without violating the
principle of 3oparation of church and state.
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Tims,though we r*ay grant Dewey* 3 contention that sectarianism played a
large part in the secularising of American education,*^ do not consider
this the most basic problem. It io truo tliat sectarianism greatly ,
complicates the issue. The most crucial aspect of thio io tho Roman
Catholic rejection of the principle of public ochoolc. We found the
British system of including the Homan Catholic schools in th© general
system not transferable to the American scene. If tax support is given
to Hom

’

lie pas

in the United Statoo^other d

nat

ions will want ouch support,and tho public school system will bo
undermined*

Dewey hao not attempted to provide a philosophical foundation for
education that would rotain tho thoistic outlook and avoid the sectarian
difficulties* lie rejects theism explicitly,and constructs hio system on
naturalistic lines. The fact that inplictly ho retained socio theiotic
attitudes an' as swaptions ^nado it difficult for liberal oducators to
seo the full importance of tho anti-theistic bias*
The cultural crisis of Western democracy lias made non rothink the
basis of education* Tliis bears out ono of Dewey’s thoooo> When nan io
disturbed he is stirfod to take thought of his problems and find a way
through his difficulties* Dowey is right in that philosophy must not
escape to ivory towers above the fray. And we would agree that religion
cannot flee to a world of ideal forms,or into
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ralistic beliefs

and institutions above the contingent struggles of mankind. Education
will for many years have to grapple with the issues Dowey has raised.
We conclude that education can be fair both to the scientific spirit
and to the roligious tradition doeply woven into the fabric of society*

